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Introduction
The Rapers in this number of the Ail TeMarl council of Learned
Soc reties rkcasional raper series are the work of scholars who received
support aft ix)st-seconthry fellows in 1992-93 in our Elementary and

Secondary Schools Teacher Curriculum Development protect That
protect seeks to familiarize teachers w ith current developments in the
humanities: support their devekipment of t un-/cut:a materrak trased on

their studies; and disseminate those materials Those public school
teachers toining the ACAS protect are expected to ins (live other feathers

at their home schools andwith support from central offices--they are
expected to irwolve other teacher% throughout then-districts in bccommg

familiar with contemporary scholarship in the hununilies and in the
development and Lhe of curricular materials Our arc- both appropriate
and thallenging for their students

siric.! 1992-1993, MIS has been estabhshing the,tprograms at sites around the country At each site there Is a sem-long
orkshop on a topic in the humanities of IA /de interest, Lit dimwit Ito one
(4 more distinguished sch# ilars In nil a it cii researt h iinnerstq g iking

ith up to a dozen teacher-fellows from the local public 54 it,11s

In 1992-93 each workshop also included the pant, ipatifin ot At is
pf 1s4-4:Londar fent }Ws, selected by comp-cut:tins Jar ing hum.mities
scholars at colleges and universities in the sic may 'if the In ist unit ersli

!hiring their workshop year the post-secondary knows Nun ipated in
the workshops at their sites. tomed with the teacher-fellow s in the
c# atm protect of their w orksh#T. %isnot' schools. partu ipited tit
%anon-, MIS national acito Me., and pursued their own research The
terms of their fellowships required the production of a report on their
fellowship el:ar and a %tip bay paper Nearly all the 1992-93 fellow far
exceeded that rec molten:. f. ompktingtir initialing book-iength pule/As
or multiple Rapers. .1% well as spending much more time than was
expected with the teat her-Idlots % in their workshops. which in infra
cases they has c «rimmed ti t chi in the t Car t(JUM% ing their fellow ship%
The papers in this s # dutute are interrelated, a poly-vocal discussi#
alt is4.! during the worksh# tps These
as it Um.. t out erning Ii ;pp s
paper% speak ut tune ant ither, and in most cases. also speak to the %%Mk
intinKhul teat hers and to the general [inflects of the w girkslu
w hit h their audit tr. panic paled MP. I halt Ign Jspect of the papers was
on-piing t on% ersations ;UMng the prist-set ondary
itself lite
kilt it% s during their fent As ship t ear. and 11a good represent.ition fit the

spirit 0 the protect itself
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The first paper M the following pages is by Linda We lts, of Boston
University, who was a participant in the I larvard workshop. facilitated
by Professor Vito Perrone. Professor Wells has written about "NkMng to
the Other Side of the Desk: Teachers' Stories of Self-Fashioning," her
work with teachers from the Cambridge and Brookline public schooLs

bringing her to an interest in the way in which teachers "fashion"
themselves throughout their careers. Professor Wells' own story of 'selffashioning" is particularly striking.

Four papers by profes.sors of literature form a section on canon.
Professor Edward L Rocklin, of California State Polytechnic University.
Pomona, has written about "Transforming Canons, Transforming Teachcm" Professor Lois Feuer, of California State University, Dominguez
Hills, has written about "Shaping the Multicultural Curriculum: Biblical
Encounters with the Other" Professors Rocklin and Feuer participated
in the UCtA workshop, facilitated by Professor Karen Rowe. Professor
Darlene Emily Hicks. of San Diego State University, has written about
"Nationalism. I listory. the Chicano Subject. and the Text% questions of

Chicano and Chicana literature, as informed by her experience with
teachers in multicultural classrooms in San Diego and Los Angeles. She
was a participant in the UCSD workshop, facilitated by Professor Steven

Hahn. And Professor John Ramsay. of Carleton College, who was a
participant in the University of Minnesota workshop facilitated by
Professor Marcia Eaton, has written a paper entiticd "Ms. Higgins and the

Culture Warriors: Notes Towards the Creation of an Eighth Grade
I lumanities Curriculum."

Two papers by professors of histoty form a comparabk section.
Another participant in the UCSD workshop, Professor Eve Komfeld, of
San Diego State University, has %intim about "History and the Humanities: The Politics of Objectivity and the Promise of Subiectivity," an issue

that represents for historians a set of historical circumstances and
theoretical problems similar to that of the question of canon for literary

scholars. And Professor Paul Fideler. of Lesk.7 College, who was a
participant in thr Hamad workshop, has written "Toward a 'Curriculum
of lime': The Essential Role of l lumanities Scholarship in Public School

Teaching," where he engages curricular issues in the light of the
rethinking of history itself

Each of these papers is thought-pros 'king on its own, while the set
brings us into that tinwersation about tlw nature of humanities scholar-

ship that can be heard in seminar roi nits and conventkm corridors
throughout the country They differ. as a set, from what tnigln usually
be found in tlw journals Yr the learned societies, in that they also are

participants in another conversairion, unfintunately lesks usual, between

teachers of post-secondary students and those of elementary and

secondary students. That there has been such a conversation within the
ACLS workshops is a signal mark of success for those workshops, and
a tribute to all involved. It miglu have been anticipawd that there would
be no conversation at all, that there simply would be a set of lecures,

as each participant fell into a customary rolegiven the prestigiotz
locations of the workshopsprossorsspeaking, teachers taking notes.
And yet that did not happen_ The workshop facilitatorsProfes.sors
Eaton, Hahn, Perrone, and Rowecame to ACLS as practitioners of an

ideal of a community of scholars, an ideal that they shared with both the
post-secondary fellows and with the elementary and secondary teat 'actfellows who ioined them in the workshops at Minnesota, lICSD, Harvard,

and UCLA_ Moving from that ideal to the practice that ultimately
characterized each of the workshops was not easy (the participants in
one of the workshops characterized it as a -contentious" dialogue), but
it was ultimately successful, as can be seen in the tone of the papers in
this volume.

In addition to thanking the workshop panicipantsteacher-fellows
and facilitatorsfor their work during the year that informed these

papers, I would like to thank Douglas Greenberg, now President and
Director of the Chicago Historical Society, whose idea it was, when he
was Vice President of ACLS, to bring these papers out in this series.
Professor Greenberg devoted an extraordinary amount of time and
energy to the Elementary and Secondary Schools Teacher Curriculum
Development proiect during its planning and initial year, and was
particularly attentive to the post-secondary fellows. Stanley Isl. Katz,
President of ACLS, initially envishmed the project and secured its
funding, and has been intimately involved with its various and multiplying activities. And finally. the ACIS iloard of Directors' Committee on

Publications, Education, and Scholarly Communication has been strongly
supportive of these activities: Professor Mario Valdes. Chair; Professor
James Millar. and Professor Martha NutisfrJum.
The ACV.; Elementary and Secondary Schools Teacher Curriculum

Development project is supponed by core grants from the Pew

Charitable Trusts, the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund, and an
anonymous funder. Additional funding is provided by the host universities and districts and lot.al foundations.

ichael Holzman
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Moving to the Other Side of the Desk:
Teachers' Stories of Self-Fashioning
Linda Wells
Boston Unimrsity

In his play, Batley, Simon Gray has created a marvelously cynical,
irreverent English professor at London University who makes us laugh
and cringe at the same time. But ley, a drunken slacker, sits in his office

behind heaps of unread papers, keeping students at bay with complaints of his administrative duties which must, he claims, take
precendence over his tutorials with them. His officemate, Joey, notes
that But ley has forgotten to return a student's master's thesis: But ley

quips, "Not yet. So far I've forgotten to read it. Forgetting to give it back
will come later" (12). As they are discussing curricular developments in

the department, Burley rads against Joey for not opposing the new
book list of contemporary novels which But ley will then have to teach:
-Fool! Imbecile! Traitor! Lackey!I wouldn't he caught dead reading
those books. And you know how it exhausts me to teach books I
haven't read" ( l(,). At time% we would like to be able to emulate the
cynicism of Bulky, and in our darker moments of teaching, we no
doubt create in our minds Butleyesque dialogue, mortifying the
aggressively dull student with our wit or bursting the bubble of the
idealistic colleague who expects to change the world with her teaching.
If we have some of Maley in us, we also hope to have equal parts
of Kingsfiekl, the brilliant whological figure of the law professor in
The Paperatase, who Iwo yrs and badgers his students until they either
quit law whim 4 or bend to his will. Foremost is the sublect, the law,

which must never lie ! ompromised. Add to Butley and Kingsfiekl a little
of the cluira ter-loon:lin in achieved by Miss Stacy in /Imre of Gwen

Gables, who by hr I iwn strength of character !minutes students to
the
excel in their studies while never losing sight of the ethical life. Or
though
often
misbegotten
zeal
of
dedicated Mr. Chips. or the romantic
Miss Jean Brody.

Even though these and a myriad of other images of tlw teacher

crowd our minds, most of us who teach are mere mortals who fashion
teachers who have
a persona in the classrman, patching it togetlwr In nu
inspired and motivated us, and trying to avoid the tactics of those who

have disappointed and bored us. Both the positive and negative
modds have assisted us in our reflection about mil creation of the

teacher we want to he or hope we are. Being interested in this process
by which students become teachers, I interviewed 17 high school and
college history and literature teachers.
When I began this project. I thought they would tell me something
of the differences between high school and college teaching in the
Humanities. They did this, hut they said so much more about the
process by which one becomes a teacher and what is the nature of the
teaching enterprise. I have entitled this essay, -Moving to the Other Side
of the Desk," because unlike other professions, the student becomes
what, for many years. he has beheld. Yet the subtitle of the essay is also

true. for each teacher spoke of a good deal of unpreparedness for
teaching and the process of -self-fashioning,- or creating a persona who
couid teach effectively. While Stephen Greenblatt's Renaissance Self-

Fashioning: Front More to Shakespeare exposes the idea of selffashioning as it applies to writers and their character-creations, I have
taken the term to apply more broadly to the entire process of identity
construction. Greenblatt develops a compelling conceptual model of
how such construction occurs. In analyzing Othello. for example, he
establishes how lago masks himself publicly; yet we wonder how nmch
of his private narrative revealed only to the audience is also mask and
how much is authentic. We see in all of the characters, as well, how each
is susceptible to the narratives of others: how Desdemona is fashioned
by Emilia or Othello by lago. These concepts established by Greenblatt

seem fruitful when applied to the construction of a teaching persona.
Throrghout the interviews, teachers wondered at their authenticity,

they commented on the masks they wore; they suggested how
susceptible they had been to the narratives of their own teachers. They
often noted that teaching is a nwsterious process, not always fully
understood by the conscious mind.

On Becoming a Teacher
The process of becoming a teacher involves that somewhat mysterious relationship between teacher and student. How much th)es a
student's success depend upon the ability to involve the teacher in her
education? This question often remains unexamined, while greater
attention is paid to the exclusive role of the teacher. As I interviewed
teachers. I became increasingly fascinated by the role of the student I
described my own "education" within the family, because I think I am
not an isolated example. I entered formal education with a presence.
an attitude that I belonged there and that }tom' things would happen
to me there. The teachers I interviewed also had a generally positive
attitude toward their own education. though I would characterize most
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be in part
of them as strongly ambivalent toward -schooling." This may1950s and
them
were
in
school
in
the
related to the fact that many of
apply to the younger
in college ii the 1960s, but the categories seem to
inclined
to
think
that
teachers
are by nature
teachers as well, so I ani
toward
authority.
It
may
be
necessary to
identified with and rebellious
because it
hold this tension in balance to be successful as teachers,
the rebel than the
students
who
are
closer
to
allows us to work with
teacher-pleaser.
chose
Although these categories might he applied to all teachers, I
because
I
am
interested
to interview only history and literature teachers
the broader enterin dimensions of humanities education, as well as

individuals to choose these
prise of teas hing itself. What led these
wondered, and how do they view themselves as teachers
of the humanities?
college that they
Most of the people in the study knew well before
who chose other
would become literature or history majors. Even those
cases,
those who
majors initially did so for practical reasons. In two
engineering
eventually went on to study history began as science or
selected
majors, but changed because -history took them over." One
though
he
engineering because it was encouraged in the 1950s even
and
the
other,
in
the
quickly came to realize he had little aptitude for it,
she had an aptitude
1980s, selected chemistry but found that, although
She notes:
for it, it didn't allow for much personal development.
said there
I was loving my history courses but people
sophomore
year,
it
ceased
to he
were no jobs. By my
jobs
or
not.
It
just
seemed
important to me if there were
arts
to be what I wanted to study. The point of a liberal

education was not to get a jobLawrence University
effectiydy convinced me of this. Then, too, I had

teachers who managed to exam me in ways that made me
think I had gotten more out of the course than I thought.
And like a gtxxl laboratory rat, I continued the behavior.
noted that he had gone tri
In the case of the literature teachers, one
that he would
Bnmx Science I ligh School in the late 1950s and assumed
school,
however, he
be a biology major in college. As a junior in high
wasn't any doubt that I
read Crime and Punisbnwnt: "After that there
teachers
noted books. in
was in literature." Of course the literature
but three

general, as being the reason for their continued study,

the book that defined
mentioned Crime and Punishment specifically as
this story:
their vocation. Another Dostoyevsky devotee tells

I discovered reading. I did not go on to college right
away, because my family couldn't afford itmy father
had recently died. So I worked and I read and I can even
tell you the book that took the top of my head off: Crinw
and Punishnwnt That book changed my life. I said I had
to read more Dostoyevskymore literature. I went On

to other wtiters. I've always marveled at the thing

literature gives us, -the ability to live life backwards." as
Kierkegaard said, while we are living it forwards. It is just
the endless plane of imagination where you can escape.

you can invent. you can imagine, you can fantasize.
question. doubt, reveal youself, confess, you can do

everything. anything. that you ever wanted to do that you
can't do in the work-a-day w( Al of reality

I would conclude that both hteranire and history teachers
were led
to their fields because they liked sk tries, whether imaginative
narratives
or the stories of real pet pie It was evident that the literature majors
could easily have been history majors and vice versa: in fact, in
one
case, a teacher has a bachelor's (kgree in English but teaches history.
Often this interest in stones det el( riled ()inside the classnx
nu. in private
reading, and was then milt( lived by inspiring teachers. An( nher teacher
describes his interest in reading

I think tOr me it had to do w fill adolescence. I went
through a period w hen my tamily mov ed when I was 12;
it lasted alx Kit 20 or 30 years. one of the things I did
during that pen( tl \% as to discover music and especially
literature. It became an iniportant escape and it probably
woukl have been insignificant for my later life except that
the books I read were amme and Punishment and Madame Ikawy I imdvenently learned to have taste.
For all the teachers. reading was an educati( in in it.4elf, but each had
inspirational role nuxlek t ho cm. ( imaged them as students and
assisted them in fashioning then ( t n teaching persona w hen the time
came to move to the other side f the desk. The features of
an inspiring
teacher are not particularly surrising. but the thoughtfulness
and
respect expressed by those interviewed was itself inspiring, as if the
mantle had been passed Certainly the nwst often noted
features were
the depth of kit( owledge ot the tea( her and the ability
to engage
students in the act of learning It seems that the most inspiring
teachers
are able ro I do lir AIL bel'atise as tine person tuned, she had teachers
who

knew a great deal, but the ones she truly admired were not merely
.1

'acting smart" in front of the class, but could demystify the knowkdge
that
and make her feel secure in her ability to learn. She went on to say
rewarding
comment
she assimilated this into her Own teaching, for a
loved this class because
on her teaching evaluations is one that says. "I
Inherent
in
this
statement
is the challenge that
it made me feel so smart."
of teaching is to
also
the
fact
that
one
goal
the course presented, but
the
power
of
ideas.
energize the student through
rather
Another teacher remembers a freshman English teacher, a
and
somewhat
quiet presence in the class, who inspired by his sparing
teacher had
cryptic commentary on papers. On the first paper, the
ust
don't
know
what
to write.
written "You know how to write; you
the
student
had
the eighth paper (if the semester.
That will come,"
and
was
given up trying to discover what the teac her wanted on papers
Portrait Qf the
beginning to develop an authentic voice. I 'pon reading
genuine
insight about
Artist as a Young Man, this student deveh Ted a
nith.
When the
yr
the hook, linking the work with his r mil Catholicyini've
got
it." This
paper was returned, the only o mullein was -Nowqf Knowing is called
is an excellent example of what in Wonwn 's Ways
what is known.
constructed knowkdge. when the knower merges with
focus
less upon the
Now a teacher himself, this individual seemed to
of
thinking in
content of what was taught and more upon the process
who ask
participate.
lie
said.
"Teachers
which he was encouraged to
inspiringl. I always
who
invite
ideas
lare
questions of purpose and
what they
resprinded lxx irly to teachers who wanted me to tell them
already knew."
about
Gaining that balance in the classroom between expectations
and
many
teachers
content and process is a difficult task for all of us,
challenging
spoke of that balancing act. One way to do it is to create a
while
at
the
same time,
course of study and establish real expectations,
example.
one
conveying the sense of support for the students. For
"he
was
competent
teacher mentiiined his high school Latin teacher:
too. I le really

and he was hard. l le expected us to be competent mattered." I le
this and getting gi x id at it

instilled the idea that learning
the same
goes on to mention a college literature teacher whi m hadretry,
and
qualities: "She loved what she was dr )ing ( 19th century pc
exuded this idea that what she was di iing was impintant
figured prominently
Not surprisingly, high school English teachers
teachers. It has
of
inspiratic
in,
especially
wi
mien
in per iple's imagery
hit- this:
become cormnonplace in educafion to suggest tlw wasonturned to
before the I9(ifis truly dedicated and intellectual women
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secondary education as the place for fulfillment, being cut off from most
other professions where their talents might have been realized.

Three people mentioned their Latin teachers, for their dedication
and scholarly approach to the subject. c3ne teacher described how her
Latin teacher became a role model once she began her own teaching
of histoiy:

He bid bare for me the thinking processes and he set

Latin forth not as a language, but as a logical system. It
was almost mathematical; much like my physics teacher,
he said here are the rules to a language. Now fill in the
blanIc.s. Here is a panicular pattern of thinking; this is
how Latin is different because it uses this logical system.
Latin is different because there is a different philos4 Thy
behind it compared to Romance and Cermanic lan-

guages. It was like being I Men Kelleran epiphany
and once I discovered this system. I went into other
classes and looked for the rules that governed those
subjects.

What is significant here is not just that this teacher helped her

understand principles of Latin, but she was herself able to extrapolate
and apply the idea of governing principles to other disciplines. another
example of constructed knowledge. She notes that as a teacher this is
her primary pedagogical methocl, laying !me for students the rules
governing inquiry in the social sciences.
Creating a Teacher Persona

Teachers came to acknowledge their teaching vocation at various
times in their lives as students. Some, like myself. knew early on that
they were destined to teach, and so it was just a matter of waiting to
grow up. We were the kind of students already preparing to teach, as
we sat in elementary and high school classes, scrutinizing our own
teachers, evaluating their successes and failures. The reality that they
would be teachers only dawned on some people. however, when they
were getting advanced degrees. Even the high school teachers were not
all in teacher training programs as undergraduates, earning instead
bachelor's degrees in history or literature without a firm commitment
to teaching. Many worked in other fields before going into high school
teaching. In two cases, teaclwrs had worked in publishing, found it
simply boring, and then began to think seriously about teaching. One
individual said he never wanted to be a high school teacher, and only
after several years doing it did lw finally acknowledge that he was, m
6

fact a teacher. Upon reflection he thought he had been teaching all his
life, even as a third-grader, when he became a wader, collected a
number of books of his own, and then started a lending library of sons
in his neighborhood. A parent whose child he had motivated to read
said that he ought to think about being a teacher, and perhaps the seed
was planted at that early age.
Career sekction is usually preceded by visual inugery. What can I
see myself doing? What kind of work will be satisfying! Some people
had identified early with their teachers and could easily see themselves
in that role. Others had more difficulty with the choice. One college
literature teak her said fie tmly admired old-fashioned scholars, teachers
with an aggressive pursuit of the scholarly and who were still curious
about the subject even after thirty years teaching it. Occasionally.
howeer, he would look at one of these somewhat eccentric scholars

with papers bulging out of his briefcase and be taken over with

approach av idant e. "Is that what I want to be? . . , lhat's what I want
to be
If these teachers are right, no one can teach someone else how to

teach. 'those who had been in teacher training programs were

singularly negative in their views about such programs, beheving them
that
to be for the most part a waste of time. This may arise front the fact

teaching is not a procedure, like brain surgery or brick-laying, but a
constant interaction. Effectiveness requires more than talent; it requires
a good deal of time to mature. It is also incredibly tiring. for the teacher
is usually the primary energy force in Cie classnxim especially for those

who have a captive audience of high school students or general

education non-majors. I realized as I was conducting this study that
teachers are unique in that all their work time involves interaction;
perhaps an orchestra conductor is the closest comparison.
Nearly all the college teachers felt they too were ill-prepared for
teaching. because while a M.D. prepares one to be an effective scholar
and researcher, very little time is devoted in most programs to teaching.

NI( ist oillege literature teachers had been teaching fell( ms, Wine
beginning their first full-time teaching, but the process was to throw
them into freshman composition or literature classes and watch them
sink or swim. I low, then, did we become teachers of the I humanities?
one teacher, who is also a writer, spoke about the process of selffashii ming! "I am not a natural teacher and am basically a shy indivklual.

I wrote a fictional character called Wex who could be a successful
teacher. So in a sense that is a literary creation, a kind of nusk that
who inspired him in the
adheres Wink, K. spoke ol many teachers

field of literary studies, he newer thought of modeling himself on
anyone who had been his teacher. His initial attempts at course design
were based upon what he had teamed to do well in graduate sclxxil:
to write papers. "So my appniach to teaching thse very talented 18-20year-old people was to spend time in the library writing three hours
worth of graduate seminar-type papers each week and delivering them
as lectures in class. I had no other conception of how to do things and
the students were extremely nice to me, put up with this, and even said
they valued what I was doing. Rut I obviously had learned nothing
about teaching then."
4

The Emergent Teacher

While few ot the teachers I silt ike with tell well prepared for their first
teaching assignment, all have survived thot.-;
years with a vision of
what they are doing as teachers of the humanities. We were formed by

the vision it our own teachers and have become their product. We
were, to use. Greenblatt's concept in large part susceptible to their

narratives. That ptoduct, however, is not static, but is itself continuing
to change over time. Said another way, as teachers we continue to be
students, and we hope that the process will live on in our students.
some of whom may also be..-ome teachers. If we take another set of
categories from Women :c Wrqs of Knowing received and procedural
knowledge, perhaps we can get at some of the variations in the vision
of what slumld be humanities education. I was interested in finding out
if teachers taught what they were taught, receiving knowledge and
learning the procedures that governed their discipline, or did they do
something MOre; did they alter their perspective over time, participating
in the construction of knowledge? Pan of the self-fashioning is the
creation of a pedagogue. but equally important in the self-fashioning
is the creation of a scholar. I low we teach is formed by what we idealize
as the inspirational teacher, and the teachers were very close together
in defining that ideal.
It is in the area ot sduilars1up, or more specifkally content, that the
greatest Variations occur. This is not surprising, given the explosion of
new km iwkdge and new perspectives of the past two decades. There
Were equal numbers of pnigressiVes, seeking change in content and
nwtlit)d, and conwrvatives, h s iking to presene the tradition. amt mg
the !Ugh st. 1i it )1 and college teachers, though few could be called purely
one or the oilier Probably more typical Was the schizophrenicor less

pep wativdy. the Renaissance figurewho blended pnigressive and
linscrvativi! appniiches to the humanities in his or her teaching.

1t

Nearly everyone I interviewed. except the very youngest teachers, was

taught from the new critical perspective in literature or the master
narrative perspective in history. Nearly evert-one valued thctse perspec-

tives, in literature because it teaches close readings of texts and in
history because it givo: a spine to historical narrative. I concluded that
what has occurred over the past two decades is a shaking out and a
blending of different approaches and perspectives. While critical trends
may be set by high-powered scholars who teach primarily graduate
students and while the heated debates may go on among those

individuals, the rank-and-file teachers in high schools and general
educatu on college programs seem less inclined to be defined as one
kind of 1st- over another. One teacher noted that he had always
at oided being an ist
I don't want to he thought of as the deconstructionist or
new critic or whatever. . . You use the critical device most
appropriate to the text before you. For -The Love Song

i4 j Alfred Prufrock." new criticism is appropriate.

ss hereas feminist criticism works for -The Story of in
I lour The same holds for philosophy. I nuke Plato and

Aristotle a wxxi deal clearer for my students with a

Marxist analysis. showing their class interests, whereas I
might not do that with Kant. I lere the biographical
approach might be best why did he develop a guilty

consuence based upon what happened to him and his
parents"' . . I guess I see critical theory as a series of
contribution., to a very large bodya bulky instrument.
sometimes a blunderbussand you pick and choose
what is most helpful, and it's not that one excludes the
other.
This position is illustrative of nearly all the literature teachers
interviewed. though high schi x 4 teachers th( night thet lacked depth in
the area of literary and cultural the( ny. This is no &min the case because

the traditional approach is to read primary texts as an undergraduate
and only at the graduate level is one trained as a literary critic, in terms
oi taking on in being rellectit e abi nit different sclu ols flu night. All

of the literature teachers spoke about sekoing -good" literature.

th/ nigh that did tun necessarily mean bin oilcan. English or American
literature
one need that I heard expressed by the high sc luool teachers in
particular w as mine tome tin s lu ilarslup In general. they feel so
ocerwhelmed by the 'toggling act of teaching ft nir or (is e classes a day.

1
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that reading in new areas is vinually
liut it is that reading
which is so vital. How can a teacher maintain a conceptually challenging course without such continuing scholarship?

Among the history teachers, there was a similar blending of
perspectives. Nearly everyone saw the danger in losing a master
narrative which might act as a spine, but nearly everyone was also
dedicated to the teaching of social history, akmg with political and
economic history. Social history was for some a way to enliven the
narrative for students who seem fascinated by loters, diaries, and
journals, when state documents and official knowledge escape them.
For others it was necessary to show students that history wasn't
something that just happened to presidents or empire builders; one
might say it is both vertical, moving through the society at a particular
moment, and horizontal, moving through time. It wasn't that teachers
disagreed philosophically; the problems arise in the implementation
when courses are designed and knowledge is packaged. Everyone
spoke of the pinch of timeas one teacher noted, -the problem isn't
what to put in. but what to leave out."

Most people compromise 1)y teaching ways of readingthe methodology that opens up critical inquiry in the humanities, rather than
coverage, thinking that if students know how to read a text or how to
take apart an argument, they can extrapolate to other areas of study. All
of the teachers spoke of the need to create intellectually rich and
challenging courses filled with generative ideas, citing their most
inspiring teachers as being capable of just that. Hut what are the
obstacles to the achiewment of such lofty goals?
Knowledge: The Teacher and the Student

In a provocative essay entitled 1)n the I hdden Treasure of Paid
Attention: The Need to Know," developmental psychologist Robert
Graham Kegan focuses his critical lens um the diild rather than the
teacher. I le argues that the successful child has been able to get others
to take an interest in her F, Mc ming this htle of inquiry, we might
conclude that the successful students who sit before us when they are
15 or IS or 20 have found a way to insinuate themselves into the
consciousness of their teachers. Kegan claims that this need to connect
with others may be universal:
'11w ream ins why we are drawn to others, especially to
their welfare, are surely mysterious. But so many of the
eliciting situations seem to harken back to the exigencies

1o
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of this basic We motion, the activity of knowing and the

threat of not knowing. We are drawn to a person in
heroic struysk; we are drawn to a person vulnerably
alone; we are drawn to a person who seems intensely
alive; we are drawn to A person whose efforts make a
kind of -perfect sense" to us. I admit to wondering if our
attraction is not of some force -bigger than both of us.a kind of -species sympathy" which we do not share so
much as it shares us. (28)
Many of those interviewed mentioned inspiring teache:s who had
touched them in some way, by taking a personal interest in them,
singling them out for special encouragement, or helping them through
a particularly difficult time. Certainly this is admirable, but I suggested
that perhaps it was something in them, as students, that had elicited this
interest. There is a mystery to the classroom, and nearly everyone spoke
in some way about it. How is it that students and teachers look across
the desk at each other and are able to connect one to the other on lxnh
an intellectual and emotional level? One teacher noted that his goal as
a teacher is to become transparent such that the text can speak directly
to the student: -That's what I aspire toto make myself obsolete and

to vanish. To become clear as glass. Hut I understand that with the
students I currently teach, sometimes that while they may not he able
to understand Kierkegaard, they may he able to understand me
explaining Kierkegaard."
At the heart of all the teachers' comments was a deeply ethical
dimension to the entire enterprise of teaching the humanities. In both
pedagogy and content, teachers held real convictions about the value
of the humanities. Their words were filled with hope that students
would be larger, richer, more multi-dimensional, more stimulated,
more fulfilled for having studied the humanities. For both history and
literature teachers alike, there was the assumption that students would
learn something about themselves from this inquiry, something about
relaticniships with intwrs, and 'A mwthing about cultures and how they
functii
Were there obstacles to achte% ing these ideals? Of cc mrse. Nearly all

teachers bemoaned the fact that students are essentially non-readers.
For peipIe who have made Ix s tks the center of their lives, this is a hard
not simply I wcause non-readers will miss a whole world
pill to swalh
of the imagination, bid beiatise it is difficult to conceive of a democracy
functioning without a literate and engaged populace. For one teacher,
in panicular. this latter reason prompted him to stress the need to teach
II

hfi

Western culture. hir he argues that it is the culture that fi minded the idea

of democracy and continues to speak for personal freedom.
Often, however, we don't know what long-term impact °Ur Courses
haVe on our students. Perhaps tlw ones who seem thsengaged. the
ones in whom we find it difficult to take an interest. may in fact be

enlivened by an idea years later One teadier t 1(1 a story :du nit a
student. an African-American man, w ho s:it through his philosi iphy
course, getting a C and looking manewhat bored. Wt, tssi, years later,
the student caine up to him and asked if he had seen .4 Soldkw's Stmy
fire teac het said no, but 11131 didn't dissuade the student from laying out

an analysis, with full references to split consciousness and
intersubjectivity. -When he was in the class, he gave no indication that
he had anything more than a superficial understanding of the concepts,
yet he got from my class the equipment to talk about the film, and pretty
aniculately, as I remember." The categories of thought were there, the
generative ideas: what the student needed was a text that resonated

with him, another fine example of constructed knowledge. This is
perhaps most illustrative of the need to develop richlyaextured,
conceptual courses, for the concept will remain when the details of a
battle, or the flower imagery of a poem has been forgotten.
In trying to discover how teachers constructed humanities courses,
I asked what became one of the most provoCatiye questions in the

interview. The question read, if you knew you had the following
groups of students in your course, would you change anything in
pedagogy or content: six Black Muslims. .4x fundamentalist Christians.
six gay or lesbian students, six feminists, and six recent iminigrants?
Whether people initially said yes or no, they all went on to qualify their
answers. Most people said they would not change the content, working
from the assumption that the course they had constructed was good in
itself, a In idy of essential knowledge for all students regardless of their
personal histories or circumstances. Nearly everyone said they would

welo sine such students because of the diversity of views it would
provide, or that these students were already in their classes. I lere again
we note the ethical position of these teachers. No one wanted to make

a student feel uncomfortable because of his beliefs or orientation.
There was a consistently expressed view that the classroom was a kind
of sacred space in which students should be free to express themselves,
and omld dkctively learn in that space how to be impassioned without
belittling people with difiCrent views Also everyone commented upon
the lively discussions that clime In ins sue h a diverse gn nip, recognizing
that students do speak and analyze hum a personal perspective.
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Yet the matter of representation of groups in the curriculum was a
thorny one. People were of two minds about this, but the consensus
was that representation was not a good basis for curriculum design. For
example, a novel by an African-American might be chosen, not because
African-American students needed to see their culture represented, but
because iLe Ixtok was good for all students to read and because there
was some principle driving the selection of all texts in-the course. Of
the
course, teaclwrs select from what they know, and if they only know

traditional canon of authors, then one might argue that all their students
two
are a little ix x wer for this. The virtue of the struggles in the past
encouraged
or
forced
to
keep
decades might be that teachers have been
their
up in their discipline either to enrich their courses or to talk back to
critics. Here again the rank-and-file teachers have, Over time, blended
and synthesized new knowledge. For example, history teachers spoke
of the need to teach world cultures, not just Western civilization,
because knowing more about all cultures is a virtue.
In the interviews. I mentii tried that some of my wi mien students who

are int-Armed in gender issues often go on to read very difficult

theoretical feminist texts. In this way a personal perspective feeds one's

intelkctual interests and leads one to do challenging work. I am,

twever, aware of the need for balance. I chin't want to assume that
wi n»en will necessarily go on to study wlmwn's history and AfricanAmericans will go on to be ethnic studies specialists. Maybe they will
go on to be economists, engineers, or concert pianists. As one teacher
noted, when it is time to give the gender lecture in a teatn-taught social
science course, everyone looks around the conference table. It just
happens that among the faculty, the one best schooled in feminist
theory is a male, while the women are specialists in the Scottish
Reformation and pc ist-war China.

The challenge is how to capture reluctant students' attention

thy iugh their personal experience with material, hut then to move them
to other material more foreign to them. I recall that in my own reading
history. two of my favorite books in high school were Boswell's Lift qf
Johnson and Faulkner's As I lay Dying. The role of the humanities is to

show us that, while our experiences are valid and often becinne the
stuff of novels, we have the pt >wer to appreciate totally "hireign" texts
and kieas.
On Itectiniing a Teacher: Personal Reflectit ms

In the process of interviewing these 17 teachers, I becatne reflective
about my own experiences as a student and training as a te:tcher. I also
13

had to examine my own assumptions about humanities education and
the role of the teacher in contemporary culture, for the patterns I
delineate from the interviews are projected through my own selection
of detail, emphasis, and interpretive stance.
My first teachers were not teachers at all in the formal sense, but my
maternal grandparents who gave me "an attitude They were about as
incompatible as a couple could be: my grandmother, a turd-nosed
pragmatist, a steam-roller of a woman, could work like a man in the

fields and then come indoors and do another full job of washing,
ironing, cooking, and cleaning; my grandfather, also a powerful
worker, but a dreamer too, fantasized about leaving the farm which was

his prison to make a name for himself. At five, I lived with them,
together with my mother and sister, following the death of my father
a year earlier. My mother worked and my sister went to first grade (we
had no kindergarten in rural Colorado of the I950s). That year on the
farm, I was my grandmother's partner and slave, learning to be not

merely competent, but omnicompetent. As a five-year-old, I could
churn butter in the dasher churn (until it really became butter and was
too heavy for me to lift), gather eggs and kindling, pluck chickens with
some assistance (after witnessing my grandmother whack off their
heads in the wcxxl pile), iron my grandfather's work shirt since a few
wrinkles didn't matter, and crawl behind the wood stove to scrub the
baseboards. I must say, while I learned that physical labor could be
satisfying, I have never taken on the view that obscure dirt needs to he
rooted out. Given the choice between the removal of even obvious
clutter and reading a book, I'll read the book every time.
My grandfather took his turn as teacher, but with him I was more the

observer, since my hands were too small and weak to milk cows
effectively or to scrape bristles from the newly-butchered pig. In
retrospect, I suppose that year was a bit bloody in its imagery; certainly
it was earthy with the ammonia smell of the newly-plowed fields or the
jewel-like feel of the wheat and oats in the granary or the deep-red of
ripe tomatoes in the garden. That year was simply idyllic, and the lesson
was that a five-year-old could work and gain the satisfaction from such
labor.

once I started school, my grandparents would teach me lessons of
a different sort; or maybe it is more accurate to say that the competence
I learned from them carried over into my schooling, and that each of
them had an attitude alxmt schooling itself. Even before I started first
grade, my sister, my third teacher, woukl return each day from her class,
taught by Miss Brat-in:um, and teach me what she had learned. When I
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started first grade, I entered Miss Brannam's class, sat in my desk, and
Opened my pencil box and Big Chief tablet, ready for business. Quickly
I ascended to the Blue Bird group, for my sister had already taught me
to read, something which she regreted.when reading took over my life.

Teresa was a bit of a tomboy, so living on a farm provided a rich
landscape for the adventures she concocted in her mind. The farm,
primitive even for its time, was worked with draft horses, Buster, Bob,
and Bill (my grandfather, the dreamer, didn't waste much imagination

on names of horses). Teresa would sit on the stationary equipment

plow, harrow, or whateverand pretend that she was a pioneer
moving \Vest. But it was a lonely life, going West alone, so she would
come indoors and plead with me. "Please, come outside. You can even
have the seat on the manure spreader." As I looked up at her from my
place in my grandfather's reclining chair, my upper lip curled back in
disdain, I held my book like a sacred text for her to see: "The manun,
*wader, when I have lbw? You must be joking!" I wish I could say that
at the age of eight, I was reading tine literature, but it was only Nancy
Drew's The Clue in the Diary, the first big lx iok I ever read, and the rest,
as they say, is history. I didn't know then that you could actually be paid
for reading books and talking about them to students, but my life from
that time forward was taken up with hooks. Sclux4 was now the place
to be. I carried to school that need to be competent, and to this day,
calling me incompetent is the greatest injury anyone could do to me.
I wanted to please the teachers because they were worthy, in my eyes,
of such respect: they had knowledge; they could tell me about more
books.

This quest for education was reinforced by my grandfather, a
brilliant man who had been denied the education he would have
cherished. I le preached education to us, and not just because it would
"get us somewhere," beyond the working class peasantry. But there
was magic in knowing. Even while he taught us to love learning, he also
taught us to be skeptical and wary of ideas and the purveyors of those
ideas. Ile was what I have come to understand now as an unschooled
Marxist, with a strong streak of the Italian anarchist in him. More than
the content of what he conveyed about "the little man," the abuse of
power, and the cr nuption of mwernnwnt, my sister and I took from him
an attitude of skepticisnt and an analytical ability that is necessary for
one to appreciate and be capable of irony,

My grandmother also ci oweyed to us an attitude about education
that was somewhat contradictory. My grandmother's early life had been
much harder than my grandfather's. She was also the daughter of Italian

immigrants, but when she was seven years old, her father died of
miner's consumption, leaving my great-grandmother with six children
under the age of 10. After the second grade, my grandmother had to
leave school, along with her older brothei. to wink the farm and help
provide for the younger children. Despite my grandmother's lack of
education, she possessed great wit and common sense. She, along with

her brothers and sisters, were also the best story tellers I have ever
known, which may account for my continuing love of stories in all
forms. Grandmother held a thoroughly pragmatic view of education: it

would provide a woman economic security and some modicuin of
freedom. Certainly this was an easy lesson for us to learn, given the
death of my father and the necessity for my mother to support us. My
mother must have learned the lessons from her parents ux), for she
attended college for two years before the war came.
Quite ironically like my grandfather, my grandmother was also what
we in the criticism trade call a "counter-identifier." While they both saw
the virtue in educationone as an end in itself and the other as a means

to an endthey were on the alert for the possible stupifying power of
education. My grandfather was suspicious of those ideas which might
obscure what he took to be the realities of economic power. My
grandmother's skepticism was directed less at ideas and more at

individuals. When a person in our community was treated with
deference because of his advanced education, my grandmother would
sometimes hurrumph that there were a lot of educated jackasses in the
world. To this day, I check my own behavior against that standard: has

my education gotten in the way of my common sense or humility?
Sometimes at faculty or committee meetings where the educated are
particularly prone to transforming themselves into jackasses, I lciok
around the conference table and clmckle, as in my mind's eye certain
individuals become el burro in academic regalia. The academy has mit
entirely disappointed me in its affirmation of my grandmother's dictum,

nor, I'm sure, would many other proessions.

The lessons my grandparents taught me have caused me to be
simultaneously drawn to and repelled by the whole education enterprise, yet there have surely been in( pei pie to admire and emulate
than to despise. l'he counter-identificatk in must be left to am ither time,
du nigh some if my rebellknis attitudes have pnibably seeped thtl nigh
in this analysis. The identilicatk in came early ;mil continued over time:
my gmndmotlwr called me a lux iliwt mu, usually on Hu pie ocosions
when I no I( inger wanted to 1(1(4( h mu ol mime dirt behiml the wood
stove; my aunt called me "the little pit ,k'sc mm'' mu it I Inly because I lead
a lot, hut also !wt.:nisi, I hekl It mmiii (111
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bore already at the age of eight. The nuns thought t would make a
marvelous teacher, when they observed me teaching catechism to the
younger children in the Catholic summer school. If they krtr.v me now.
they might approve of my teaching vocation. but not, I fear, of the state
of my soul. By the time I was a junior in high school, I could lx)ldly state
to my English teacher that I would one day be a college professor. And
here I am. 1 ,:ontinue to be fascinated in my own students by the ways
early experiences with books, teachers, and schooling operate in their

lives. I, too, am often dismayed by the lack of force reading has for
them, hut I remember that we are in a time of great social change, with
visual literacy rising as print literacy wanes. If I tend to rail t(x) much
against students for not reading, I seek correction by recalling that
medieval monks may have railed against the invention of the printing
press because it would mean no more illustrated texts. I hope students
see the value in critical awareness and the application of ideas to
experience, regardless of the artistic form of a work. Like the other
teachers interviewed, I hold a strong conviction that the study of the
humanities has a moral as well as an aesthetic dimension. We read
stories, historical as well as fictional, to develop greater insight into how

others see human existence. We witness the lives of artistswriters,
filmmakers, paintersto see the world from their vantage point; we
read history and biography to gain a look into the past, and to place
ourselves in a context.
Richard Rony, in his book Conlingency, Irony, and Solidarity,
argues the need for all of us, studems and teachers alike, to think in
terms of contingent rather than final vocabularies. Rutty says we must

first be aware of the final vocabularies we have internalized (in the form

of received knowledge). This necessitates becoming conscious of
others' narratives speaking through us, both personal and historical
of our grandparents, our teachers, our friends, as well as the voices of
Plato, Kant, Marx, Austen, Wright, Neruda, Kurasawa, and others. If we

have ceased to be students, then our vocabulary is final, fixed,

unchanging, and we have atrophied. The ideal is for the vocabulary to

remain contingent, changing with each new teacher we hear. Of
course, students are themselves engaged directly in developing their

"final" vocabulary. Our voices join the many teachers who have come
before us in their minds; we encourage them to "talk back" the way Kant
spoke to Plato and Nietzsche spoke to Kant. The richness of humanities
eclucatkon is realized as teachers and students alike continue to develop
through multiple voices and wrestle with the legitimacy and hegemony
of ideas. In this way, the process of self-fashi( ming is unending.

Transforming Canom, Transforming Teachers
Edward L. Rocklin

California State Polytechnic Unimrsity Pomona

Pn )gue: Initiating Questions and Shaping Experiences

In the last decade, one central topic of educational reform has been
the debate over the canon, and over efforts to "open up the canon." As
is true with other hot issues, the debate has not only aroused fiercely

divided responses hut prompted discussions that have sometimes
produced more heat than light. The complexity of the issue is illustrated
and one source of that heat is illuminated by Wendell Harris's essay on
"Canonicity," perhaps the best introductIon to the debate, which offers
10 definitions of canon and distinguishes seven functions that canons
may perform. The opening of the essay demonstrates how easily we can
generate apparent paradoxes simply by use of different meanings and
functions:

The canonical facts about the canons of English and
American literature are, first, that there are no canons and

never have been; second, that there have necessarily
always been canons; and third, that canons are made up
of readings, not disembodied texts. What is contradictory
in that statement results from play on different amnota-

tions of the word canon---a critical strategy that is
constantly, though often more subtly, abused. As with
many another critical term, the first step in understanding
canon is to unpack its meanings: The "canon question"

then proves much inure complex than contemporary
ideological criticism admits. (Harris, "Canonicity" 110)

Thus the starting point for this essay, as it is for Harris, is indeed to
unpack what a canon is and does. However, I will suggest that for
teachersand I take it that it is participation in the act of teaching that
provides the common ground for all members of' the ACLS Teacher and
Curriculum Development Projectthe issue is not simply to answer the

question "What is a canon?" but rather the questions "What does a
canon do?" and "What do we do through forming, employing, and reforming canons?" Furthermore, I will also suggest that just as "canons
are made up of readings, not disembodied texts," st ) also transformations of the canon must be carried out by individual teachers. l'hus it
qt
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is hnperative to recognize that opening up the canon entails not only
revising our reading lists but also revising our designs and practices in
ways that, while they offer us great opportunities for growth as readers
and greater effectiveness as teachers, also make sharp demands of us.
Confronting these demands is exactly what ACIS Teacher and Curriculum Development Project has given us the time and space to doand

it has thereby made dear that canon retOrmation and curriculum

development does indeed demand that school districts offer teadwrs
adequate time and support if they want those teachers to own such
transformation, as they must own any new canon they set out to teach.
1.et Ine say si nnething alx nit the 11 nite I have taken in writing this
essay because it is clear, as Linda Wells makes clear in her essay, that
how each of us conies to a question shapes the answers we compose.
I am in my 21st year as a co illege teacher, and my seventh year working
in the English and Foreign languages Department at California State
Polytechnic 1;niversity, Pt nnona. Like many of thiise in my generation
of Ph.D. candidates, 1 am a hybrid creature in that I have been trained
not only to teach literature hut u i teach writing. I have taught at least
one composition course in every term, as well as teaching 71 writing
workships for the 1 Mited States Government, and these workshops
were important in shaping non only him' I teach but my belief that we
must pay much greater attenthm to the relation between what wc teach

and how we teach. My dissertation was on that moo canonical of
English literary figures, Shakespeare, whose plays I teach using
performance approacheswhich is to say approaches that are canonical in theater departments but still contested and, in most cases,
marginal in literature departments. In addition, I teach courses in drama
from 1390 to 1990; courses in Renaissance literature; general education

literature courses; and graduate courses in Shakespeare, drama, and
Renaissance literature, as well as in pedagogy.
Mire immediately, as one of the post-secondary tdlo iws in the ACI.S
program, I have spent the past 10 months workjng with eight teachers
&inn the Los Angeles Imnified School District, all members of the
lumanitas program within the district, discussing canon reformation,
multi-cultural education, and curriculum revision. Our immersk in in
these topics has been intenseduring the fall quarter we read 30 novels
and bonitos of criticism, as well as over 60 other sh des, essays, and
critical studies. Nonetheless, I am not an experton canons or on multiculturalism. But this work has taught me about the process of revising
the canon and the curriculum, and 1 have learned, thanks especially to
the generosity of the teachers in our team, about the specific demands

such a revisu m places on tin )se who must enact itand about the

r)
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constraints within which they must perform their transforming magic.
here,'
It is this work with teachers that shapes what I have written
But what also shapes what I have written is my conviction that the
debate over the canon is, in fact, part of a larger and more fundamental
argument, in which we are engaged in the task of reconceiving the
metaphor, I
nature of English as one of the humanities. Employing a
forms
one
of
three
dimensions
in
would suggest that the canon debate
enacted.
lbe
canon
debate
is
over
which this teconception is being
what we will teach, but the other two dimensionsalthough they are
phrased and inflected differently by du use working in the public
defined by
schi Kik and tliiiSV working in clilleges and universitiesare
and
between
reading
and
writing,
debates o er the connectitms
teach
to
how
we
teach.
My
own
&bates :thout the 103114 in of what we
latter two
efforts iv er the past 10 years have been focused on these
approaches
in
teaching
drama
dimensions. My wi irk with pet-fin-mance
fellowship
plays
in
particular
(the
ACIS
in genet al and Slukespeare's

is

has erubled me ItI COIIIilltit! IUNIk 1:1141Mlyillg 1liS apprmich)
et nt emed with tile third dimension of rethinking how we teachand
this volume
it 4:41Mlects with the %%lurk of Eve Kornfeld, whose essay in
history.
pet-fin-mance
appr(
uaches
in
teaching
suggests him, we can use
with
the
essay
by
Lois
Feuer
since,
At the smne time, this wotk connects
non-canonical
ways
and
contexts
in
like Profess( ur Fetter, I suggest
Furthermore,
the
performance
apwhich to teach cam nth.al texts.
number
proach I pn pose also aims to integrate reading and writing in a
and are
critic
and
teacher
have
been
of ways. But while my efforts as
primarily in these sec( und and third dimensions, I also find myself
is
necessarily engaged in rethinking the canon directly, and this essay
the result of turning nty attention to this question, both because that
because it is a step in
was a way I clink! clintribute to the seminar and
my own project
This way of situating the canon debate has consequences, furthermore, not only in terms of the purposes I set myself but also in terms

of the way I have imagined my readersor invited them to situate
themselves. For as several readers have noted, in what hilhiws it may
thc
seem that I am addressing public school teachers more than

university Nculty who are the members of the ACAS or its constituent
certainly am
societies and the audience for this collection, Of course I
attempting
to
capture
the experiaddressing public school teachers,
provide
other
teachers
such
teachers
in
order
to
ence of one wimp of
of
canon
reformation.
Nonetheless,
my
with a map to the territory
the
university
faculty
who
comprise
audience is also very much the
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primary constituency of the ACLS, though I am speaking to them first
of all as teachers rather than as researchers.

By addressing my readers as teachers, I am seeking to foreground
what we share in our professional identities, hence what
we share in
the debates over reforming the canon. But as the
experience of
participants at all tbur first-year sites of the ACLS Project demonstrated,

the effort to define common ground must also acknowledge
the

differences that rwcur when teachers in universities and teachers in
public schools set out to reform the canon. This is a crucial point that
is developed in John Ramsay's fine essay. What Ramsay shows us is
how a teacher, having been transformed herself by encounters with
new literature and new theory, and having decided to transform her
local canon, begins to enact the transformation not simply of her
reading list but of her curriculum and her pedagogy. Even more
important, John's essay begins to articulate many of the dimensions of
such a transformation that are usually invisible to university faculty,
whose efforts do not automatically have to confront the developmental
issues of their students nor the pressures exerted by state frameworks,
district policies, and local adininistrative choices, and can therefore
transform their local canons largely by transforming their reading lists,
digesting the appropriate criticism, and exploring some new ways of
framing the texts they ask students to read. While this way of phrasing
the matter may make it seem that I am understating the obstacles that
can confront university facultyfor example the intense hostility of
colleagues who do not want the canon reformedthe urgent issue
here is to be(come) aware of differences that, left unacknowledged,
tend to subvert the efforts of university faculty to work with public
school teachers, who will quickly sense when university faculty do not
have any conception of the pressures and the opportunities that the
teachers face.

This need to understand differences as well as similarities in our
shared identity was acknowledged in the address with which Stanley
N. Katz, President of the ACLS, inaugurated the project:
The underlying premise of the program in which we
are engaged is that there is an unnecessary and counterproductive fracture within the teaching profession, between those who teach youngsters in the K through 12
years and those who teach grades 13-16. We should
share the same concerns for the education of our students, although of course our strategies, techniques, and
interim goals will frequently he quite different .
.
.

2 II
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What happens educationally in the schoas is impor-

tant to post-secondary educators not only because

precollegiate teachers prepare some of their students for

us. hut also because they have both experiemial and
theoretical knowledge about pedagogy (both teaching
and learning) to impart to us, though we have seldom
taken their expertise with sufficient seriousness. Conversely, the disciplinary professionals of the colleges and
universities have subject matter expertise which is essen-

tial to school teachers. Roth need to learn front each
other, but until fairly recently there were few institutional
mechanisms for the sharing of knowledge and experience across the high school-college crevasse. (2-3)

Arguments about these issues have been a major element in the ACIS
Project, and perhaps they will be taken up in another volume of ACLS
essays. Certainly, it is a topic vital to this particular project, especially

if one believes, as I do, that is not just the public schools but the
universities which need to transk wm binh what they do and In v they

do what they do.
Some of the dilkwenct..s ci nue into k wils, it wems to me, if we shift

to the phrase nu we minim mly used in the general public debate,

opening up the camm. 14 w university faculty, this means opening up the

list of texts read and taught.. But for a public school teacher, the act of

opening up the canon may entail opening up, some or all of the
following; the state mandated curriculum framework; local district
policies; the school-site administration's policies; the department's

curriculum; and the minds of students and their parents. For example,
most university faculty have never had to ask themselves what they
would do if a group of students complained to an assistant principal
about a new reading list, nor have they had to think about what they
would do if a group of students went to a guidance counselor to
complain they were being forced to try performance activities in class,
activities in which they are compelled to do things they had never done
beforeboth situations encountered by high school teachers in the

districts in which my university is located. It is in the context of
becoming aware of the similarities and differences of our situations
our material conditions, to use another vocabularythat I write this
essay, and those conditions are among those implied in my title.
I would add, then, that my essay complements John Ramsay's in
ant nlwr way, fin- John presents dramatically what I (re)present more
atudyncally. Indeed, in his very choit e to dramatize the problems of
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creating revised humanities curriculum John enables us to learn crucial

lessons about the complex, redprocalnot unidirectionalrelation of
theory and pedagogy. Furthermore, his models offer one possible
nuwenwnt by which a K-12 humanities teacher can not only join the
conversation but also find common ground across the differences that
can easily isolate university and public school teachers from one
another:

At that moment, I realized I was no longer a reading
teacher. At that point, I knew I had bi...come a humanities

professional, on an equal footing with the scholars and
policy makers I have been reading. I realized that the
culture warriors had won at least one battle: I had
become One of them. (Ramsay 102)
I would suggest that the essays in this volume invite readers to reflect
on how they t(K) "become" different because they become transformed
when they set out to transform the canon

Let me stress that I will not be offering "answers" to tlw problems
examined in this essay. Answers or solutions are what participants in
the dialogue must produce througn their own engagement, discussion,
debate, and choices. What I will be offering are some categories and
concepts that can help in confronting these issues, and perhaps even
help to establish some common ground from which to discuss different
points of view and different options for action. Furthermore, while
there are general theoretical issues to be debated, canon formation and
the use of canons is an affair of indivkluals and local institutions, of
teachers in school districts making choices, testing those choices out in
their classes, discussing results with each other, and so on. In that sense,
the whole ACAS project itself is participating in the process of opening

up the canonand not just the canon of literature but the canons of
teaching as well.

This essay is divided into three parts. l'art I unpacks the concept of

canon by looking at the etymology of the term and laying out

a

spectrum of positions in the debate about the canon. Part II uses that
spectrum to explore the different routes by which the canon may be
changed, and to analyze some of the consequences of taking those
different routes. Patt III looks at how transforming the canon is likely
to demand that teachers transform themselves, in terms not only of
learning about new authors and new works but in terms of reconceiving simw aspects of our discipline as "English" teachers.
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I. Canons: An Etymology and a Spectrum

"openins up the Canon"; A Spectrum of Positions in the Canon Debate
begin any
It is surely no coincidence that there is a canonical way to
discussion of the canon, and since I do not want to appear heretical,
I will begin with this canonical move, which is to trace the etymology
of the word. Here, for example, is the tracing offered by M. H. Atrium
of Literary Terms
in the entry for "Canon of Literature" from The Glossary
(6th edition, 1993):
The Greek word "kanon," signifying a measuring rod
or a rule, was extended to denote a list or catalogue, then
came to be applied to the list of books in the I lebrew
Bible and the New Testament which were designated by
church authorities as comprising the genuine I loly Scriptures. A number of writings related to those in the

Scriptures, bui not admitted into the canon, are called
apocrypha: eleven books which have been included in
the Roman Catholic biblical canon are considered apocpvhal by Protestants.
The term "canon" was later used in a literary application, to signify the list of works accepted by experts as
genuinely written by a particular author. We speak thus
of "the Chaucer canon" and "the Shakespeare canon,"
and refer to other works that have sometimes been
attributed to an author, but on evidence judged to be
inadequate or invalid, as "apc icryphal." In recent decades
the phrase literasy canon has crime to dem Ae--in world
literature, or in European literature, but most frequemly
in a national literaturethose authors who by a cumulative consensus of critics, scholars, and teachers, have
come to be widely recognized as "major," and to have
written works often hailed as literary classics. These
time,
cam mical writers are the ones which, at any given
fully
dismost
frequently
and
are most kept in print,
likely
to
be
included
cussed by literary critics, and most
in anthologies and taught in college courses with titles
such as "World Masterpieces," "Major English Authors,"
or "Great American Writers."
The m KIM process by which an author comes to be
tacitly and durably recc ignized as cam inical is often called

"canon formation." Hie factors in this formative process
25
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are complex and disputed. It seems clear, however, that

the process involves, among other things _the wide
concurrence of critics, scholars, and authors with diverse
viewpoints and sensibilities; the persistent influence of,
and reference to, an author in the work of other authors;
the frequent reference to an author within the discourse
of a cultural community; and the widespread assignment
of an author or text in school and college curricula. Such
factors are of course mutually interactive, and they need
to be sustained over a considerable perkxl of time....

At any time, the boundaries of a canon remain
indefinite, while inside those boundaries some authors
are central and others marginal. Occasionally an earlier
author who was for long on the fringe of the canon, or
even outside it, gets transferred to a position of eminence. Once firmly established as a central figure, however, an author shows remarkable resistance to being
disestablished by adverse criticism and changing literary
preferences and criteria. (19-20)Z
Even if you have not followed it, you could probably infer the nature

of the debate about the canon just from the etymology, with its focus
on measures and 'evaluations, rules and rulers, authorized texts and
authorized interpretations. And indeed the heated public debate has
been cast in polarized terms between those claiming to defend the
canon and those who are ponrayed as attacking that canon. Those who
proclaim themselves as defenders of "the canon" are usually, in fact,
employing two different concepts of a secular canon: for they conflate
the canon of classical, that is Greek and Roman, writings (which
constituted the core of the non-theological texts employed in the
rhetorical model of education which endured for a thousand years),

with the vernacular or national canons that emerged staring in
thirteenth century Italy. Thus they tend to propose a canon which
actually merges the classic and vernacular canons of European litera-

ture, staring with Homer and Plato, continuing through Dante,

Cervantes, and Shakespeare, and concluding with a selection of what
we now recognize as the modernist writers. (Similarly they tend to
downplay or ignore another major topic atxmt the emergence of
vernacular canons, namely the place of canon-formation as an element,

sonic would argue a constitutive element, in the process of nationformation in early modern Europe. To take a familiar example, even a

cursory reading of English authors from the early modern periodwriting

on the subject of education and literature reverals just how (self-)
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conscious they were in articulating the need to elevate the English
do so by
language as part of the elevation of the English nation, and to
achievements
of
the creation of English literature that could equal the

classical literature and of the more developed continental vernaculars.
in "The
Sidney's claims for the potentials of English as a poetic language
nation-building
purposes
in The
Defence of Poesie" and Spenser's
claims.V
Those
the
best
known
of.
such
Merle Queene are among
In fact,
for
"opening
up
the
canon."
opposing this standard list argue
horizontal and vertical
we can distinguish what might be would called
models of opening up the canon.
the canon can
Opening up the Canon Horizontally: One challenge to
the
canon
as creating
he called "horizontal" because it takes the logic of
this
logic
has had
inside and outside, center and margin, and argues that
what
has
been
pernicious consequences in what has been included,
This

marginalized, and what has been placed outside the canon.
that it is

horizontal attack on the standard canon starts from the charge
or
werwhekningly comp( ised cif wc )rks by white, male, European
have
majority
of
whom
were--or
European-descended auth( irs, the
beingheterosexual. Put schematically, then,

been represented as
either the
those making this challenge argue that the problem is
do
not
fit
this
paradigm,
or, more
miusion of some authors who

fundamentally, that whole categories of writers have been excluded.
add to the canon
And the proposal is to add individual writers or to
the

selected writers ftom groups marginalized or placed outside
canongroups that include women, Native Americans, African-AmeriAmericans, Asian-Americans, and gays and lesbians.

cans, I lispanic
other elements in
(The overlap between categories is itself a source of
the debate.)
in contrast,
Opening Up the Canon Vertically:The vertical challenge,
echelons.
kicuses on the logic of the canon as having higher and lower
between
center
The bias challenged here is not only the distinctions
and
Milton
as the
and margin within the canonChaucer, Shakespeare,
entitled
to
a
course
central three in English literature, for example,
eachbut again with larger categorical problems by which only high
and
culture seems eligible for the canon, so that Moby Dick is canonical
challenge
seek
to
I In& Thm's Cabin is not. Those proposing this
diss4 Ave the high-km distinction.
lead to
l'ushed far enough, the impulse to open up the canon can
abolish
the
canon
proposals to abolish it, and in fact you can seek to
standard
canon
and
in two senses: this can mean either abolishing the
marginal
and
replacing it with writings by those previously considered
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low; or, more radically, with abolishing the
very concept of a canon
altogether. Although I cannot develop the point, many critics
abolishing a canon or canons is in fact impossibleand argue that
I think most
readers can immediately think of several very practical
reasons
why, at
least in the public schools, this should be the
case. (For arguments as
to why there must be a canon, see Harris; Kermode; and Felperin.)
II. Moving Through the Spectrum of Ways to Open the
Canon.
We can summarize this debate alxan the canon. then, as a spectrum
of five major positions:

(1) Defense of the standard canon as it is (or seems to have been).
(2) Adding new texts, while defending the standard canon, or its logic.
(3) Widening the canon by adding new catem ides of audit as and
works: expanding horizontally, adding works by women, Native
American, African-American, Hispanic American, Asian-American,

gay and lesbian authors; expanding vertically, adding different

"classes" of works.
(.0 Transforming the canon: not only multiple new classes as in
widening, but recognition of new bases and new functions.
(5) Abolishing the canon: either breaking the high-hAv distinction,
or
arguing for no canons at all.
I propose that we use this spectrum as a map of the
territory we pkinge
into when we enter the debate, especially when we enter the debate

as teachers who find themselves rethinking the cant )n in the form of
tam
own selection of readings for our students. This spectrum will provide
an itinerary tbr the route I follow in this segment. Moreover,
in term
of the nwtaphor of mapping a territory, I will assume that neither (if the
extreme positions is going to prevail, so that defense of and abolititm
(if the canon mark the borders of the terriu iry I explore. That is, I think
we can take it that while the canon debate is not overand will
never
be overthe question of whether the canon will be, in the simplest
sense, opened has been settled in the affirmative. What I want to do in
this segment of my presentation is to look at what happens
when we
nu Al? from polarized debate to the reality ot' change: as in the first part,
I want to continue to unpack the complexities that
emerge when we
stop thinking in oversimplifying polarities and false binaries, and,
as
Wendell I larris suggests, look at the nmhiple types of
canons and the
different, even divergent, functions for which we employ them.
In this description of how these different challenges open up the
canon, I will be drawing extensively on the collective experience of the
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teachers in the Los Angeles ACLS workshop. In essence, what I am
offering is a highly schematize(' account of the odyssey of the
workshop as we explored the debate about the canon in the context
of working out some of the challenges inherent in constructing a wider
or multicultural curriculum. My claim here is that this spectrum does
accurately represent some dimensions of the structure of the problem
itself, and thus represents one analysis of how this debate will unfold
for others because there is an underlying logic to that debate. What I
offer here is a map that features some of the larger landmarks for this
territory, and some of the main routes people are likely to travel as they
enter and move through this territory. Such a map.i hope, can help you
recognize where you are when you find yourself in this territory. At the
same time, there will be unique landmarks, obstacles, and constraints,
for each ,-,chool district, each discipline, each group of teachers, or

teachers and parents and students, who cross the border into this

territory. You will have to refine the map for yourself, based On your
local geography, articulating your own local knowledge, and responding to your own scene of learning.

Adding New Authors and Works to the canon
The first route is to acknowledge some limits to a present canon, and

to add new or rediscovered authors and works, while leaving that
canon largely undisturbed. This seems like a sensible solution, furthermore, because as all but the most extreme defenders of the status qtu)
acknowledge it is what is always happening to secular canons. At first

this looks like a simple task, a task that can be met by the sort of
maneuver offered by 1 larokl Kolb, Jr., in his essay on "Defining the
Canon" (which appears in the important collection dedicated to
Redefining A nwrican Literary I listory). In prop( ming to add new works,

Kolb argues for what he calls a tiered canon:
My suggestion is that we think of the literary canon not

as a single authoritarian list and not as a pluralistic
cacophony of innumerable voices but as a tiered set of
options, relatively stable at one end, relatively open at the
other, joined by the possibility of change. We might start
at the first level of authors whose acquaintance we find
necessary for educated Americans in our society at this
time, no matter what their ethnic or religious or gender
klentification. The membemhip in this pantheon would

be small, restricted to those authors who profoundly
represent their times and yet whose vision, amaranthine,
seems to transcend time: authors whose popularity is
29

long-standing with both general and specialist readers;
authors whose style is so memorable that is has changed
the language in form and expression . . . Here, then, is
.

one definition of the literary summit, using Western
European literature as an illustration:
First Level (Western European literature): The Bible,

Homer, Chaucer, Dante, Shakespeare, Cervantes
We could construct a first level for literature in English,
or separately for British literature, or fin American literature, though, aided less by the winnowing of time, these
categories become more controversial. I lere is One possible top level fin a canon of American literature:

Mrst Level (American literature): Hawthorne,
Emerson, Thoreau, Melville, Whitman, Dickinson,
Twain, Henry James, T. S. Eliot, Richard Wright,
Faulkner
Then we might construct a second tier . consisting
of those authors who, while not as predominant as the
first group, have made a significant contribution to Our
culture. Educated Americans should be generally acquainted with all of these writers, specifically familiar
with some:
.

.

Sect tntl level (Atnerictm literature): Franklin, Irving,

Cooper, Poe, Douglass, I lowells, Stephen Ctane,

Henry Adams, Dreiser, Cather, Chopin, Prost,
Fitzgerald, I lemingway, Jewett, O'Neill, Pound,

Stevens, Ellis( in, William Carlos Williants, James
liakIwin, Momaday
Finally, we can add a third level, which combines two

groups: older writers whose work continues to be of
interest; and newcomers, massed like the lkiston Marathon runners at Hopkinton, in the race but with endurance yet to be tested. Our hypothetical educated American should know smlw of these writers .
I lere is a
representative selection of a small ftaction of this large
gn
Third level ( American literature A-C): Oscar Zeta
.

Act ista

.

,

J. V. Cunningham (Kolb 40-41; emphases

added)
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At first glance, Kolb's proposal for tiers has a certain plausibility and
even seems to play out the analogy of sacred and secular canons. It may
even remind us of the way that the apocryphal books were nonetheless
conceived of as having some authority: as when Luther (cited by E.R.
Curtius 256) says "that the apocryphal books are 'not held equal to Holy
Scripture and yet are profitable and good to he read'." However, Kolb's
proposal contains assumptions (some of which I have tried to indicate
by italicizing key phrases) which are challenged by those who seek not
merely to add to but to widen canon.
Widening the Canon: Adding New Categories of Authors and Works
Critics who seek to widen the canon argue that the real problem with
the standard canon is not the absence of a particular author but rather
the way in which the canon has almost completely excluded whole
classes of authors, members of groups other than white European and
American male writers. The point is not simply to have, say Richard
Wright and James Baldwin added to the canon, but to recognize that
the very principles upon which that canon is constructed function to
exclude African-American writers as a group, and thus replicate the
ways in which the dominant culture has excluded African-Americans
in almost all spheres of lifeor, as Toni Morrison and others have
recently argued, repressed any recognition of the African-American
presence in areas where that presence has been not just pervasive but
constitutive.' The argument is that an adequate canon must add texts
by women, Native Americans, African-Americans, I lispanic Americans,
Asian-Americans, by gays and lesbians, and by members of classes
whose work was previously consklered as low or popular culture. Pot
example, in "In the American Canon," Robert I Wmenway offers Illis
argument against the tiered model proposed by Ki)lb:
Possibly drawing a parallel with the academic rank
structure, where the work of full pnifessors is assumed
by definition to be of greater value than that of assistant
professors, these scholars have suggested a ranked
canon in which some autlwrs are more important than
others. All qualified applicants, regardless of race, enter

the canon, but most minorities cluster at the lowest
levels, while the upper ranks remain predominantly

white, male, and relatively free of the coming and going
of literary reputations. In the 'lower ranks, meanwhile,
because they are more inclusive, a good deal of substitution occursa situation analogous to the coming and
going of assistant professors in the search for tenure.
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Under the merit-system canon, Melville's place is secure,
I lemingvvay is good but not in the first rank (an associate
professor presumably), and Langston Hughes has a
precarious hold . . . .

While such efforts may be well meaning, and while

they do have an effect on the classroomsince black
writers are more likely to be taught under an inclusionary

rule than notthe ranked canon seems an attempt to
preserve the power of traditional value determination
without confronting the fundamental interrelationship
between social class and aesthetic value. (67-68)S

As Hemenway's distinction between social and aesthetic value suggests, those who want to widen the canon also tend to open up the very
bases by which works are chosen, and, more fundamentally, the very
bases on which canons are composed.
Thus Hemenway's argument against proposals such as Kolb's brings
us to the point where we must also recognize how widening the canon
almost inevitably means transforming the canon as well. Indeed, what

I want to explore now is how a widening of the canon leads to
transforming the canon in terms of functions and criteria, and in

particular in terms of compelling us to recognize the multiple and
perhaps divergent aesthetics involved in the newer canons.
Tra,tsfi)rnani, the Cation: Multiple Aesthetics
As I lemenway makes clear, in articulating the argument for widening the OM m by classes of excluded writers, another and in Some ways
tm)re radical challenge to the cant )n emerges. Now we find ourselves

asking if we have to rethink one of the bases on which we select the
individual texts, because the different classes have written in part on the
basis of different aesthetics. That is, in the early phases of the canon
debate, and in a prop( )sal like that by Kolb, it appears that the criteria
for entry into the canon may he agreed up( in. Specifically, it looks as
if we can agree on aesthetic criteria, which were presented as being
sinniltanomsly specific to literature and universal. The problem seems
to be that win mle classes of autiumrs win ) might meet these criteria had
been neglected and now must be examined, the justice of their merits

compelling entry into the canon. Hut as scholars and critics begin not
only to restore works to the accessible canon but then to project these
works into the critical canon as well, what they discover is that to study
these texts is to develop new forms of criticism based on the principles
these works embrxlied.
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The argument here is made not only by students of African-American

literature, but with at least equal force in relation to women's writing
and the writing of Native American authors. That is, the claim that
viomen have developed or embodied different ways of knowing, leads
to an argument that some, although not all, literature by women in fact
embcxlies a different aesthetic or aesthetics, and that its high quality,
the quality that makes it a successful candidate for inclusion in the
canon, can only be adequately judged by first accepting the contrasting
assumptions of this different aesthetic.

This argument is also very clear with Native American literature,
especially literature produced before the arrival of Europeans. For it is
Obvious, or rather it has become obvious to those of us who are not
Native Americans and have only lately begun to study this immense
literature, that Native American peoples lived and live within a radically
different cosmology or world-view, and that precisely insofar as their
aesthetics corresponded with that world-view, their criteria for what we
call their literature was or were in many ways incompatible with, if not
opposed to, the world-view of dm 'colonizers. The very features that
would make a Native American poem, song, tale, narrative seem great,
hence canonicalor canonical, hence greatwithin that culture might
be features that the aesthetic of a European canon either might not
value or might not even he able to perceive. This is especially important
In learning to "read" oral poems and narratives: these pieces were
performed, and frequently performative, in their cultures of origins, but
we are nnich more likely to read them on the pageand find them "flat"
in terms of modernist aesthetics, without recognizing many of the

dimensions which would be realized in performance, and without
being aware of the functions that they would enact(' And the argument
holds also .'or at least some contemporary literature by Native American
authors, who in fact make the problem of conflicting cosmologies and
aesthetics the subject of their work even as they emlxxly attempts at
transformation within those same works,

A parallel argument is offered by those who propose the inclusion
of works from popular culture or from classes of people who were
previously believed not to create literature. So Paul Lauter, one of the
major proponents of rethinking the canon in terms of class, as well as
race and gender, offers this example:
Another way of thinking about the different concepts of
artistic function may be provided by the distinction (or
between the "exrelationship) nicely embodied .
change value" and the "use value" off art. An especially
.
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moving example of "use value" is offered by the Ken-

tucky mountain songs sung at the funeral of "Jock"
Yablonski and recorded with great majesty in the film
"Harlan County, U.S.A." In a larger sense, all marginalized
an (all art) must be explored precisely in terms of its use.
Partly that is a function of marginality itself.. .. But partly,

I think, this phenomenon is explained by the fundamental character of marginalized (in this instance specifically
working class) culture, what Raymond Williams called
"solidarity." Solidarity is not simply a slogan or an
abstraction that happens to appeal to many people who
work. It is, rather, a way of describing the culture of
people who have been pushed together into workplaces

and communities where survival and growth enforce
interdependence. In this context, the work of an artist
while it may in some respects be expressive and private
remains overwhelmingly functional in his or her community. And an approach to it cannot strip it of this context
without ripping away its substance. (67-68)

That is, in terms of solidarity, the very criteria that make a good
marching song, whether for soldiers or pacifists, for strikers or strikebreakers, are precisely the sort of single-pointed focus which seems to
he antithetical to the emphasis placed on tension, ambiguity, irony, and

complexity dominant in high modernist ideas about the canon.
Certainly they are not the criteria by which we judge Arid's "Full fathom
five," they are not the criteria by which Eliot argued for making John
Donne's poems a central rather than a marginal part of the canon, and
they are not the criteria by which Eliot's own poems, such as "The Waste

Land," were judged to be at the core of the modern(ist) canon.

nattsforming the Canon: Do We Produce a Single Canon or Parallel
Canons?

Arguments such as those offered by Hemenway and Lamer thuii
bring us to the next step in the process by which widening the canon
may be seen to transform it. For if we widen the canon by categories
of authors and texts, based on gender, race, and class, then we soon
find ourselves asking "Are we transforming the very basis on which the
canon is conceived in the first place?" and "I low many canons will we
haver This challenge to the logic of a single canon finds expression in

"Thoreau's Last Wordsand America's First Literatures" by Jarold
Ramsey, specifically in a proposal for publication of a Native American
canon:

undertaking of
I will leave off with one final project, the
dearly
than
anything
else I can
which would signal more
had
think of that the American literary establishment
and artistic
actually accepted, belatedly, its intellectual
literatures.
Nothing
less
obligations to America's first
collaborathe
monumental
than a native counterpart to
of Amerition that has produced the Center for Editions
the systematic
can Authors series, it would call for
of
a
"standard"
dual-lanpreparation and publication
repertothe
surviving
Native
American
guage edition of
riesproceeding tribe by tribe, with full textual apparaformidable, and no
tus as needed. The task I propose is
doubt at present far beyond either our scholarly or our
financial capabilities, but in light of the historical barriers

between Anglo and native literatures, the missed chances
of Americans writing in the

and literary nxnlessness
the IndiEuropean tradition, the continuing loss among
ans of stories and storytellers and the continued

inacces-

afford to do
sibility to them of scholarly texts, can we
anything less now? (59-60)

of its scope but
This proposal seems breathtaking not only because standard canon,
jolt
those
trained
in
the
because it seems intended to
of the discrepancy between what
as it certainly jolts me, into awareness
the potenWendell Harris (following Alastair Fowler) distinguishes as points in
tial and the accessible canons. Clearly, one of Ramsey's
into a part of the
proposing to transform a part of the potential canon
literature
we have been
accessible canon is to remind us of how much
oblivious to.
compels us to
Thus Ramsey's proposal is one of a number which
to
propose new
confront ways in which widening the canon may seem
if we seek a
resolve
old
ones.
That
is,
problems even as it seems to

operating with
multicultural model are we going to find ourselves

European-American canon, a
multiple canons as well? Do we have a
African-American
canon, an Hispanic or
Native American canon, an
woman's
literature,
a
canon of gay literature?
Chicano canon, a canon of
called, runs at least
Surely this sort of "separatism," as it is sometimes
the
danger
of ghettoization;
two grave dangers: first, as already noted,
literary
works, as it can
and second, the danger of seeming to reduce
than
their
membership in
seem to reduce people, to nothing more
various classes and categories.
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When we reach this point, it seems to be the case that we do not have

anything like a single coherent set of criteria Air constituting or
reconstituting the canon. And yet if there are not standards that can

cross some lines of difference, then logically it would seem impossible
to share judgment across those lines. Can we articulate a position that
allows for difference and valuing differences, and yet also offers some
shared criteria? If we can, what position or positions might we

formulate? If we cannot, what will be the consequences for our
proposals for a new canon or canons?
Tran4formin8 the Canon: Does Multicultural Mean Mullahs Rual?
Another challenge emerges in Juan Bruce-Novoa's "Canonical and
Noncanonical Texts: A Chicano Case Study." This essay raises issues
which were crucial in our workshop." For Bruce-Novoa takes the issue
of multiculturalism a step further, claiming that the
presence of
American literature in Spanish offers a radical challenge to the nature
of the traditional canon:

Two of the essential biases of culture in the United
States are a general anti-Hispanism and a specific antiMexicanism. Thus the recent emergence of a multifaceted cultural identitywhich bespeaks an American
experience, but speaks sometimes in Spanish and at
other times with a Hispanic accenthas been received
with nothing short of alarm. The new literary expression
represents itself as a legitimate product of this country
*and, as such, dement& a place in the canon. This
literature apparently also demands, or at least implies, a
radical change in the ideal of one common language and
culture. While it is still relatively small in the number of
texts it has produced, the literature constitutes the most
significant challenge to Anglo-American chauvinism to
date. The repressed pluralism lamented by Whitman has
begun to surface as a threat to the very material of the
canon, language . . .
.

When contextualized in this way, what Hispanic
literature and history infuse into the canon is radical
dialectics. It could be argued, of course, that black,
Jewish, feminist, and even mainstream American writers
challenge the paradigms of identity, but it is the language
differencea difference present even in Hispanic texts
written in Englishthat makes Hispanic literature a more
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general threat to the canon. 'the literary canon and its
academic-commercial suppon are faced with a dilemma.
It is no longer a matter ofabsorbing "foreign" expressions
within a national literature but of heeding an insistent,
multivoiced call for the restructuring of the canon into a

polyglot, pluralistic expresskm of the many natkms
within a common frontier. The canon is under egalitarian
pressure to melt itself down and include more in the next
recasting. (198-199, emphasis added)
This claim is extremely pnwocative, and it opens up questions which
would be or would seem unthinkable to some defenders of a traditional
the canon for
canon: Is a canon always in a single language? Must
American literature be in English? If we push this logic further, it seems
evident that if we truly want to widen the canon we, the teachers, nmst
languages ourselveswhich is, of course,
(earn to speak and read other
the exact situation of many of the students in Los Angeles. Conversely,
the challenge can go the other
for the proponents of multiculturalism,
does not speak
way: if we truly mean what we say, can someone who
then,
the original language teach that text? that culture? These,
that
the
debate
on
opening
up
constitute some of the main questions
that
the canon has impelled critics to begin asking and exploring, and
the members of the Los Angeles workshop found ourselves rehearsing
these questions emerge
as we immersed ourselves in this debate. I think
debate
itself,
and that they are the
out of the very logic of the canon
questions any group of people are likely to find themselves engaged
Part
in (liscussing who start down this road. At this point, I will turn to
teachers.
Ill of the presentation, and look at a few of the implications fi)r
Canon?
111. What Challenges Do We Pace in Teaching a Transformed

chalOne way to summarize this exploration of the spectrum of
is to
those
challenges
seem
to
protect
lenges and the alternate routes
additive
"Is
opening
the
cam
m
an
formulate am )ther question, namely
or a transformative process? And if it turns out to be a transformative
need to
process, then what is the nature of the transformation(s) we
but a
is
not
so
much
an
either/or
enact?" What the spectrum suggests
being
tried
simultaboth/and situation, in which all the routes are
neously. If we look at recent anthologies for college and university
and
courses in English, for example, we see both single-canon
simultaneously,
whatever
the
multiple-canon strategies being pursued
there
incompatibilities.
On
the
one
hand,
logical clashes and theoretical
edited by Paul
is the Math Anthology qfAnwrican literatutv (1990)
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Laufer and his colleagues, which includes numerous writers and

dozens of genres not represented in earlier, more traditional anthologies. on the other hand, there is The Norton Anthology of Literature by
Wonwn: The ?Wilton in English (1985) edited by Sandra Gilbert and

Susan (uitar, and Me Norton Anthology of Afm-Atnerican Literatum
(1990) edited by I lenry Gates and others. And the publishers, whose
logic is to try to cover all the possibilities, are also reaching back to the
classical cam in, with The Notion Rook of Classical Literature (1992)

edited by Bernard Knox.

In this third part of my essay, I want to sketch out how these
questkms take on urgent and concrete form when we move to the task
of teaching a revised canon, especially in the public schools. When we

make this move into our local workls as teachers, then the question
becomes "In what ways does transfonuing the pedagogic canon seem
to demand that teachers transform what they teach, how they teach,
and why they teachand transform themselves?"

The canon debate, as Harris notes, is not just about texts but about
readings. For us, teaching a canon must be a process by which we not
only mandate that students read certain works but, crucially, find ways
for students to become engaged with and immersed in those works. We
may not design courses so successful that every one ofour students falls
in love with reading literature, but as we reform the curriculum surely
most of us do seek to design courses which will elicit sustained

engagement with the works we assign from as many students as

possible. So we can imagine a college teacher selecting One of the new

anthologies listed above or a team of high school teachers in a
Humanitas program like that in which the Los Angeles teachers
participate meeting and agreeing on a wide selection of works from a
newer canon, but the true challenge becomes inventing ways to teach
this new selection.
Thus as we imagine the different types of canon-reformation we can
begin to analyze the different demands they will place on us as teachers.

So, for example, if we follow a route of ukling to the canon, then we
will find ourselves needing to read new texts, but we may be able keep
using the same critical methods and approaches that we have used all
along. We will have to learn about new authors and their lives, about
the contexts that shaped their lives and so on, but we will be working
within familiar models. But if we widen or transform the canon, then
some much more far-reaching re-education may be necessary. Two
issues that I can delineate concern the imperative which is sometimes
sp iken of as the need make the canon mow hpresentative and the need.
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for the teacher to re-educate herself in the contexts from which this
wider canon emerges.
Unpacking the Imperative to Make the Canon "More Representative"

Among the seven functions that canons have performed and can
perform, Harris lists "Providing Models, Ideals, and Inspiration" and
"Creating Common Frames of Reference," and these two functions meet

and collide in an interesting fashion when we examine one of the
impulses animating some of those who propose opening up the canon,
namely the impulse to make the canon more representative.

The function of providing models has taken a variety of forms. As
E. R. Curtius notes "The Alexandrian philologists are the first to put
together a selection of earlier literature for the use of grammarians in
their schools" (249); and the more comprehensive idea of offering
paradigms for teaching correct written forms of a language is one
purpose that the canon has served.9 What I would suggest iS that for
many teachers today, when correctness is an issue framed in quite
different ways (because of recently formulated understandings of the

relation of written and spoken language; because of an emergent
understanding of the process by which people learn a second language; and because of research which suggests that too great and too
early an emphasis on grammatical correctness tends to block creativity),
much of the concern for literature as offering paradigms for speaking
and writing has been replaced by a concern for the function of literature
as representation.

But as a number of critics have noted, to employ the canon as
providing a model in the sense of a repwsentation is a very problematic

assertion because of the multiple senses of "representation"senses
which can produce confusions as troubling as those caused by the
word canon itself. Three meanings of representative overlap and
people often_ fail to clarify which definition they are using.

The first and most obvious sense in which those proposing that we
widen the canon claim they want to make it more wproefflative Is that
by including writers from previously marginalized categories the canon
will more adequately represent the full range of human experience. In
particular this widening will enable it to represent points of view which

are qualitatively different from the point of view of white, male,
heterosexual European-American authors. The argument here is that
without such a diversity of points of view, the claim to speak for human

experience that so many defenders offer as the primary reason for
petpetuating the traditional canon is and will continue to be falsified.
39

A second sense in which widening the canon can be presented as
making it more representative is that it will More adequately represent
literary accomplishmentthe production of works which deserve and
will achieve the status of classics by authors from marginalized and
unseen groups. It seems that, say, Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, Doris
Lessing's The Golden Notebook, and Scott Momaday's House Made of
Dawn have already entered what Harris calls the diachronic canon, and
it seems clear that works such as Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony, Toni
Morrison's Beloved, Rudolfo Anaya's Bless Me Ultima, Sandra Cisnero's
The House on Mango Street, and Maxine Hong Kingston's The Woman
Warrior have already entered what Harris calls the nonce canon, and
may well enter whatever revised diachronic canon emerges in the next
50 years.'"

And a third sense in which widening the canon is presented as
making it more representative is that it will more adequately represent,

in the sense of imitate and express, the experience of students who
come from those groups previously enumerated. The argument here is
a pedagogic oneand an argument that goes hack to Kenneth Clark's
famous psychological experiments cited in the original Brown vs.
Board of Education decisionnamely that unless young people find
representations of themselves and representations of lives they might
aspire to in the literature they read in school, they will come to perceive
of themselves, in part by virtue of their membership in unrepresented,
unseen, groups, as being marginal and as living in a society which offers

them no place, hence no hope for a fulfilling existence."

This point has been made with great urgency, for example, by a
number of teachers arguing for the inclusion of literature by and about
gays and lesbians. As Michael Jackson, one of the teacher-fellows in the
Los Angeles team, argued:

Research has shown that iibme all, the gay and lesbian
student feels isolated. One of the most common comments adult gays and lesbians make on looking back to
their childluxxl is "I thought I was the only one," Sad to
say, many students sit through an entire education never
hearing the word "gay" or "lesbkm" except in relation to

death, suicide, or murder. Silence aixmt a group is a
signal that the group is deemed shameful, inappn ipriate
or unworthy of being written or spoken ahead. (Retnem-

ber when it was forbidden for teachers to be visibly
pregnant in school?) Your silence carries a powerful
message that there is something wrong with gays and
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lesbians. ("Gay and Lesbian Young Adult Database
Project;" also see Jackson, "Introduction")
about the
These teachers point out, furthermore, the akirming statistics
suicide-attempt rate among gay and lesbian adolescents:

The suicide attempt rate among gay teenagers is extremely highan estimated 30 to 40 percent anumg gay
1)oys and 20 percent among young lesbians, research
indicates. The rate is 10 percent lin teen-agers overall,

according to the Youth Suicide National Center. (Murdoch
AI)

canon to include
Thus they argue that it is essential the pedagogic
living sane, producrepresentations of homosexual women and men

he able to imagine
tive lives in order for gay and lesbian adolescents to
adolescents,
namely
possible futures and thus fulfill the task facing all
to imagine a future self into existence.

repeatedly pointed out, the

As Henry Louis Gates, Jr., for one, has demographic or political
concepts of mimetic representation and of
note the
representation are significantly different and it is important to
is intended
be
clear
as
to
which
meaning
distinction because a failure to
debates. On the other
can lead speakers into some quite destructive
different
ways
in
which
we may want a canon
hand, debates about the
classes of writers, of

of
that is representativeof classes of people,
populationsseem essential for
literary excellence, and of our student
for they concern the
those having to deal with the pedagogic canon:

help students find
question of offering authors and works whoinvited., and impelled

themselves in the culture they are being asked,
messages that indicate that
to inherit and enter even as they receive
society seeks to ignore, exclude, or erase them.
might be well served
At this point, I would like to suggest that we
namely
the
function of teaching
to add another function to I larris's list,
literature
in particular.
students to fall in love with reading and reading
One of the most
This is, as Come! Bonca has pointed out, surelyfunction
that might
fundamental objectives that a canon serves, and a
(While
the idea
unite teachers divided on other issues about the canon.
retrograde
literature
may
seem
of inviting students to "fall in love" with
of critical positions that invite
to some readers, who hear in it echoesattack
the study of literature or
us to fall in love with literature only to
not what either
reduce literary study to literary appreciation, that is
signifies
is
an invitation not
lkmca or I suggest. Rather, what the phrase
also
to
fall
in love with
only to fall in love with reading literature, but
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studying literature, so that, for example, students
come to be aware of
and can begin to masterif they choose to do so and for their Own
purposesthe acts of reading with, against, and through
the grain of
the text which together constitute the current
array of critical practices.)
So a teacher may decide to replace Silas
Marner with Ness Me, Musa
because the latter elicits, as the former currently does
not, the engagement of her studentsand yet the teacher might also hope
that
engagement with Anaya's novel might lead some students
to Eliot's.
However, another choice might be to teach both lxx)ks,
or similar pairs
of books, precisely to engage students in analysis of
what is different
and what is similar in the cultures represented,
as well as in the
representations themselves.

Transforming Teachers: What Types of Knowkdge Will Teachers
Need
to Acquire?
A second issue comes into focus when we find ourselves
asking, as
the members of the Los Angeles workshop asked,
"What must teachers
learn in order to teach a transformed canon? Not merely what
new texts,
but what types of knowledge about the cultures of origin
for the new
texts?" This was a major topic throughout the
year, and I will offer an
example that helped me think about how I have been
retraining myself
this year, and will have to continue to retrain myself
as I start to revise,
say, a general education course like the Introduction to Modern
Fiction.
What I discovered in the course of the workshop is that I
can think
about what I have to do to retrain myself by
an analogy with what I had
to do to learn to read and then to teach Shakespeare's plays. When
I first
studied and when I began to teach Shakespeare's plays, I
had to learn

about what Tillyard, in a book now much
attacked, called The
Elizabethan World Picture. Although Tillyard has
been critiqued for a
number of quite intelligible reasons, the titleespecially if
we drop the
definite article and make it plural, so as to allow for
multiple worldviews and contests between such world-views within
a societystill

captures an important truth. If I am going to grasp the plays of
Shakespeare with real depth of understanding, I must also learn
alxitit
the context in which they
were written and performed. In particular,

must learn about the fundamental intellectual systems and socialI
practices that formed the culture of origin: the Christian workl
picture,
the split in Christianity, and the violent conflicts
between different
forms of that religion; the hierarchic model of the natural
world; the
microcosm and macrocosm; the humours physic igy and psychology;
the political beliefs about the state; the ways in which these beliefs
and
ideas were enacted in families, in guilds
and other corpotate bodies,

in
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the state and the offices up to the king .

. .

and so on. (At this point the

the challenges in
challenges in teaching literature intersect with
particular, in
teaching history explored in Eve Komfeld's essay. In
the
possibilities
suggesting that historians "embrace enthusiastically that they may
and the humanities" (109),

contained in sub)ectivity
embocly these premises
empathy a part of their pedagogy, and that they
proposes, in effect, that
in inviting students to do role-playing, Komfeld
read through a
historians integrate reading through a text as actors critics can use
script; conversely, in my own work, I suggest that literary
historical research.)
role-playing as a means for initiating students into
retrain, even
As a shorthand for thinking about this need tophrase cited by
transform ourselves as teachers, I found myself using a
the model
Julie Klein in her book on "interdisciplinarity" In describing
school,
Klein
of synthesizing history developed by the Annales
producing
what
has
concluded that "In many cases they wound up
by
Tony
anthropology,--a term amplified
been termed a 'retrospective
"retrospective
cultural antbropologv"(Klein 3;
Judt when he speaks of
teach literature from another
Judt 87). t2 Generalizing, we can say that to
to us in time and
culture, whether that culture is distant from or near
that culture in an anthropoin space, we must know something about
the primary
logical sense, which is to say know something about
that
constitute
the culture.
systems of thought and primary institutions
if
we
are
to enable
We need a map of that culture, however sketchy,
culture
in
something
ap-.
our students to interpret works from that
proaching the logic within which they were composed.
advanced degrees in English
Those of us who majored in or obtained
in effect, some of
under the dispensation of the older canon acquired,
cultural anthropology
the knowledge o&red by such retrospective English literature was
the
culture
in
which
about earlier forms of
England, this has been a
composed. Por teachers of "English" born in
culture;
for
teachers
of English born or
knowledge of their ancestral
from
parents born in
living in the United States, and often descended
English-speaking
but nonnon-English speaking cultures, or born in
metropolitan pans of a now-dissolved empire, this has been knowlculture. But when we
edge of what might be thought of as an adoptedfar off in time to those
shift from teaching texts from cultures that are
then the problem gets
that are in our own time and in our own space,
anthropoldoing
retrospective
'complex,
since
we
are
not
even more
fact constitute part of the
ogy, but rather learning cultures that in
made more chal .
present-day United States. Furthermore, this task is
between
learning
lenging because there are two key differences
culture(s).
English Renaissance culture and, say, Native American
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First of all, the Native American cultures are in many ways more
challenging to "learn" because they are alive, not dead, and because we
will encounter living members of these cultures in our classroomsa
situation which tends to make the nature of our authority as teachers

mote problematic. Second, because these cultures are alive, they are
also) evolving at the very moment we are trying to learn them In
fact,
a number of the books we are nu it likely to teach are themselves part
of this evolution, and indeed can
seen as agents of that evolution.
They thus demand that we learn about several phases of that culture
as we try to teach some of the literature from that culture."
Thus as our workshop unfolded, and as each of us began to imagine
how we might add, say, Native American, or African-American or
Hispanic readings, we found ourselves wondering if there is some
"handllook" for these cultures. For example, as we studied the literature
of the southwest and of the border with Mexico, we learned that we
must acquire some knowledge of the Native American and Spanish
cultures which fused into the culture of Mexico, which meant learning
about the Virgin of Guadalupe, La Malinche, and La Llorona. Or as we
looked at works by Leslie Marmon Silko, we found ourselves wondering about the sacred knowledge embodied in the ceremonies of the
Laguna people, curious as to where we might turn for elucidation of a
non-verbal feature such as the star pattern that occupies a page of
awemony, and which seems a central element in the metamorphosis of
the protagonist. There were days when we felt the exhilaration that
nu )t teachers feel at learning something knewbut there were days
when we simply felt iwerwhelmed at learning how much we might
need to learn.
End( igue

Instead of stamping works with authority, literary canons
propose entries into a culture's critical colbquy.
Wendell Harris, "Canonicity" (112)
In the midst of this discussion of how we are widening and thereby
transforming the canon, I know, from my experience in redesigning my
own CI mews, in the vi Aces of the teachers I have worked
with, and
fro nu the critics I have been reading, that we all share an awareness
which I expect my reader is also voicing, namely that what does not
uhange is the anumnt of time we have in our classes: whether it is a
10-week iluarter, a IS-week semester, or a public sduml semester,
whether we spend 40, 60, or 100 hours with our students, we work
within severe constraints, constraints that narrow our options at the
44
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very moment we most passionately want to consider wklening thetn.
Wendell Harris concludes his article by reminding us of these constraints:

We need more than ever, then, to be honest with

ourselves and with our students about the limited purposes both of individual courses and of the requirements
for our degreesto be honest about what our selection
of texts and our approach to them does not accomplish.
If The Canon no longer lives, the reason is that it never
did; there have been and are only selections with

purposes. If anything has been clarified by the last twenty
years of critical alarms and excursions, it is the muhiplicity of possible purposes. ("Canonicity" 110)
One of the reasons that I have not sought to offer answers is this essay

but rather to define the problems and challenges and delineate some
did
of the routes is precisely because I knowand know better than I
Nor
do
10 months agothe folly of attempting to prescribe a canon.
would
I delude myself that even if anyone could prescribe a canon they
have solved the pedagogical challenge. One of the things we comhe
monly, often glibly, say, alxmt the humanities is that they are or can
students
are
and should be, in part, an education about the education
is or
receiving. Hut it is surely the case that debate about the canon
of
just
alxmt
the
selection
should he a means for self-reflection, not
readings but also about our quite diverse and even divergent purposes
and about what we cannot do within the constraints of our teaching
lives. In part, to be clear and open about our purposes is something we
and the
owe our students. Hut in part, to be clearer about our purposes
of
deciding
if
we
want
to
revise
things we do not do may also be a way
teachas
well
not just what we teach hut what we know and how we
as a way to help us decide what we need to learn next.
Notes

debt to the
1. As I finish writing this essay, I am conscious of my great
members of the Los Angeles site of the ACIS Menwntary and Secondary

Schools Teacher Curriculum Development Project. It was through
working with themin a process in which we read the literature and
the
the criticism; discussed and debated the issues raised by opening
the
pedagogical
canon and multiculturalism; and experimented with
the
challenge of transforming the curriculumthat I learned alx mt
Anderson,
My
thanks,
then,
to
Sue
realities of opening up the canon,
Marie Collins, Lynne Culp, Lois Feuer, Terry Venders( m, Michael
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Jackson, Sandra Okura, Karen Rowe, Beverly Tate, and Howard Wilf.
I owe a special debt to Lois Feuer, who has read and commented on
earlier drafts of this essay, often within hours of receiving the manuscript. Readers will benefit from her precise and eloquent insight, which
has helped me learn what 1 was trying to say and taught me better ways
to articulate those ideas.

2. It is a sign of how the canon debate has unfolded that in the 5th

edition, published in 1988, Abrams took less than three pages, while in
the 6th edition, published 1993, he needed almost four pages for his
entry on the canon. There are also changes in diction and syntax which
register, in small but precise and striking ways, how the debate has
changed over the last decade. For example:
The collective cultural process by which an author comes
to he firmly and durably recognized as canonical is often
called "canon formation." (5th edition: 20)

The social process by which an author comes to be tacitly

and durably recognized as canonical is called "canon
formation." (6th edition: 20)
I take it that the shift from cultural to social registers the way in which
proponents of social constructivist and political or historicizing models
of criticismexponents of what we may call, following the linguistic
turn and the rhetorical turn, the ideological turnhave succeeded in
reformulating the terms of the debate itself. For a fuller, more elaborate
tracing, and one that Ls particularly interesting in exploring some of the

metaphoric aspects of the etymology, the reader might look at the

version with which Robert Scholes opens his essay "Aiming a Canon at
the Curriculum." The essay appears with five responses in Salmagundi
72 (1986): 101-63.

3. Conversely, as l'hilip Edwards notes, Spenser attacks Irish poets
precisely because they incite their countrymen to rebellion on nationalist grounds (10-11). The apparent incontestibility of a connection
between the formation of a canon and of a nation is manifest in the
introduction to The Faerie Queene provided by John Hollander and
Frank Kertwxle in Me litemture of Renaissance England:
11,eroic poetry, which in the Renaissance was taken by
most commentators to be the highest kind, was necessarily associated with the growth of nationalist feelings,
since it attempted to achieve in the vernacular what Virgil
had done for the Roman empire in Latin. ibis explains
Spenser's interest not only in the ancient models but also
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in modem Italian and French poetryhe would learn
what he could from renaissances that flowered earlier
than the English. But it also explains why The Faerie
Queene, for all its dreamy Romance landscape and
narrative, is very much a poem of its moment. He was
celebrating national or imperial power, and did so not
only by placing its origins in a fictive British past but by
justifying modem policies, ecclesiastical, political, and
military. He had to make his poem relevant to the glories,
real and imaginary, of the reign he chose to represent as
climactic in history; but he could not ignore the dark side
of the picture. (162)

in the 20 years since Hollander and Kermode first wrote this passage,

the inflection of those making this point has, of course, darkened
considerably, as those engaged in new historicist, materialist, and
cultural forms of critidsm have focused on the (lark side not only of the
poem but of Spenser's Own investment in England's imperial ambitions
and colonial activities.

4. See Morrison, "Unspeakable Things Unspoken" and Pla.viint in the
Dark; Baker and Pierce-Baker, "Patches"; and Baker, l'he Promised
Body."

5. There is a further point made by Hemenway, which both develops
the full scope of the challenge and meshes with the point made in note
4 above;
Black texts challenge traditional literary ideas. That the
slave narrative is unquestionably the first indigenous
written literary genre America offered the world places a
whole literary tradition in a new perspective and helps us
understand both generic properties and European influ-

ence on American literature. Gates has suggested that
black texts predict their opposites, that slave narratives
provide a kind of perverse literary foregrounding, virtually ensuring the creation of the plantation novel as a
reversed image of the slave's narrative indictment. Such
a theory begins to assess the dialectic between white
aesthetics and black aesthetics. (69)
6. And this argument does not even reach to a crucial point made by
Dorris, namely that the variety of Native American cultures and frames
is such that we cannot speak of Native American literature as if it were
a unity; hence we cannot speak as if there is or were a single aesthetic
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wwerning the literature produced by the diverse Native American
tribes.

7. In w`Itt I think is one of the most important contributions to the
canon controversy so far, Cultural Capital: The Problem of Literary
Campo Formation, John Guillory responds to the type of argument
offered by Lamer, among others, by rethinking the issue of use and
exchange value. Ile does so in the course of making a larger argument
against those who seem to claim that any attempt to employ aesthetic
criteria is invalid:
In its most extreme form this critique seeks to discredit

the concept of the aesthetic altogether, as intrinsically
repressive. In the final chapter of this book I argue that
the extrapolation of a critique of aesthetics from the

critique of the canon is mistaken in its fundamental
premise . . . . The reduction of aesthetic value to
economic use value forgets precisely the fact that the
problem of the work of art was crucial for political
economy's founding distinction between use value and
exchange value. The conflation of these two terms in
current anti-aesthetic arguments betrays how much the
present critique of judgment has actually forgotten about
the intimate historical relations between aesthetic and
economic discourses. The cost of that amnesia is a kind

of false enlightenment, the restatement in altogether
more reductive terms of a relation between the aesthetic
and the economic much more interestingly and problematically engaged in eighteenth-century moral philosophy
than in our recent neorelativist critiques . . . .

The strangest consequence of the canon debate has
surely been the discrediting of judgment, as though
human beings could ever refrain from judging the things
they make. But if this notion has been bad sociology, it
has proven to be even worse politics. The argument that
one should suspend judgment on behalf of the politically
urgent objective of making the canon more "representa-

tive" of diverse social groups invited the reactionary
,blection to the abandonment of "standards." The most

pi 'laically strategic argument for revising the canon
remains the argument that the works so revalued are
important and valuable cultural works. If literary critics
are not yet in a position to recognize the inevitability of

r
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the social practice of judgment, that is a measure of how
far the critique of the canon still is from developing a

sociology of judgment. The theory of cultural capital
elaborated in this book is an attempt to construct just
such a sociology. (xiii-xiv)

nearly
Jest as I agree with those who suggest that canons are
of

indispensable elements, and certainly constitutive for the institutions

Gui Rory
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of whether canon8. Bruce-Novoa also explicitly raises the question
features
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form
a new
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9. John Guillory's essay on "Canon" offers some interesting
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10. Carey Kaplan and Ellen Cronan Rose offer a thought-provoking
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uses feminist theory as a basis for rearticulating the
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literary canon is suggestive. In both cases, a "priestly
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class" certifies that certain texts are valuable. Why? What,

in particular, are we to make of the canonization of a

prophetic book like The Golden Notebook, of a prophetic
writer like Doris Lessing? Is it an attempt to assure that
future generations try "to make sense of (heti prophetic

message in order to understand and account for their

Own situation?" Or is it, as Alan Golding has charged in

a slightly different context, an attempt to "detoxify"
Lessing's message by dehistoricizing it, rendering it

"culturally and intellectually harmless." (85)
This ironic perception of canonization as an undesirable
event, or as a
desirable event with at least one undesirable effect, is rarely voiced
in
the canon debate. In the broadest sense, the ironic effect of literary
canonization can be seen, I suppose, as parallel to the often commented
on ironic effect that follows from the moment when a new and living
faith becomes institutionalized as a church. Certainly writers have
commented on the ironic effect of having a society they sought to attack
canonize their works while ignoring the call to repent and reform
that
is at the heart of those works.
11. Charles Ahiert has argued with great passion, in describing

what he

sees as the limits of the currently dominant, theoretical models of

reading against the text, that it is folly to discard the idealizing
function
of literature: we need its ability not only to imitate human
existence but
to project ideals which function as images of selves we might

hence to provide one of the most essential elements become
by which

adolescents, in particular, might imagine themselves into existence.
In
this context, Alfieri has proposed what I take to be
a fourth sense in

which we can speak of a text as representative "Texts become

representative less by the general truths they demonstrate than by
their
capacity to make what they exemplify seem shareable in clarifying
or
negotiating certain situations" (Canons and Consequences 15).

12. Klein quotes this phrase from George Iggers and Harold
Parker,

eds., International Handbook of Historical Studies: Contemporary

Research and Theory (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1979): 5-6,
10.
13. And this is leaving aside the complexities created by the fact that
the
Native American culture(s) are not only the ancestral cultures for
this

land, this space, but that they are also present cultures, and present
cultures enjoying their own renaissance. To offer a rough analogy:
it is
as if when I teach Renaissance drama, Faustus or a descendent (so
to
speak) of Faustus might walk into my classroom and challenge
the way
in which I am mis-teaching the play which purports to tell his
story.
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BUT COPY AVAILMUL

Shaping the Multicultural Curriculum:
Biblical Encounters with the Other
Lois Feuer
California State University, Dominguez Mils

As we expand the range of materials we teach, moving toward
greater inclusiveness, we create new dilemmas as well as new richness.

When we were willing to work within a standard canon and let the
textbook publishers decide what we taught, setting up the syllabus
seemed simpler; now, we face decisions that set competing goods
against each other. Often, in answer to the question "what should we
teach?" we seem to be presented with either/or choices: dead white
European males versus the culturally diverse spectrum of authors
writing in modem America. The most common tone in this debate is
polemical, all sides convinced of their Own righteousness, with the
Jeremiah intonations of the late Allan Bloom in counterpoint with, say,

the angry voices of a recent sit-in by UCIA students demanding a
Chicano Studies Department; the political undercurrentthe "struggle
for the soul of America" and for its reading listsis clear.'
Whatever its costs in civility and social cohesion, one of the many
benefits of the canon debate is the way in which it has forced us to
reconsider the basis on which we choose. What are our criteria?
Assuming for the purposes of discussion that my imagined readers, an
audience of teachers, are willing enough to rethink what we do and to
alter the syllabus in the direction of inclusion, how do we decide what

to include? Do we select on the basis of aesthetics ("this is a great
book"), of a knowledge imperative ("everybody in this society needs
to know about a variety of cultures"), or on the basis of demographics
("our students need readings that reflect their lives and their cultures
of origin")? We know these choices to be significant, for with them we
say what we think is worth spending time on, and since each of these

motives comes with its Own pedagogical approach attached (the
knowledge-imperative requires a lot more giving of "background"
information than the aesthetic impulse, for example, though one can
argue that fullest appreciation requires familiarity with the cultural
context of a work of literature).

Our choices will not only reflect our assumptions about what
literature is, and is for, they will also shape Our views of the included

worksand those left outthemselves. Paul Lauter, a leading figure
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urging our rethinking of the terms of argument, suggests that the motive

for teaching what we now call noncanonical texts is deeper than the
issue of representation, mirroring in our assigned authors the ethnicity
of our students, valuable though that may be. Beyond that, says Lauter,
"I suspect that the central reason it is necessary to wad noncanonical
texts is that they teach us how to view experience through the prisms
of gender, race, nationality, and other forms of marginalization" (161).
would add to this what we take for granted hut need to say more often:

our job is to teach good literature, and that's a category whose
boundaries extend far beyond the traditional canon. If we want to
extend the range of our students' access to experience, as well as to
provide them with the multicultural literacy their world will continue
to demand of them, on the one hand, and to present them also with the
unarguable benefits of an acquaintance with Homer and Shakespeare,
on the other, we need to find a way to arrive at both/and rather than
either/or (a straw-man argument in any case), and the problem then
becomes one of selection: there's only so much time in a schml term.
I would argue that using narratives and poetry from the Bible in the
literature/humanities classroom offers a number of advantages to the
teacher seeking to devek Ti a curriculum embracing both Western

classics and the expanded canon. We can show our students the
relationship between the Bible and other literature, and we can take
one of the Bible's recurring themesthe encounter with the "other"
as the basis for studying the interplay among diverse cultural groups in
the modern world.
By reading the Bible in conjunction with the literature of the formerly
excluded, we see both in new ways: one way of rethinking traditional
literature is by juxtaposing it with the non-traditional. Lauter again:
while asserting the importance of rereading the traditional canon with
the aid of newer perspectivesthose of gender, ethnicity, and class, for
examplehe notes that "the best lens for that rereading is provided by
noncanonical works themselves" (161). We will see the Bible itself
differently if we juxtapose it with noncanonical texts: for one thing,

doing so desacralizes it sufficiently so we can see its narratives as
literature rather than as exempla, illustrations of moral or theological
"lessons." T.S. Eliot, in "Tradition and the Individual Talent," makes the
point that each new great work of literature makes us see the others
difkretuly; the analogy he uses is that of a group of monuments which
gets ever so slightly rearranged by the appearance of an addition to the
existing group. So just as James Joyce's Ulysses caused readers of
literature to see Flomer's Odyssey in a new light, so studying the origin
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myths of Native American groups. such as the Spider Woman stories of
the Laguna Pueblo, can make us see the creation in Genesis freshly.
The converse is true as well: we can use the Bible to see noncanonical

literature in new ways. And so, for example, the Bible's pervasive
emphasis on the continuing warfare within the family and with
neighboring peoples illuminates contemporary discussion of boundaries and borders. The mestiza culture to which Gloria Anzuldua
describes herself belonging in Borderfandsaa Frontera finds its earlier
analogue in the experience of the non-Israelite women of the Bible,
Moabite Ruth (presumably), Hittite Bathsheba and dark-skinned Queen
of Sheba (as well as the "dark and comely sister" of the Song of Songs),
straddling two cultures, shunned by exclusivists on both sides, belonging to two worlds and none. Our student.s are so often themselves living
on "frontiers," participating in two cultures simultaneously, that their
experience of doubleness, of being "the Other," will find expression
both in contemporary literature and in its biblical antecedents.
Given these benefits, what are the costs? We might assume that we
don't need to teach the Bible, given its centrality in Our tradition and
the pervasiveness of religionand images of apocalypsein American

life, but we do. Ironically, this most "canonical" of texts is fairly
infrequently studied. Even if some of our students are singers in their
church choirs, increasingly others come from Asian or other religious .
traditions which make this foreign territory rather than shared vocabulary. And still others derive from no tradition at all. Even among the
traditionally religious Christian and Jewish student.s, Bible-reading may
not be part of their spiritual education. And certainly a literary view of
the Bible is unlikely to have been part of their Sunday-school regimen.
We might be concerned about teaching the Bible, making ourselves
vulnerable to attacks from parents and comnumity activists embracing
the full spectrum from left to right. And certainly my Own experience
suggests that teaching the Bible in a public institution involves crossing
a minefiekl in which the ways to get blown up are innumerable hut
those to navigate safely are few. These are valid concerns, but we can't
deprive students of this essential part of a common vocabulary merely
because their elders are pursuing their own agendas, and in fact many
curriculum guidelines now encourage us to teach biblical texts as part
of historical, if not literary, education. The Calitbmia llistoty-Sockd
Science Fmtnettork, for example, mandates reading sacred texts as part
of historical literacy: the historically literate student will "understand
the importance of religion; philosophy, and other major belief systems
in history. To understand why individuals and groups acted as they did,

we must see what values and assumptions they held, what they
honored, what they sought, and what they feared. By studying a
people's religion and philosophy as well as their folkways and
traditions, we gain an understanding of their ethical and moral
commitments. By reading the texts that people revere, we gain
important insights into their thinking" (13). Without some such acquaintance with this central text in Western literature, our students are
ill-equipped to deal with other literature dependent in some way upon
it: "a student of English literature who does not know the Bible does
not understand a good deal of what is going on in what he reads"
whether that reading is Milton or Morrison.3
We can smooth a lot of difficulties with approach, of course, and
each of us will have her own strategies for setting the right tone. In my

classes, I talk to students about the likelihood that I'll inadvertently
offend various of them from time to time, and I suggest that the best I
can offer is to try to offend everyone equally. I talk about narrative as

a form of representation, like painting, and that in this context
"Abraham" is no more a real person than a painting of an apple is real

fruit. So we are not making judgments about the existence of an
historical Abraham any more than an art class makes statements about

the existence of apples. By saying some of these things at the
beginning, we can head off some of the more obvious confrontations
between student belief and skepticism.

One way to keep the focus literary rather than more exclusively
theological is to teach more materials from the Hebrew Scriptures than
from the New Testament, since the former emphasize story rather than
doctrine. As Robett Alter puts it, "the Hebrew Bible is animated by an
untiring, shrewdly perceptive fascination with the theater of human
behavior in the textual foreground, seen against a background of forces
that can be neither grasped nor controlled by humankind. (The New

Testament tends to reverse the relation between background and
foreground or, at any rate, to make the background obtrude more into
the foreground)" ( Workl 22).
One fairly common way of avoiding the problems described above

is to teach historical or textual issues, looking at the doings of the
Hittites or the Documentary Hypothesis rather than at the texts. But to
do so not only skirts the real issues but belies the nature of the writings
themselves: "literary analysis (of the Biblel brackets the question of
history, not necessarily out of indifference to history but because it
assumes that factual history is not the primary concern of the text and
that it is, in any case, largely indeterminable, given the scant data we
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have to work with at a remove of two to three millennia from the
originating events to which the text refers" (Alter, World 203). So
although the history teacher will rightly use the Bible as one means of
pursuing the study of the ancient world, the literature teacher will focus
on the narrative and poetic qualities of the text. Furthermore, too great

a focus on the historical dimension risks re-entering the minefield
through the side entrance, involving students in asking questions about
King David's "reality" rather than those related to the storytelling skill
of his author (and, whatever our students' views on divine inspiration,
ft seems unarguably necessary for the purposes of analysis to treat the
authors as human).
If the reader will grant for the moment a successful escape from the
various dangers facing the teacher of the Bible, we can turn to ways of
integrating the study of biblical literature into a variety of curricular
contexts. Other literature is related to the Bible in several ways: first, by

direct influence of several sorts, second, by common archetypal
patterns, and third, by common themes. In what follows, I will describe

each of these relations, exploring two examples in some depth, and
referring throughout to examples of likely pairings of biblical and
modern noncanonical texts.'
Direct Biblical Influence on Later Literature
The most obvious way in which other literature is related to the Bible
is by the latter's direct influence in plot or characters, in image or theme,
or in style. The first is the most familiar form, as we have examples that

range from the various Christ figures in modem fictionBilly I3udd,
Benjy in The Sound and the Fury, Mc Murphy 'in One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nestto the inspiration of the story of Rachel in Margaret
Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale to retellings like the musical Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Equally familiar, and perhaps equally frequently noted by teachers, is the iMpact of the Exodus
story on Negro spirituals.

A far greater richness results when we go beyond merely noting the

influence on image or theme to having students read the Exodus
narrative while they are hearing, and reading the lyrics of, spirituals like

"Go Down Moses" or "Oh Mary Don't You Weep" (which in fact
combines Old and New Testament references, not an uncommon
synthesis in spirituals).1 Only by such direct juxtaposition will the
pervasiveness of the Moses references in African-American culture
bmonw clear, along with the complex variety of emphases this
reference 011ie& One such emphasis is the poignant anticipation of

Martin Luther King Jr.'s comparison in his last major speech, the leader

unable to accompany his followers into the new world his work has
helped them create: I've seen the promised land. I may not get there
with you. But I want you to know tonight, that we. as a people will get
to the promised land." Another emphasis singles out the quality of
leadership, the courage and daring of Harriet Tubman, "the Moses of
her people." Yet a third view emphasizes Moses before Pharaoh, the
suppliant negotiating with the established authorities in Aaron Douglas'
powerful painting, "Let My People Go." When we read Exodus with our

students and they see Moses as a reluctant hero who keeps raising
objections to his serving when God calls on him, the allusions take On
a depth they might otherwise lack. And the dominant metaphor here
retains its power through an impressive number of variations; a recent
anthology of fiction about immigration and migration, Imagining
America, is subtitled "Stories from the Promised Land" (Brown and
Ling). America has long been envisioned by those who chose to come
here as a latter-day promised land, the place of new beginnings and
divine fulfillment, and so the imagery of the New Jerusalem is seen as
appropriate by those who view their country as "the last hest tape of
mankind."

The third kind of direct influence is stylistic, and the opportunities
here are especially useful in the teaching of writing, becoming more
visible as we juxtapose the biblical and contemporary canons. Though
few teachers these days assign passages of stylistic excellence as
models for their students' imitation, looking at, say, the influence of the
biblical pattern of tricolon on Lincoln's prose in his Gettysburg Address

("we cannot dedicatewe cannot. consecratewe cannot hallow")
can illuminate the structure of prose for the student who has never
thought of his own sentences in terms of patterns and rhythms.' The

most pervasive rhetorical device of biblical prose and poetry is
parallelism and repetition, both in plot and style, and again its presence

is felt most obviously in words written to he spoken aloud, like the

speeches of Dr. King, but can also he seen in his "Letter from
Birmingham Jail." In the third paragraph of his response to the Alabama

clergymen who had objected to his presence in Birmingham, King
wrote: "I am in Birmingham because injustice is here. Just as the
prophets of the eighth century B.C. left their villages and carried their
'thus saith the Lord' far beyond the boundaries of their home towns,
and just as the Apostle Paul left his village of Tarsus and carried the
gospel of Jesus Christ to the far corners of the Greco-Roman world, so
am I compelled to carry the gospel of freedom beyond my own home
town . . Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere" (343).

Both the parallelism of the "just as . . . and just as . ." structure and the
repetition of the words lustice" and "injustice" demonstrate the biblical
.

rhythms. One of the reasons Dr. King was able to communicate so
effectively to a broad spectrum of Americans is that he worked out of
a biblical tradition, the prophetic call for justice, that was the common
heritage of black and white America alike, and no assertion of that point
is as effective as its demonstration through juxtaposition of texts.
Shared Archetypal Patterns

A second sort of relation between the Bible and other literature is
comprised of the shared archetypal patterns that are ttw fundamental

ways human beings have imposed order on our otherwise chaotic
experience. Through archetypes, biblical and classical literature can be
juxtaposed with popular culture, and with myth. We tend to think of
our lives, for example, as iourneys with a beginning, middle and end,
and so literary works from the Bible to the Odyssey to Star Trek see
human experience in journey form. Likewise, we tend to assimilate
human beings, real and fictive, to certain types such as the hero, the
tempter, or the scapegoat. These are, in fact, the two basic categories

of archetypes, one following a story-pattern and the other grouping
people into different kinds of archetypal characters (these categories
eventually merge, but we can talk atxmt them separately). These
archetypal patterns cut across a wide variety of human creations, from
fairy tales to historical narratives, and can be seen as related to the
human creation of myth. We would use myth in this instance not as
meaning something untrue, but in Aristotle's sense of the word mytbos,
story. This point needs to be considered more fully."

Myths, let me say briefly, give a humanly comprehensible structure
and meaning to the universe, which "human beings regard as demonstrations of the inner meaning of the universe and of human life" (Watts

7). We are apparently incapable of believing that our lives or the
universe have no meaning, that life is just one thing after another with
no pattern or shape. Myths seem to be a part of our mental equipment,
a pair of glasses we can't take off. The philosopher Ernst Cassirer calls
us animal symbolicu in (26), defining humankind as the symbol-making
animal; we may in fact be the story-making, pattern-imposing animal.
"We tell ourselves stories in order to live," asserts the first line of Joan
Didion's Tbe White Album.

These myths fall into recurring patterns: they show up in our
children's stories, in our dreams as adults, in the way we think of
famous people in the past and in our own tinw, in our novels, movies
INHVIN.
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and television programs, and in fact, in the Bible. The clearest example
is the journey. A minute's thought will produce an amazing number of
instances of the journey. One can start a list with Little Red Ridinghood,

who travels to Grandma's house only to meet up with the wolf, and
continue it with the journey of Odysseus, the Greek hero who took 10
years to return home from the Trojan War, continually meeting up with
monsters and the wrath of angry gods who tried to stop his return. How
much a part of our own culture is the journey westward of the pioneers,

their courage and hardship as they traveled to the promised land of
California? Their more recent equivalent, of course, is the immigrant:
willing, like so many grandparents who came over on the boat in the
early part of this century, or unwilling, like the Africans who came here
as slaves. The Godfather series of movies is an immigrant journey saga

from Sicily to America and--in Part Threeback. The journey of the
boy Huck and the runaway slave Jim as they travel the Mississippi to
freedom from their restrictive society in Iluck Finn mirrors the
journeys of fugitive slaves northward to freedom.
In our dreams we often travel out into mysteriousoften threaten-

inglandscapes, encountering strange beings who remind us of
people we know but are something beyond that. The medieval poem
Sir Gawain and tbe Green Knight captures this dream-journey landscape in the terms of the Christian and hierarchical society in which it
was written. In our own time, technology has focused Our attention on
our idea of the journey to the stars: space travel has an emphatic hold
on our imaginations, as became clear when that journey was interrupted in a burst of flame and smoke and death when the Challenger
blew up.

The next step in this line of thought links biblical with other
archetypal patterns. Adam and Eve journey out of Eden into a world of
pain and sorrow. Moses has two journeys: one he makes down the Nile
as an infant in a reed basket, and the other as the leader of his people
as he takes them out of the Egypt of slavery into the promised land of
freedom. Jesus, too, makes a journey out into the wilderness for forty
days, where he meets up with and conquers the temptations of the devil
before returning home and beginning his ministry. In fact, the whole
Bible is the story of a journey from Eden lost and then back to Paradise,
the new Eden (or New Jerusalem) which will be ours, we are tol(1, after
the end of the worki as we know it. Milton, in his poetn about part of
the journey, makes the connection clear when the angel tells Adam that
he and his descendants will have, in compensation for the paradise that
has been lost, "a paradise within thee, happier far."
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These wanderings are transformative; the person who goes on the
journey comes back changed. The astronauts return to earth (the way
it's supposed to happen, anyway) with new knowledge and information about the universe. The Israelites, after their slavery In Egypt and
their wandering in the wilderness, have a new covenant with their God
and a new sense of their destiny as a people. Huck Finn has decided
that he'd rather be an outcast than accept rhe idea of slavery for his
friend Jim. And even Little Red Ridinghood has encountered the danger
of the world and learned something about life in the process. Journeys
are, then, journeys of self-discovery in our imaginative shaping of them;
a trip is not just traveling over territory but traveling into ourselves and
learning something about ourselves or about our world that changes
us forever.

Archetypal story patterns include, in addition to the journey,
initiation when youth encounters experience (which we see frequently
in novels and films about adolescents, Catcher in the Rye being one of
the most obvious examples) or the quest, where the hero sets out to
recover something preciousthe holy grail, for instance. These forms
overlap, one story having parts of another, as Luke Skywalker's journey
of initiation becomes a quest to save the princess and ultimately his
own self-discovery, the knowledge of who his father is.
Archetypal characters include the hero, the temptress (this is a pretty

sexist oneif women had written the stories we'd likely have another
sort), and the outcastJonah, for instance. They also include the devil
as a figure of temptation, and the Faustus story is the story of the man
who makes sort of a reverse journey, away from self-knowledge rather

than toward it, journeying not into light and knowledge but into
darkness by succumbing to temptation. This is a negative rebirth,
where, after selling his soul (succumbing to temptation), the hero/
villain descends to hell (either literally or into a hell of his own mind:
"Why, this is Hell, nor am I out of it") rather than completing a journey.

Looking at archetypal patterns shared by biblical and modem
materials, whether "Young Goodman Brown" or "The Lottery," whether

Luke Skywalker or Bruce Lee, can enable students to see their own
experience in patterned ways, and to see a connection between the
literature they read in English class and the movies they watch for
entertainment.
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Shared Themes

In addition to direct influence and to the sharing of archetypal
patterns, the Bible has a third sort of link with other literature, and that

is the sharing of themes whether through influence or through
universality.

The theme of rebirth is a pervasive one, and nowhere more so than
in African-American slave narratives and autobiographies. St. Paul sets
the pattern by telling us that the old man must die so that the new man
can be born, drawing on Jesus' paradoxes in the Beatitudes. Repeat-

edly, the narratives composed by former slaves such as Frederick
Douglass or Harriet Jacobs speak of the new self emerging when they
gain their freedom, or, to a lesser extent, when they learn to read. This

motif of the new self, says Henry Louis Gates, reappears in the
autobiographies of African-Americans such as Malcolm X, whose new
name sharply distinguishes the old and new selves, or Claude Brown's
Mancha Id in the Promised land(note that we've combined several sorts

of Biblical relationship as Brown's title indicates), and the autobiographical fiction of Invisible Man, where the protagonist's moments of
revelation give birth to successive new selves (Loose Canons 43-69).
One of the most significant biblical themes tells of the encounters of
the Israelites with their neighbors, often seen as an alien and threaten-

ingor dangerously seductive"Other." Since many biblical narratives, Jonah, Ruth and Exodus among them, are shaped by this theme,
it provides a way to ook at "otherness" in cultural studies and at the
interactions between and among groups in modem America."

We commonly focus on the exclusivity of the Israelites, in the
tradition of the prophets inveighing against whoring after false gods,
understanding this as part of the struggle of this people to retain their
group identity rather than be swalkmed up by the myriad of related and
more powerful cultures surrounding them. This resistance to assimilation finds its modern analogue in the desire of many members of ethnic
groups to preserve their cultures: the dominant metaphor for cultural

mix in modern America has become the salad, whose ingredients
remain distinct even when they become part of a new whole, rather
than the melting pot.
Closer examination of this issue in the Hebrew Scriptures seems to
contradict that exclusivity, however. In the story of Joseph, for instance,
"Joseph does not hesitate to mix with Egyptians; of course he has no
choice. But he even marries an Egyptian girl and is not condemned for
it by the writer. Joseph is able to communicate with the Egyptians on

6i
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moral Lssues by appealing to the universal sense of right and wrong.
Both he and the Egyptians speak of 'God' with no further qualification,
and there Ls no disapproval expressed at the thought that Joseph, a
pious Israelite, is moving among outright idolaters- (Redford 247).
The stories of Jonah and Ruth take this willingness to mix freely with

"the Other" while retaining one's Own group identity a large step
further, and so I would like to look at these two biblical narratives in
some detail. They seem positively designed to assert human interconnectedness and the overcoming of social and cultural barriers, and

therefore can function effectively in the multicultural curriculum.
Let us notice at the outset that Jonah is an example of the unlikely
hero, a figure which turns up a lot: Moses with his speech impediment

tries to suggest that God find someone else, and Samson's wild
violence, moral obtuseness and lack of self-disdpline do not make him
the most likely candidacy for champion of God, but that's what he is.
And King David, at first an obscure adolescent and later a murderous
adulterer: can this be the hero of Israel? This theme of the unlikely hero
suggests, perhaps, that Israel itself, most unlikely of victorious nations,

third-rate power beset on all sides by more powerful neighbors and
torn from within by gaps between rich and poor and even among

families, continually backsliding from its goc-xl resolutionsIsrael
itself, unlikely hero that it is, will be God's champion and, in the longest
of long nms, triumph over those rivals who are now remembered only
because they were rivals.

This theme of the least likely hero is related to that of the reluctant
prophet. I said earlier that Moses keeps saying, "why me?" and that is

exactly what happens to Isaiah, who feels unworthy to carry God's
message until, in a magnificent image, his lips are touched by a burning
coal (held by an angel) and lw is purified and compelled to serve.
Jonah, however, carries this idea of the reluctant prophet to an extreme:
when God tells hint to go preach to the Ninevites, he immediately takes

ship for Tarshish, in the opposite direction.
As we look at Jonah's story we'll see at least two themes, that love
and mercy are stronger than mere reward and punishment lustice," and
that this love, on God's part, is universal. These themes are among the

things Jonah has to learn, and he is an unlikely hero not only in his
resistance to learning them but also in the fact that we don't lult Av, even

at the end, if he has learned themthough lir have.
These themes are expressed through the structute of the story, in the
three instances of mercy God offers: Jonah is saved from the storm (or
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the whale, depending on which you see as the greater danger),
Nineveh is saved from destruction, and Jonah is given and then loses
a sheltering vine, to show him the point of pity.

Jonah's actions contradict his words. His name means "son of the
faithful" but his immediate response to God's command is to flee. As
Edwin M. Good puts it, "Jonah . . . is a 'son of faithfulness or truth,' but
he abandoned his faithfulness at the first opportunity and speaks truth
only under duress, even then not understanding it" (42). He tells the
sailors he fears God but of course he has tried to escape His power by
sailing to Tarshishout of His sphere of influence, perhaps, or at least
as far away as he can get. The incongruity of Jonah seeing Yahweh as
the creator of the sea, as Jonah professes to the sailors in 1:9, and his
attempting to flee His command on that very sea, is lost on Jonah but
not upon the readers of his tale (45).
In fact Jonah is satirized, made fun of, I think, through much of the
story: he sleeps in unjustified assurance during the storm; the sailors
have more compassion for him than he for the people of Nineveh, and
when he has the most spectacular success in the history of prophecy
he says five words and this whole kingdom, down to the animals,

repents in sackcloth and ashesinstead of rejoicing, he sulks. His
response to the loss of the vine is as excessive as his response to his
unexpected success at Nineveh: it would have been better for me to
have died, he says. So the narrator has a bit of ironic fun at Jonah's
expense, beyond the quite hilarious picture of the cattle in sackcloth.
The serious point is that this irony helps shape our attitude toward
Jonah. At the beginning, we are I think prepared to see things from his
perspective, but by the end we see them from God's.
Even when he prays, in the whale, after having been delivered from

the storm, he offers no recognition of his error in fleeing God's
command. He's learned he can't get away with running and hiding, but
has learned no deeper sense of mercy or obligation. He thinks in simple
terms of "fault": the sailors should throw him overboard because the
storm is his fault, but he sees no more profound point here.
So he goes to Nineveh, having acknowledged God's power to make
him do so, and he preaches perhaps a bit beyond his instructions. God
told him to "ay unto the people of Nineveh" but what he does is say
"Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown." Again, in other
words, he sees things in terms of simple reward and punishment. God

mentioned the wickedness of the Ninevites, but it is Jonah who
envisions consequences and punishment. At this point we may be
reminded of Job's comforters. They, too, think in terms of reward and
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puntshment: Job must have done something wrong, because look, he's
being punished.
And so when the Ninevites, in an astounding, magical and therefore

fantasy conversion, do repent, Jonah is angry: now, in his prayer to
God, he says that's why he fled in the first place (we were not told this
before), because he knew God was merciful. He Ls thus in the position
of being angry that all these people were savedhis prophecy has been

proved incorrect and perhaps he feels foolishand blaming it all on
God's mercifulness. He goes and sulks, "till he might see what would
become of the city," perhaps hoping for a relapse.
God puts up a gourd-vine to shelter Jonah, then takes it away, in an
attempt to show Jonah that his "I wish I were dead" is beside the point,
as is his anger. "Thou hast had pity on the gourd, for which thou hast
not laboured, neither madest it grow; which came up in a night, and
perished in a night," says God; "And should I not spare Nineveh, that
great city, wherein are more than sixscore thousand persons that cannot

discern between their right and left handr"
We don't know if Jonah got the point; the crucial thing is that we do,

and that we see that love and mercy are more important than simple

lustice," punishment for wrongdoing which would condemn the
Ninevites. That is why the story of Jonah is read at Yom Kippur, the day

of atonement. And the author takes his point further still, because the
city in question is not some Israelite stronghold which would turn its
accustomed deaf ear to the cry of a prophet, but the stronghold of the
enemy. Nineveh, capital of Assyria, is a pretty unlikely place for a Jew
to feel mercy, and that is the very point, of course. It's easy to feel mercy
for those tee care about: but what about the Ninevites? We can see why
Jonah was so resistant to their being saved, but we can also see that the
story repudiates his narrowness and insists that God is God of all, even
the Ninevites. Here, the idea of the border as fixed lxmndary between

groups is repudiated in favor of a transcultural unity.
This universalism of lovingkindness is what the author of Ruth was
showing us too, of course; part of what Jonah needs to learn is what
Ruth the Moabite already knew, and what Joseph struggles to learn as
he struggles to forgive his brothers. It's also what the so-called friends
of Job need to learn too: life resists our simple finmulas, our passion
for pigeonholed lustice and concern that stops at the border. Like the
stories of Joseph and Ruth, the story of Jonah suggests to us that we

bring about the desired ending when we strive to overcome our
understandably human limitations and imitate God's lovingkindness.
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As a commentator on this story has said, "Jonah must learn that mercy
is not merely a capricious and negative suspension of law and order,
but is an affirmative act of love. The implication is that man, made in.
God's image, should emulate God's compassion" (Warshaw 194).
As the author ofJonah made the significant choice of Nineveh as the
city singled out for God's mercy, so it is important to note that Ruth is
a Moabite, one of the neighboring but indelibly "foreign" peoples with
whom the Jews had traffic. That this was an uneasy relationship is made
clear by Deut. 23:3: "An Ammonite or Moabite shall not enter into the
congregation of the Lord; even to their tenth generation shall they not
enter into the congregation of the Lord for ever.""
As the story opens, Naomi, her husband, and her two sons have fled
to Moab, leaving their homeland because of the famine there. The sons
marry Moabite women and then, in a series of inexplicable calamities
like those in Job, the father and two sons die, so that we move from the
general loss in the famine, to the loss in this family and finally center
our attention on Naomi, the bereft individual. She tells her daughtersin-law to leave her and seek new husbands, and Orpah, foil to Ruth,
does so after an initial protest. Naomi sees herself as empty, and plays
upon her name, suggesting it be changed from Naomi, "pleasant," to
Mara, "bitter" as the two women travel to Naomi's homeland, Bethlehem,

at harvest time. We know before the characters doso we can enjoy
watching them find outthat the field to which Ruth has come to glean
the harvesters' leavings belongs to Naomi's kinsman, Boaz. One may
see coincidence, the hand of Providence, or a long-range plan of Naomi
to provide for Ruth here; evidence for such a plan increases when she
advises Ruth to go to Boaz at night On the threshing-floor and ask for
his protection." Boaz, at first polite and kind, then admiring of Ruth's
goodness to Naomi, at last looks upon her as a potential wife, going to
the city gate to give an unnamed closer kinsman the first opportunity,

as was customary. Ruth and Boaz marry and their son is "given" to
Naomi to replace her lost sons. So the story moves from emptiness to
fullness, from Ruth's being a stranger in Bethlehem to her becoming a
member of a family group. Restoration is a key theme here, symbolized
by the imagery of harvest and plenty at the end, in contrast to loss and

famine at the beginning. Ruth and Boaz meet in a harvest field, and
every conversation between them ends with Boaz giving Ruth food to
take to Naomi; Boaz' commitment to Ruth is made on a threshing floor
next to a heap of grain. Ruth goes from the barrenness of widowhood
to the fertility of marriage as the earth itself is restored to fruitfulness,
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The hand of Providence is light here, and the lovingkindness (beset°

in the human scene corresponds to God's. Boaz invokes God's

sheltering wings for Ruth, but he himself acts to protect her. We have

here a correlation of divine and human activity in which human

goodness doesn't cant God's favor (any more than Naomi and Ruth
"deserved" their losses at the beginning), but parallels it.
We would have here "only" a beautifully-wrought and moving short

story without the point of Ruth's foreignness. But that is in fact

emphasized, as the author insists on relating a genealogy at the end.
Ruth and Boaz' son, Obed, we learn, is the father of Jesse, and Jesse the
father of David, great king ot' Israel. Our narrator here insists on going
far beyond what could have been left as an entirely sufficient "kindness
to strangers" theme to place the stranger Ruth in the direct line of
ancestry to the greatest of I lebrew national heroes. As with Jonah, the
point here is that the God described is the God of all, Ninevites and
Moabites and Israelites alike, and that this is a vision of their God the
human authors of the Bible devekTed over a long period of time.
This is in some crucial senses Naomi's storyhers is the greatest loss

and thus the greatest restorationbut if we shift our perspectives

slightly and see it as Ruth's story, emphasizing her role as stranger with

a claim on two conflicting cultural traditions, she will be a suitable

literary companion !Or The Woman Wamior, for the women of Milo),
Luck Club, and for the immigrant protagonist of "I lie Cariboo Cafe"
(Kingston; Tan; Viramontes),

one ( f tlw dangers we as teachers face as we expand the range of
the texts we teach is that we will be perceived as selecting readings on
the basis of some tif ni of literary affirmative action, condemning our
assignments to be undervalued and their authors to be seen as fulfilling
a quota. By using the Bible in conjunction with the wt nk Of nu )(tern
noncanonical writers, we can set that perception straight, exposing Mr
students to the wealth of first-rate literature available both within and
outside the traditional canon. A literary reading of the Bible "presupposes a deep continuity of human experience that makes the concerns
of the ancient text directly accessible to lusl. These millenia-( kl
expressions of fear, anguish, passion, perplexity, and exultation speak
to us because they issue from human predicaments in some respects
quite like our own and are cast in the molds of plot, character, dialogue,

scene, imagery, wordplay, and sound play that are recognizable
anak)gues to the MC Oalities of literary texts more easily familiar to us,
closer to us in time and space" (Alter, World 205).
4.:

Thus the student who comes to the writings of, for example,
Malcolm X, having studied (however briefly) the prophetic tradition of
Amos and Hosea, will see the modern writer as embodying the concern
for social justice that motivated the biblical figures, and will understand
a prophet not as one who foretells the future in some mystical way but
as one who projects the present trajectory into the future: if we keep
on behaving in such and such a manner, certain consequences will

result." That student's understanding of the body of literature as a

coherent whole, and regard for its individual parts as belonging within
and being related to that whole, will surely be considerably advanced
by such a project. Likewise, the student who reads Leslie Marmon
Silko's Ceremony having seen how Amos and I losea work at adapting
and retaining an older ethical and spiritual system (that of egalitarian

nomadic tribes) to altered circumstances in an urban, monarchical
environment will see the dilemma in Silko's novelwhether the Native
American can accommodate her need fin, and sense of, ritual in a
contemporary pluralistic societyas part of a continuing human
dialogue on the topic.
in the end, perhaps, many of us still find much of our curriculumbuilding motivation in the opportunity to read first-rate literature with
our students. Silko's novel succeeds as a novel not because it discusses
significant ideasthough it doesbut because, among other reasons,
she creates enduring characters of depth and individuality about whom
we come to care. In like manner, the authors of biblical narratives have
created characters whose development over time and whose (illusion
of) growth and change make us see them, as we do the characters of
Shakespeare, not as exemplars of philosophic positions, but as figures
with lives we can care about and understand. As Herbert Schneidau

says, "Jacob and Davkl truly age, wax and wane, and become
unforgettably vivid in the process" (143).
Although its potential fin enriching and extending the multicultural
curriculum is clear, and altlu nigh its presence in the literature classroom

is one way between the Scylla of a rigid traditional canon and a

Charybdis-like plunge into a canonless whirlpool, perhaps one of the

most important benefits of integrating the Bible into the literature
curriculum is the opportunity to introduce our students to these
masterfully-wrought narratives.
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Notes
1. I am happily conscious of an enormous debt to my colleagues in the
Los Angeles workshop of the 1992-93 ACLS Elementary and Secondary
Schools Teacher Curriculum Development Project; from them I have
learned much about teaching, literature, the humanities, and collegial-

ity. In particular I would like to thank the keen editorial eye and

generous spirit of Ed Rocklin, who has given lavishly of his time and
expertise this year. He, and Susan Anderson, Marie Collins, Lynne Culp,
Terry Henderson, Michael Jackson, Sandra Okura, Karen Rowe, Beverly

Tate, and Howard Will, have contributed a great deal to both my
education and my enjoyment.

2. Eliot's essay, first published in 1919, is often reprinted. 1 am using The

Ikath Anthologr of American Literature.
3. The words in quotation marks are from Frye, The Great Code xii. The
Morrison example is my addition to Frye's point; we may consider, for
example, whether the final scenes of Song ofSolomon are not indebted
to biblical stories of bodily assumption into heaven as well as, more
obviously, to African folktales such as "The People Could Fly."
4. Using the word "canonical" in the context of biblical studies can
produce unintended and sometimes hilarious results. Since this is not
a textual study, the reader can assume that any reference to the "canon"
indicates contemporary rather than biblical works.

5. See, on Negro spirituals, Thurman, Walker. and Levine.
6. About this speech, Frederick L. Downing says "King framed that
speech, as he had so many others, with the biblical imagery of the
Hebrew exodus from slavery in Egypt. That night he talked of a long

journey: out of Egypt, across the Red Sea, through the desolate

wilderness, and then the hopeful march toward the promised land. The
metaphors were persmal and collective" (xii). Downing notes also the
pervasiveness of the Exodus imagery in the writing of James Baldwin,
It On the Mountain.
such as Go
7 Gilbert I lighers rhetorical analysis of The Gettysburg Address is often
reprinted; 1 am using The Little, Brown Reader, 5th ed.
K. See the masterful rhetorical analyses of the "Letter" by Corbett and
lkilkerson in Corbett's classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student For
biblical patterns, see Alter, Art of Biblical Poetty and Licht.
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9. The two most influential aothors on archetypes are the literary critic
Northrop Frye and the psychologist C.G. Jung. See Frye's Anatomy of
Criticism and Jung's Man and His Symbols.

10. 1 will not explore here the concept of the "otherness" of God as
developed by Martin Buber among others, though that is certainly a
pervasive tlwme as well and is captured in part by Ilarold Bloom's use
of the word "uncanny" for the God of Genesis in his Milk (0.
II. I use here as elsewhere the King James translation, mit because it
is the most accurate by contemporary standards (among others, the
Jerusalem Bible is superior in that regard), but because if the issue is
influence, we need to teach from the text that will enable our students
to hear the verbal as well as the narrative echoes.
12. The passage is cited as evidence of the tradition against which the
author of Ruth may be working by Northrop Frye ("Bride" 4).

13. Frye notes and dismisses the latter possibility: "When Boaz lies
down to sleep on the harvest field, somewhat drunk, and Ruth comes
to him and asks him to spread his cloak over his "handmaid," it is clear
that with a very slight change of tone we should have a rather cynical
seduction story in which Boaz is, as we say, being set up. Needless to
say, that is not the tone of the Book of Ruth, nor what happens in it"
("Bride" 3-4).

For Naomi's understanding of the plan involved, whether it be God's
or hers, see Rauber (170).

14. See Ackerman (xiv-xv) for an analogous unit on the prophetic
tradition, ancient and modern.

Nationalism, History. the Chicano Subject, and the Text
I). Emily Hicks
San Diego State Ilniversity

Current events in Eastern Europe make it impossible not to be critical
of nationalism, and, of course, marxism. I begin my inquiry with the

observation that there was an anti-clenuwratic tendency within the

Chicano movement which manifested itself in the form of the suppression of alterity, specifically, the otherness of the Chicana lesbian and
otherness of experimental art.' An analysis of this tendency will make

it possible to consider a global issue, the relationship between

denweracy and aherity. I propose that one way to test the premise
expressed by Jfirgen flabermas and others, that imxlernity is based on
the integration rather than the exclusion of alterity, is to turn to the work
of spokespersons of alterity. Chicana lesbians.2 In addition to the work
of Marie Collins and Sue Anderson, my metliodological approach in this
essay draws on work done in cultural studies and particularly in the area
of multicultural art, such as Lucy R. Lippard's Mixed Blessings.4 I will
argue that Friedrich Nietzsche's concept of the Dionysian has been
repressed in Chicano nationalist and marxist culture. The link between

the Dionysian and alterity in the context of democracy has been

developed by Gilles Deleuze, Antonio Negri, and Michael Hardt. In a
lecture at the. 1:niversity of California, San Diego, Chicano poet Alurista
characterized Chicano literature as falling into three phases: 1) The
Nascent Period (1965-75); 2) The Assimilationist Period (1975-85); and
3) The Current Period (1985-present). In the first, basic social tension
was largely related to racial and cultural issues. In the second, class
distinctions were dominant. In the third and present period, conflicts
over gender issues 0 uninate. I will use Alurista's categories as markers
if mit guideju ms. They will prove to be Ix nh useful and ultimately
inadequate; Chicana writing did not just emerge.; it has existed all along.
only sexism can be the sufficient, it' not the necessary explanation for
the exclush in of the discussion of gender issues in the first two perk xls.

The use I am making of Nietzsche's categories "Apolli inian" and

"Di( inysian" is merely a starting jw mint to get back to the nu >merit of the

theft or app.( ipriatic in, in luith Western theatre and pre-0 iombian
cultures, the theft of the feminine.. It woukl be more accurate to speak
of the pre-Apollonian/Dionysian, or perhaps of the lime to which
Gloria Anzakkia refers in Ilonledands, a time befi ire the division of the

(0)

various attributes of Coatlicne into "good" and "evil."

It

is the

assimilation of female sexuality and Dionysus that makes the discussion so complex. By analogy, the Virgin of Guadalupe may be seen as
linked to conservative political forces, as she is in Mexico in the
guadalupana movement, or as a many-layered icon who ultimately

harkens back to Tongntsin, as she is seen by Anzaldtia and many
Chicanas. Similarly, Dionysus, Nietzsche's appropriation of Dionysus,

and Deleuze's notion of "becoming-woman" may be rejected by
feminists on the grounds that men are usurping the feminine, or that
the Dionysian can be reclaimed in order to ground it in an older
pantheon of female deities, as I am attempting to do in this discussion.

Three passages which deal with modernity, history, and capitalism

have captured my attention lately, and I have returned to them

compulsively. I believe they contextualize the problems of nationalism
and the subject and allow us to enter into the arena of the relationship
between democracy and alterity. The first, which refers to the views of
French philosopher Michael Foucault, comes from Luc Ferry and Alan
Renaut's Fivnch Philosophy of the Sixties:
Contrary to Foucault's claim, the dynamics of modernity
are not essentially that of the exclusion of otherness. The

logic of modem societies is rather more like the One
Tocqueville describes, namely, the logic of integration
sustained by the proposition of the fundamental equality
of all mantsiclkind (90)
I consider this view to be Habermasian. I believe that Gloria Anzaldtia's
documentation of the exclusion of otherness in the borderlands refutes
this statement. Habermas' optimism regarding the "dignity of modernity" and the possibility of a dialogue, in which all parties would be able
to begin and end the conversation and give and receive orders, fails to
recognize the very real concerns about dialogue addressed by Anzaldtia.6

In which language would the dialogue occur? She lists eight "languages" she speaks, all related to Spanish and/or English, that are found
in the U.S.-Mexico region alone. The treatment of the other, poignantly
portrayed in such poems as "We Call Them Greasers," hardly speaks to

modernism's ability to integrate the other.'

The second, from Fredric Jameson, in Me Political Unconscious,
appears in the context of conmtentary on Louis Althusser's antiteleological formula for history, and its relation to Jacques tacan's
notion of the Real and Baruch t4lint ma's idea of the "absent cause":
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history is not a text, not a narrative, master or otherwise,
. as an absent cause, it is inaccessible to us except in
.
textual form . . our approach to it and to the Real itself
necessarily passes through its prior textualization, its
narrativization in the political unconsciousness. (35)
Both passages raise issues which would have to be pan of an inquiry
into the nature of the logic of modern society from the perspective of

someone living in the borderlands and would help us to formulate
various alternative viewpoints regarding the relationship between
democracy and alterity. Whether or not the logic of modern society is
based on the exclusion of otherness or the logic of integration, and
whether or not we can only know history in textual form, would have
to be part of an inquiry into the nature of the logic of modern society.
One version of this might go as follows: if we can only know history
in textual form, then in order to answer the question about whether or
not the logic of modern society is based on the exclusion of otherness,
we might want to turn to literary texts about the exclusion of otherness.
Certainly, the work of contemporary Chicana lesbian writers is useful
here as is the research of Collins and Anderson and their use of the
notion of "the generational unit" in order to study the history of the
Chicano movement and one of its central figures, Valdez.

Finally. because a theory of the voice of the subaltern may itself he
merely a contemporary form of colonialism, it is useful here to consider
Gayatri Spivak. She argues, in "Can the Subaltern Speak?," that Deleuze
and Foucault's insistence on the subaltern's ability to speak is compa-

rable to the British attempts to outlaw widow suicide in India: "it is
another case of white men telling brown men what to do with brown
women" (Spivak 305)." Nevertheless, in the following passage, she
accurately explains their model in Anti-Oedipus:
'their suggestion, summarized, is that, since capital deo >des and detenitorializes the socius by releasing the
abstract Icf. Nietzsche's slave logic] as such, capitalism
manages the crisis by way of the generalized psychoanalytic mode of production of affective value, which
operates via a generalized system of affective equivalence, hi mever spectacular in its complexity and discontinuity. (Spivak 110; brackets added)
Altlu nigh this may not have been intentional, Spivak's reference to
:ATI can alert the reader to Spinoza and his discussion of affect in the
Ethics. Spinoza's theory of affects would take us beyond the confines
of this paper. Suffice it to say that Spivak is discussing the links that
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conned us through desire and how, according to Deleuze and Guartari,
capitalism manages and controls these connections by reducing their
differences to "a system of affective equivalence." Spinoza's theory of

affects is discussed by the Italian critic Negri in relation to his
conception of social organization and liberation grounded not in

capitalism hut an alternative tradition of democracy, making Spinoza a
"savage anomaly." In Spinoza's "good city," inhabitants would have the
opportunity to 'encounter each other in chance encounters which,
rather than being unpleasant, might lead to joyful interaction. Spin( iza's
model allows for the inclusion of alterity without the homogenization
of difference. Deleuze argues that there is a tradition of thought that
runs from Spinoza to Nietzsche that does not lead to I legel's dialectic

and the subsumption of difference. How to bring the voices of the
excluded into a discussion of history is what finally brings us back to
the cultural productkm of Chicana lesbian writers and their emergence
in this historic moment, that is, to the beginning of this essay. The
following pages describe the emergence of an audience for Chicana
writing against the background of the activist theatre of Valdez and
others, and while doing so, engages in a discussion of the issues of the
adequacy of periodization to account for the development Of an
audience for Chicana writing.
If we shift from a theoretical discussion of denumacy and alteritv to
the cimcreteness of the classniom using Jean-Paul Sartre's work, with

the reminder that he taught in the lycee, there should be nothing

unusual about referring to the research of two high school teachers in
the United States. Recently Anderson and Collins, who both teach in
high schools, asked me how I would teach Anzalchia's work, particularly to their Litino high school students. given the homophobia they
knew they would face. I had been impressed with their attempts to
bring Chicano culture into the high school curriculum in their joint
research project entitled "Affirmation, Resistance, Transformation."
They explained that they had not included Anzaldila it , the curriculum
yet. but they wanted to do so; furthermore. they liad been influenced
by her work. In their curriculum protect "Team-Itased Curriculum: The
Emergence cif the Chicano." they h x )I( at the I960s and 1970s fr()m
Chicano:a perspectives, while grappling with both historical and
pedagogical issues and discussing three alternanve pedam
constructivism, critical pedagogy and kminist pedagogy 'Hwy use the
ca incept of the "hist( Meal generation" to frlime their work, I believe they
have made a significant contrilnition to gender studies w ith their in( net t

and I am presenting my own research in relation to theirs 'Elicit work

a
1,1
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debates with which I
may shed some light on the Hahermas-Deleuze
began this essay."
Collins and Anderson create a curriculum "which allows the teacher
to continue to teach the 'maim' events of the traditional canon of
American history. . . but point out that "the concept of generational
units allows the flexibility to examine the response of various cultural
groups as well as gender and class groups" ("Affirmation" 4). I found
this concept to he very compatible with Deleuze and Cuattari's notion
of "minor- or what I would call "border" culture and, furdternu ire, an
be
appropriate context for Anzakhia's work. A generation may not
homogeneous.
Rather,
its
members
can
biologically or geographically
be linked politically and form a collective voice, although their voices
are not identical (see Deleuze and Gauttari). While living boween
cultures, they react to a set of shared experiences, as do Anglos and

Latinos living in the U.S.-Mexico border region. Collins and Anders( in
of human
refer to Marvin Rintale's definition of generation: "a group
beings who have undergone the same historical experiences" (-Affirmation" 4). The shared historical experiences Anderson and CA 4lins

liscuss include membership in the "baby boom" generation;

McCarthyism; the Berlin Wall and the Cuban Missile Crisis; detente;
nationalist movements in Chicana. Cuba, Bangladesh, and African
Watts;
nations; Vietnam; political assassinations, in the United States;
their
these
experiences
covered
in
and Watergate. The responses to
Students'
Civil
Rights
Movement,
the
curriculum include the Black
the
Youth Movement, Women's Liberation, the Chicano Movement,
thinking about
and
the
War
Ora
Poverty.
In
American Indian Movement,
work of
shared historical experiences, I found it useful to return to the
that we
and
its
Dialectics."
Bloch
argues
Ernst Bloch, "Nonsynchrony
For
historical
period
in
the
same
way.
do not all experience a given
1968
the
same
way
in
which
many
example, not everyone experienced
French students and intellectuals did. Anderson and Collins underscore
their
the importance of highlighting "difference within difference in and
they
do
not
yet
include
Anzaldtia
discussion of the 19(0s. Although
for
Cherrie Moraga in their curriculum, they have laid the groundwork
of "differdoing so: the Chicana lesbian is the quintessential example
emphasis on alterity
It
is
in
the
context
of
this
ence within difference."
that I can introduce Nietzsche's categories.

wolild argue that the Dionysian allow for alterity and that the
Apollonian dominated the Dionysian in the early days of Chicano
marxists
theatre, hut that the tension between cultural nationalist and
conflict
was
present.
That is,
reveals that the Dionysian/Coatlicuan
some
cultural
nationalists,
there was a space for the Dionysian among

particularly in relation to pre-Conquest culture, a space that did not
interest most Marxists. Nevertheless, it is not until recently, in the work
of the "new generation" of Chicana writers, that the Dionysian has been
allowed to emerge. I hope to uncover some of the rhizomatic relationships that connect form and content, "the traditional" and the experimental, and the Dionysian and the Apollonian in relation to contemporary Chicana writing. The contribution of concesual art to the
encouragement of formal experimentation among Chicana writers, and
the demise of both Chicano nationalism and marxism have coincided
with the outpouring of literaty production from and audience support
for Chicana writers. Despite the limitations placed on gender definition
imposed by the historical antecedents of Chicano/theatre, including
commedia dell'arte, calm, and morality plays, and the forms favored
by Valdez, the acto, the mato, and the corrido, new genres and
reworking of older genres have emerged to allow for new forms of
gender definition in theatre. This "new generation" connects women of
different ages and sexual preferences,. spanning 20 years. Whereas
some of the younger writers are getting recognition in their twenties,
their older sisters are getting the recognition they deserve in their
forties. To make the point as strong as possible, my premise is that
Mt 'raga's work is not only more relevant than Valdez', but it has been,
hit. the last Ii years, more useful in considering democracy and its
rani( in to alterity.
Moraga has written about sexism in the Chicano movement in Loving
in the War rears. Regarding the early

period, during which youth and
students of the Chicano movement developed a separatist, cultural

nationalist philosophy, Collins and Anderson describe "the utopian 'El

plan espiritual de Aztlan, adopted in March 1969 at
a conference in
Denver, Cokirado: "It called for the reclamation and control of lands

stolen from Mexico (the U.S. Southwest), anti-Europeanism, an insistence on the importance and glory of brown-skinned Indian heritage
and an emphasis on humanistic and non- materialistic culture and
education" ("Affirmation, Resistance, and Transformation in Chicano
Culture": Appendix). This important document did not address gender
issues.

The situation is further complicated by the splitting described by
Anzaldüa: "The male-dominated Azteca-Mexica culture drove the
pow.sful female deities underground by giving them monstrous

attributes and by substituting male deities in their place, by splitting the
female Self and the female deities" (Th. I cannot overemphasize this
point.

4

In order to understand the dominance of gender issues in the current
period, it is helpful to con.sider their past exclusion by examining: I)
three major elements within Valdez' work, the acto, the mito, and the
corrido, 2) the influences of such figures as Benholt Brecht, and 3) some
of the historical antecedents of Chicano theatre, including Italian
commedia dell-arte, catpa, and morality plays. What traditional forms
have been recuperated and reworked in order toexplore gender issues?
Despite the aesthetic decisions made by Valdez and many Chicano
artists, there is no need to assume that formal experimentation will
result in depoliticization. As YvonneYarbro-Bejarano points out, "most
recently, the lesbian Chicana emerged as desiring subject in a nonnarrative form that showed the class and cultural construction of gender
and sexuality" (148-49). Why was this not possible in the acto or the
mito?

The most overtly political and didactic form used by Valdez was the
act(); not surprisingly, it is somewhat limited both in terms of its depth
of analysis of feminist issues and its openness to experimental element.
The common drudgery and difficulties suffered by men in low-paying
jobs and housewives were presented in parallel. In defense of the ado,

Huetta notes that the high cost of living, unemployment, and inadequate housing made early Chicano theatre closer to the acto than to
Ibsen. More contemporary Chicana feminists go further than both the
am and Ibsen: Anzaldda and Moraga write about deeper spiritual,
sexual and creative processes in women. The problem with the early

actos is that the daily conflicts that become the scenarios of early actos
all had one solution in common: "Join the union." Unfortunately,
joining the union was not an adequate sr 4uti m to gender issues. The
union does not appear in Moraga's plays Giving up the Ghost and
Shadow of a Man.

Unlike the ado, the mito is a form more amenable to a scrims
treatment of gender issues. Iluerta writes: "To Valdez, the ado pi inlays
the Chicano through the eyes of man, while the mil° sees the Chicano
through the eyes of God" (97). Note that neither see thn nigh the eyes
of the Chicana; nevertheless the spirituality in the moo brings us closer

to the Dionysianicoathcoan
The cotrido is another prominent form in Valdez' work, unlike the
acto and mito. it hnms an integral Fin of Mexican culture. Just as the
musical form of the cumbia embraced the issue of AIDS in Tijuana in
the mid-1980s, there Could conceivably be feminist corridos in the
future. Collins and Anderson have students write their own cortidos.
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Ilaving looked at three major elements in Valdez work, the ado, the
mito, and the coffido, I now want to address briefly the influence on
his work of such figures as Bertholt Brecht. As Goldsmith Barclay
relates in his essay on Brecht and Chicano theatre, "certain theatrical
forms," that is, non-didactic forms, were rejected byEl!calm campesino
because some campesinos said they could not understand them. One
wonders if women farmworkers were asked.
What experimental currents existed alongside of, altlu nigh perhaps
mit of sight from, Chicano teatm?Moraga began writing Loving in the
War Years in 1976. As Moraga explains, her sense of Chicana identity
grew out of her growing sense of lesbian identity. Given the attitudes
about homosexuality that were prevalent in the Chicano movement
during the 1970s, this is not surprising. Nor is it surprising that she found
alternative forms in which to write, which did not include the ado or
the mito: none of Valdez' work to date has addressed the situation of
the lesbian Chicana.

We can return to conmwdia (kllarte, catpa, and morality plays to
continue to explore the construction of gender in various theatrical
liwms which have influenced Chicano theatre. he multiplicity of forms
found in calpa, which includes vignettes, songs, and dances, forms
linked mainly by the fact that they could be performed under a tent by

a travelling troupe, make carpa a genre that is conducive to the
discussion of contemporary issues, including gender issues. Like the
"slices of life" in the PBS production of Valdez' Comidos, "slices of life"

continue to be part of the work of contemporary Chicana lesbian
comedians/performance artists such as Monica Palacios and Marga
GOmez. Both Palacios and Giimez use humor to explore gender issues.
"Slices of life" and the telling of stories are also combined in the work
of the Native American pertbrinance group Spiderwoman Theatre.

The prescriptive attitudes toward gender roles in morality plays

make this a rich form for reworking in a contemporary context.
Although written during the Nascent period (in 1973), in El fardin
Carlos Morton does knik at gender in a provocative manner. As Mena
explains, "the premise of the play is 'What if Adam and Eve were
Chicanos and God a rich early Californian?' (196). What remains
intriguing about the play is the way in which the relation between a man
and a woman is nepitiated in the cc intext of racism and the Church.
When pc& wined by Diana Contreras in 1992 at the Centro Cultural de
la Rua in San Diego, the strength and eroticism of Eve was strikingly
contempc wary and eh iser to Chicana lesbian writers in its intern igatic in

Si
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of gentler construction; it did not merely reiterate a simple virgin/whore
dichotonly.
The urgency of the United Farm Workee,s situation in the late 1960s,
the influences of marxism and Chicano nationalism, and the lack of
recognition of gender construction as a crucial part of political analysis
resulted in a truncated Dionysianicoatlicuan in Chicano theatre of the
Nascent Period. In other words, there was a suppression of alterity
within the Chicano mmement. For example, in San Juan Bautista,
Chicanos dressed for the Day of the Dead celebrations, using images

that evoked the carnivalesque, in Mikhail Ibkhtin's sense, and the
Dionysian, in Nietzsche's sense. I lowever, the context for these images
was Apollonian; it was the use of theatre to teach and to politicize. TN.
didactic overpowered the Dionysian. It was not until Chicana feminism
and conceptual art on the West Coast, from the Bay Area to Mexico City,
entering from Brazil, not just Europe, freeing the Latinoia artist from
Western logic and Eumpean neo-coloniahsm, that a force as visually
strong as the didactic art of Chicano murals and early teatro camxsino
could successfully counter these forms. We can compare the Day of the

Dead celebration of the Nascent Period, in which gay and lesbian
identity was not addressed, to the Day of Dead Celebration in San
Francisco in 1986, for example, when the gay and lesbian communities
joined forces with Chicanos in the Mission District to create a parade
of stunningly beautiful floats containing altars memorializing those
who had died of AIDS.

It wis only after the convergence of "folk ritual" and the "secret
hist( try ot. wi tmen" as it informed the work )f women linked to both
overtly political and conceptual art, that the Dk)nysian could again he
freed in the work of I.atinas such as aItarista and critic Atnalia Mesa!bins. As ItamOn Saldivar writes:

no study of Chicano narrative ..iv mld be complete

without a consideration of the most vibrant new development in Chicano literature, the emergence of a significant body of works by women authors in the bPos and
1980s.

172)

building an instructive alternative to
I le adds, "Chicana writers are .
exclusively phalk icentric subject of o mtemporary Chicano narrative"
(Saldivar 175).
.

In conclusion, feminist pedagogy and gender studies can play an
important role at the high schoi )I level; ci nwersely, research generated
in the classroom can be illuminating in the co mtext of current debates
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in gender studies and in the global discussion of democracy, our
understanding of modem societies, and the analysis of capital logic. In
"After Aztkin . A New Generation of Latino Writers," the final lesson of
Collins and Andeison's cuniculum, students read Cisneros, Latina/o poets
. .

of the nineties, and other contemporary work. They are encouraged to
meet muralist Judy Baca and to visit the art gallery and community

center Self-Help Graphics. The research of Collins and Anderson,
particularly the use of the notion of "generational unit," is preparing the
way for the creation of a curriculum in which the work of contemporary
Chicana writers can be understood. With the fracturing of the paradigms of culturai nationalism and marxism in the border region,
Chicanas find themselves relating to Aztec culture and to Aztkin in a
new way. While developed in the high schools, the project of Collins
and Anderson will have far-reaching implications for the teaching of
Chicana writers at the university level. Their work can contextualize the
introduction of Chicana lesbian writers at the university level, and, One
hopes, at the high school level. Their research is being carried out, not
insignificantly, on the West Coast, which can no longer be seen only

in relation to the East Coast, or even to the north/south division
between the United States and Mexico, but instead as part of a global
Pacific Rim recentering. As such, it opens up new ways of thinking
about how cultural groups may function in relation to one another in
a multicultural classmom. The rejection of cultural nationalism by
contemporary Chicana writers may serve as a paradigm for different
rhizomatic connections linking culture, nation and gender in other
border regions. It is a call for the necessity to go beyond both a cultural
nationalist politics and aesthetics. It is an opportunity to reconsider the
relationship between democracy and alterity.

Notes
1. This essay is part of a work in progress; it is also the basis of a chapter
of a book entitled Nietzsche and IkTformance to be published by the
University of Minnesota Press. Parts of it and/or a related essay,
"Foucault's Ventriloquism: Can the Subaltern Speak?," which will also
appear in the book, have been presented at a reading at the University
Of California at Riverside, 10 February 1993, and at a Cultural Critique
conference at National University, San Diego, 26 February 1994. This
work will be presented in July 1994 in Germany at a conference on
border culture in the context of Eastern Europe and in a special issue

of Diacritics on Latin America ( tOrthcoming).

'7 8

2. This formulation of the relationship between modernity and alterity
appears in Ferry and Renaut. It is my view that it is a Habermasian
fornmlation. In his introduction to Observations on "The Spiritual
Sam thm Qf the Age," ilabermas distinguishes himself from the New
Right: "The New Right warns against the discursive dissolution of
values, against the erosion of natural traditions, against the overbur-

dening of the individual, and against excessive individualism. Its
adherents want to see modernization restricted to capitalist growth and
technical progress while at the same time wishing to arrest cultural
transformation, identity formation, changes in inotivation and attitudein short, to freeze the contents of tradition. By contrast, we must
again bring to consciousness the dignity of modernity, the dimension
of a non-truncated rationality" (15). Habermas is also the author of
Knowledge and Human littemsts.

3. Anderson and Collins are Los Angeles area high school teachers.
They both participated as post-secondary fellows in 1992-93 in the
UCLA workshop ot the ACLS Program in I lumanities Curriculum
Development. Currently, Collins is continuing her research as a Ph.D.
candidate.
4. Altirista was the editor of the seminal Chicano journal Maize.
5. As Anzaklua explains in lionlerlands,the female deities were driven
underground by Azteca-Mexica culture: "They divided her who had
been complete, who possessed both upper (light) and underworkl
(dark) aspects. Coatlicue, the Serpent goikless, and her more sinister
aspects, Tlazolteotl and Cihuacc rat!, were "darkened" and disemrumered
much in the same manner as the Indian Kali" (27).

I labermas writes this in his introduction to Obseivations on "The
Spiritual Situation of the Age." Seyla lienhabib has written about the

6.

kleal speedi situation in her essay "The Utopian Dimension in
Communkative Ethics."

7. This poem can be tOund in lionlerlands( 13-35).
8 Since the publication of this essay, I ha% e been 1( iki that Spivak has
adopted a num.- pro-Foucault position. I want to thank Jim Merod for
bringing this to my attenth
9. In my essay Tocaules Ventrili Nuism," I address Ix nh the I labermasDdeuze debates and Spivak's attack on V( nicault and Deleuze.
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Ms. Higgins and the Culture Warriors:
Notes Thward the Creation of an Eighth Grade Humanities Curriculum

John G. Ramsqv
Carleton College

Beneatha: Then why read books? Why go to
school?

George:

It's simple. You read booksto) learn

factsto get gradesto pass the
courseu) get a degree. That's allit

has nothing to do with thoughts.
Beneatha: I see. (He starts to sit) Good night,
George.
Lorraine Hansberry,
A Raisin in the Sun
Meet Ms. Higgins

In September, shell begin her eighth grade humanities class with
Lorraine I lansberry's A Raisin in the Sun. Ms. Higgins knows that much.
What her students will read next is uncertain. But at least she is excited
about the first book in her new course at her new job.'
She was surprised to) learn that Raisin was not already being taught.
Then she read Arthur Applebee's A Study qf Book-Length Works Taught
in High School English thumes. Applebee timnd that although Hansberry

was the most frequently required minority author in American public
schools (grades 7-12), 4 1 white writers were more frequently assigned.
Raisin is required reading in fewer than 30% of the nation's schools,
although that percentage jumps to one-half in schools with a 5ryx,
minority enrollment (Applebee 12-17). I lansberry is not one of the
recommended authors in William Bennett's "James Madison I ligh." Ms.
liggins felt confident she had made the right choice: one of the great,
but sadly neglected American plays of the twentieth century.
She had not tho night she had a goo xl chance for the jo)b,.even as she

prepared for her interview back in May. She had a district wide
reputation as an outstanding reading instructor, but she had earned that
reputation as a third grade teacher, and had never worked with early
adolescents befbre. And, although in college she had majored in both
English and history, she had felt daunted by the job title: middle school
humanities coordinator.
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Still, she did her homework, including the reading of the AAUW's
How Schools Shortchange Girls The wpm infuriated her and she said
so in her interview. She told Ms. Johnson, her prospective principal, that
she would not tolerate the "boys will be boys" rationalization for the
harassment of her female students. And she would work hard to create
an atmosphere and a curriculum that would sustain and build female
self-esteem rather than diminish it. Ms. Johnson seemed pleased with
these pledges, but then asked: "Hut what does any of that have to do
with A Raisin in the Sun?'
As she replied, Higgins was pleased by the certainty she heard in her
voice. She said: "I want both my young men and women to meet and
understand Beneatha Younger--her intelligence, integrity, dignity,
and, of course, her love of reading. She is exactly the kind of young
woman they are not going to find on television, or in the pages of Sass.y,

Seventeen, and Young Miss (Evans et al.). She is exactly the kind of
young person, I hope all of them will becomecuriims, thoughtful,
feisty, and loving."

But now that she has the job and June is slipping away, she is
beginning to feel overwhelmed. During the first week of August. she
will work with her colleagues, the other members of the eighth grade
team, on redesigning the English, social studies and art curriculum. Late
in September, she will stand befbre the parents of her students and
explain the role of the humanities in the education of an eighth grader.
Each morning when she gives herself a pep talk, she says the same
thing: " You better become more like Beneatha Younger, if you expect
to pull this off."
What scares her most about her new job is knowing that she will be
inheriting many of the reading problems she saw in the third grade.
Only now those problems will be five years older, five years worse. She
is shocked by some of the findings reported in Reading In and Out
ScPool. In 1990, 30 percent of eighth graders reported that they never
read in their spare timeup 11 percent since 1988. Fifty-two percent of
eighth graders rep( wted that they talked about their reading with family
or friends "monthly, yearly or never" (Foertsch 29). According to the
most recent Nati( mai Assessment of' Educational Pn tgress, the weakest
quarter of her readers will be reading I mly slightly tw ne skillfUlly than
most fourth graders. Since 1971 only the top quarter of all eighth graders
have made any significant gains in reading. Tlw skills 4 the hi Atom
three quaners have declined since 1980 (Mullis et al. 118-119). Each
week eighth graders spend 21.4 hours watching television, 5.6 hours

doing homew wk, and only I .8 hours engaged in otaskle reading

S
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,;
(National Education Longitudinal Study 48). "Somehow we're teach-

ing them that reading doesn't matter," Ms. Higgins has thought during
her more discouraged moments.
But at the same time, she feels a growing sense of purpose and
direction. She has been working on the questions, "Why read at all?",
and "What is the educational value of studying the humanities?", and
thinks she has fi)und a mentor: Dennie Palmer Wolf. As she read Wolfs
Reading Reconsidemd, she stopped and boked down in her notes and
found on page after page: "Yes!" She likes Wolfs insistence that

readingserious, reflective readingis both a developmental and an
investigative process. It involves thinking out loud, talking to oneself,

keeping a journal, making connections to other texts and stories.
Reading is a way of "becoming mindful," and all children are, but can
become more mindful. Mindfulness is not reserved for her brightest, or
best readers. The teacher of mindful students "must be willing and able
to unfold fir their students the process of wondering and investigating'M(Wolf, "Reading" 31, 39). Higgins thinks best in metaphors. In her
notes she writes: "Good readers and students of the humanities are
good detectives of texts."

Still Higgins has lingering questions. Wolf seems long and true on
process, but short and vague on the question: "Mindful about what?"
Higgins agrees that her students need to read a variety of genres: essays,

letters, poems, novels and plays. She would add biography and

autobiography to Wolf's list. And, "Yes!", I liggins agrees that "we have

to offer them books worth entering, worth groping toward, or worth
it really
being crisscrossed." But what are those books? Or
matter? Will any reasonably interesting offerings do t( h this year?
Should she just return to Applebee's list (or Bennett's, for awl :th,der),
and do what everyone else is doing? Or shvuld she accept Wolfs
challenge "that teachers in a school might spend time thinking aim nit
."("Reading"
a core of works they want to be able to buikl on
.

.

She turns to Tom I lolt's Thinking Historically, and finds it helpful.
A humanities curriculum cannot be comprised entirely of literature.
And in any case, she knows that literature cannot be taught apart from
the history which educated its author. "Is there a scene, or even a line
in Raisin that is not infinmed by the history of race and racism in the
United States?", she asks herself. What she wants to avoid is the
approach of some of her old English teachers: If you know just one key

biographical or historical fact, then the entire story, play or poem
becomes crystal clear. She agrees with Holt that history needs to be
taught as an "ong(iing ccinversation and debate rather than a dry

compilation of 'facts' and dates, a closed catechism, or a set of questions

already answered" (13). She wonders what primary historical documents could be used to illuminate Raisin and vice versa.

Hut what she finds most interesting and challenging is I lolt's
insistence that to study history is to be confronted by one's own
assumptions, myths, values and value hierarchies. I le writes:

The act of interpretation cannot be value neutral or
entirely objective. The "discipline" we aspire to is to bring
the values and subjective influences out into the open. In
other words, we must ask questions of ourselves as well
as of the documents. (I bolt 2.6)

She begins to reexamine her admiration for Reneatha, her instant
dislike of Walter Lee, and her ambivalence toward Lena and Ruth. She
scribbles in her notes: "Raise the questions: To what extent does Raisin
dramatize the folly of allegiance to a single governing value'? I low have
certain stories shaped the values of family members? In what ways do
the values of each member of the Younger family change and why?" She
has heard numercius quotati( ms and sh >gans abc nit the self-revelau ny

capacity of the humanities, but now for the first time she begins to
believe she can describe, and explain how that process worksand
sometimes does not work.
liggins now recognizes that she has two distinct paths ahead of her.
She can stick with what got her this far: her skills as a reading teacher,
her passion for literature and history, and her love of children. When

she meets with her c()Ileagues and addresses the parents of her
snu.k.nts, she can trot out the goals and justifications she already knows.

"Studying the lunnanities this year will make y( mr children stronger
readers, I )(Ater thinkers, and skilled detectives of texts." Ecluiing Wolf,
she can vow to close the skill gaps between her strongest and weakest
readers: "We cannot continue to create a kind of two-tiered literacy"
("Reading" 53).

She conki employ the humanities as t(iols metaphor: tools f(ir higher

order thinking, more effective problem solving, mire advanced academic tasks. She is willing to argue that the devel( pment of increasingly

skilled and insightful readers is an educational end, in fact, an
inonnparable end in itself. Reading is the key to a self-educating life,
and a deliberative., &nu wratic M iciety. She has no doubt that she could

pull it off convincingly. She believes, in other words, that she can
develop a persuasive, impregnable rationale fOr her curriculum without
having to address the issue of the distinctive educati(mal virtues (if the
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humanities. Then she pauses and looks at her mites again: "To what

extent does Raisin dramatize the folly of allegiance to a single
governing valtie?"

The other path leads back to her question for Wolf: "Mindfillness
ah mt what?" As an elementary reading teacher she was quite (limit ntable with a professional mnception of self as sk:ll builder. But
concern with values is leading in another directit in. What ht ithers her
abt mt her skills rationale fiir the humanities is the worst case scenario.
What if it works? What if her yt ging woinen at the end of the year are
still reading Sassy, in fact reading nu we Sassy than ever before? What if
their vocabularies have increased, and they are reading more critically
and perceptively, but they are still emotionally and intellectually
satisfied by reading articles entitled: "flow to Flirt,' "I low to Ask the
Time Without I lyperventilating," and "I low to Kiss" (Evans et al. 106)?
When she first heard the expression "culture wars," I liggins hz.td to
laugh. She wondered why comfortable academics on cushy campuses
were so eager to embrace such a violent metaphor to describe their
tranquil lives of researching, lecturing and writing about ideas. Perhaps
it made them feel more alive and imperiled, more connected to the front
lines, more in touch with the housing projects, streets and playgrounds
of her students. She remains skeptical. llie last thing she wants to do
is spend her summer reading vitriol by people who do not know what
they are talking abmit.
Still she has assembled her reading list and her list of questic ins. She

knows her list is highly selective, if not idiosyncratic, but she is
confident that her readings will lead outward to a broader sampling.

She is hoping to find some insight, souk. provisional answers to the
questk ins she believes will help her build a humanities curriculum and
a rationale fi ir it.

I ler questit ins are: !low imptirtant is reading to the study of the
humanities and why? When students study the humanities, what
shmild they study? !low do individuals, gniups, c mimunities and
societies benefit from the study of the humanities? What interpretation
of history and contemporary national circumstances informs a particular view of hunianities educatk in? What are the curricular implications
of a particular view of the humanities?
liggins begins her summer reading, strangely comforted by Lola
Szladits idea: "Research in the humanities is the quest of a potentially
unexpected answer to a possibly ill-defined question" (19).
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Diane Ravitch's Common Culture

Higgins is surprised to feel an immediate affinity fm the work of
Diane Ravitch. She knows that Ravitch was Assistant Secretary for
Educational Research and Improvement in the Bush Administration-a regime fliggins found long on rhetoric and short on action. She also

knows that Ravitch is often associated with the common culture
programs of William Bennett, E. D. Hirsch, Lynne Cheney and other
educational and political conservatives. I liggins does not see herself as
conservative, however often her students insist that her tastes in clothes
and music are very old-fashioned.

lint as Higgins reads Ravitch's Me American Reader: Words ai
Moved a Nation, she thinks to herself: "This woman knows what I'm up

against." The humanities texts in the anthology are organized into
historical periods, and Higgins is impressed by their quality and variety

political manifestoes, speeches, poems, letters, songs, essays, court
documents and decisions. The number of pieces by writers of colm and
women is significant Sojourner Truth, Elizabeth Stanton, Lucy Stone,

Emily Dickinson, Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. Du Bois, Charlotte
Perkins Gilman, Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Booker T. Washington,
Countee Cullen, Langston Hughes, and on and on.
Higgins is pleased to learn that Ravitch is a strong advocate for the

idea that reading is an essential and neglected skill. She makes
compelling points about the place and importance of reading in
American education. First, she points out how self-defeating school
book publishers and curriculum designers often are by noting how
infrequently elementary school readers "depict boys and girls who like
to read, or adults whose education allowed them to make a great
contribution to the good of society" (Ravitch and Finn 216). Second, she

apes that reading cannot be replaced by other means of obtaining
infi =anon. Illiteracy and aliteracy disenfranchisept ilitically and
culturally: "du )se who only listen and watch will he at tlw mercy of
tIi tse whi ) write the scripts, program the coMputers, interpret the news,
and extract meaning from the past" ( Ravitch, Am('rican Reader xiv ).

And she lists I lansberry among the major writers around wilt nn an
English curriculum should be built (Ravitch and Finn 220).
Ravitch's view of the benefits to individuals who study the humanities seems int Klest, even cautk nis to I liggins. Ravitch writes: "Km wledge ( )1 the humanities cannot guarantee that one will become wise,
ell &al, or nu gal, Ina it engages one in the serious consideratit in of what
it means to he wise, ethical, and moral." The nation as a whole benefits

hom a "well-ci niceived and well-taught humanities curriculum" beH6

cause such a cutriculum "is a miqns to larger ends: the enhancement
of a free, just, stable, and secure society" (Finn, Ravitch, and Fancher
6). Higgins has tio quarrel with tlwse ideas, but she has heard them

heft ire, and worries that lwr eighth gratlers, their pat, Its and her
colleagues will I ind them vague, impractical, and insult-10 ntly rousing.

Ravitch's vishm hi, Immunities ethicalum is inh wined by her forebodings ;du mut the renewal and rise of ohm icentrism tim nigh( nit the

world. In her view, the stiu u mis must play an important

11

in

preventing the balkanizatiim of American culture.
Ethmicentrism is the sjwcter that has been haunting the

world for centuriescausing war, injustice, and civil
conflict. Ethm wentrism tells people that they must trust
and accept only members of their own group. It tells them
that they must immerse themselves in their own cultures
and close their minds to others. It says to members of the
groups that they have nothing in common with people
who arc of a different race, a difkrent religion, a different
culture. It breeds hatred and (Iistrust (Finn, Ravitch, and
Fancher 243).
The United States will be a society held together by cultural glue, only
if educators reject the ethiuwentrism of particularistic multiculturalism

and embrace the pluralistic version of multiculturalism, which she
favors.

I liggins finds four key elements to Ravitch's concept of a common

culture. First it is a civic culture, "shaped by our Constitution, our
conunitment to democratic values, and our historical experience as a
nation." Second, it is multicultural, "the creation of many groups of
immigrants, American Indians, Africans, and their descendants." Third,
it is dynamic, "we remake it in every generation." Finally, it assumes that
our common humanity binds us together culturally "transcending race,
cokir, ethnicity, language, and religii in" Ravitch, "Multiculturalism
Yes" A44). I liggins finds this conception ( if a CI mum in culture desirable

as an ideal, but not a very accurate descripth in of the cultural world of
American public schools. She wonders: "If this is true, why is Lorraine
I lansberry read in only a third of (mr sclus ils?"
On closer inspection of nw American Wader I liggins disci wers that

Ravitch really cares nu1st about the first element of her concept of
common culture: civic culture. The emphasis is clearly on (nir national
political life, the democratic experiment, as the subtitle says: "words
that nu wed a nation." What I liggins finds lacking are those texts which
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address intrapersonal issues of identity development and ituerpersimal
issues of love and betrayal within friendships, finnilies and cultural
communities. She knows that these issues of the heart are often tfie
most compelling for eighth gradersand cential to her own reading ot
Raisin.

liggins would like, at some point, to place the play in the context
of the national nuwement fir black civil rights. In theory, Ibvitch
endorse that approach. In her view some chapters of the black quest
for civil rights illustrate "milestones of oppression"; others "our national
commitment to justice and equal rights." She argues in favor of white
and black students studying the history of racial discrimination in the
United States: "This is not a black story, but an American story" (Ravitch
and Finn 249). And Ravitch is in full agreement with Holt about the

educational value of teaching conflicting historical interpretations:
"Where genuine controversies exist, they should be taught and debated
in the classroom" (Ravitch, "Multicuhuralism: E Pluribus Plures" 352).
Unfortunately, The American Reader would not be of much help in
supplying the supplementary historical curricula for situating Raisin
during the civil rights nuwement. Although she does include both
Martin Luther King's "Letter From lfirmingham jail" and his "I I lave A
Dream" speech, they are in a section entitled "Troubled Times." There
are no other texts on the civil rights movement by people of color. Still,

liggins has to concede that Ravitch's framework is provocative and
worth exploring further. Certainly racial discrimination, civil rights, and
assimilationism are important themes in Raisin. If I liggins' approach to
the play is to address these issues, she will have to know more about

the biographical and historical events and ideas which influenced
Hansberry. She makes a note for herself: "Find a copy of Hansberry's
71.1e Movement: Documenta,y of a Struggie ji)r Equality."
The Multiculturalism (A. David Mum

At the outset, I liggins is confident about her approach to
multiculturalism. Part of her intention in selecting Raisin as her first

hook is to send a message to her students and their parents:
multiculturalism will be an important theme this year. We will not just
be reading books written by and for the white middle class. We will
read and study the literature and history i po ipk. of o il it for aesthetic,
cultural, and educatit mal reasons.

She can imagine herself providing her rationale for a strong
multicultural emphasis m the fon( ming way. "All students need to learn
about the richness of African-American, Latino, Native At:terican and
M8

Asian-American literature. Students should read about the issues of
bigotry ancZ racism, prejudice and discrimination that inform many
pieces of multicultural literature. Students of color should know that
many people of their race and ethnicity have answered their calling,
served arduous apprcnticeships, and then given us some of the greatest
literature in the English language." But as she listens to herself rehearse
this rationale, Higgins hears herself reciting the standard liberal pluralist

model: "Our cciuntry is made up of many wonderful and diverse
peoples. We need to learn about as many of them as possible if we are
to understand who we are as a people." She hears Ravitch.

As she reads several of David Mura's essays, her doubts about a
liberal pluralist rationale for a multicultural approach to humanities
education deepen. Mura is a Sansei, a third generation JapaneseAmerican poet, writer, and political activist. Ile grew up in Chicago in
an assimilationist family: eating American junk food, rooting for the
Cubs, and identifying with (as in movies about World War II. I le
writes: "Muc of my life I had insisted on my Americanness, had

shunned most connections with Japan, and Mt proud I knew no
Turning Japan('se 9).
apanese .
.

But I liggins learns that the sti ny ll David Mura is the story of his
onnplex evolution and his emergence as a writer lOr whom "the issues
of race were central" ("secrets" 19). As Mura married, became a father,

sweped himself in multicultural literature, traveled to Japan, and
established new literary refrence go nips, his assessments of himself as
a Japanese-American changed markedly. As he began his journey to
Japan, he questioned whether he had a stable, tangible identity at all.
I le writes: "I was constantly sinking into the foam of formlessness, a
." (Deming Japanese 32). As he matured as a
dissolving identity
imihicultural writer and artist, he began an inner journey "to discover
.

myself as a person of color, to discover the rage and pain that had
formed my Japanese-Anwrican identity" ("Secrets" 21).
In one sense, Mum's multiculturalism claims to be both a world-wide

wement and an historical, altlunigh denied, reality of
American life. In the American cinnext, it is the so ny of lum and why
the dr nninant white, middle class culture miseducates and distorts the

individ(tal and group identities of people of color. In part, Mura's
version of imilticulturalism is a political nu wement whose goal is just

compensatitm fin. pn)perty suki) from po pie

oilor during the

hist( ny of th,.! United States ("Strangers").

Hut in another sense, Mura's multiculturalism is an educational
project in which teachers tuust be skilled at addressing issues of race
149
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and willing to do so. For sttk lents, it entails beer mting readers who are
knowledgeable about race and racism. Higgins begins to realize that

becoming a multicultural reader is a more cc nnplicated, challenging
pnwess than Ravitch seemed to ackrumledge. From Mura's arguments,

I liggins infers four principles for multicultural curriculum design and
pedagogy.
First, One of the virtues of multicultural art is its capacity to "challenge

the denials and comforts of being a member of a privileged group,
whether that group be whites or men or heterosexuals or middle or
upper class." Multicultural texts offer a not very flattering mirror for
readers sitting in comfortable social, economic and political positions.
To avoid taking on these issues of privilege and denial is to rob
multicultural art and literature of its force and power. To avoid the
issues of race in multicultural literature and art is to miseducate students

about what it means to read intelligently and sensitively.

Second, multicultural literature (and all literature) is political
addressing, tacitly or overtly, the relations between the powerful and
powerless, society's elites and the dispossessed. To read multiculturally

is not just to begin to study a literary tradition, as Wolf suggests. It is
to embark on an arduous investigation of the author's cultural and
political circumstancesthe local, natkmal and international settings in
which the text was conceived, published, read and reviewed.
Such arguments Ithat all literature is politicall are long and

complex; to understand them completely requires numerous close readings of texts, along with forays into
biography, sociology, history, econinnics, and any number of relevant areas. (Mura, "Multiculturalism" 60)

In reply to the charge that such an appniach "reduces literature to
sociology," Mura replies: "But why shoukl we regard such an approach
as a reduction?" Multicultural literature presents white readers with the

opportunity to see human suffering and then proximity to it more
clearly through the development of what Muta calls an "empathic
imaginatii in" ("Multiculturalism" 72).
Third, multicultural art brings readers km) a direct confrontation with
tlw anger of the oppressed, and its potentially liberating power. Mura
argues that the liberating pnwess is "both long and complicated":
one must first learn how liberating anger feels, then how

intoxicating, then him damaging, and in each of these
stages, the ream ins for these feelings must be admitted
and accurately desct ibed. ("Strangers" 21)

;Jti
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Higgins is ill-at-ease with the prospect of her classroom becoming an
their society, white
arena in which students of color vent their rage at
students, and her. 13ut on the other hand she is embarrassed to admit

to herself that it never occurred to her to explore the anger of the
h
hri Ie w.t..
Younger family as a central theme in Raisin. The pages ....tit.
the
ways
in
which
their
anger at whites, each other, wealthy blacks,
dreams have dried and festered. She wonders: -flow will my students
and depth? How it is assigned and

read that angerits expression.
misplaced? How do I read it?"

Finally, the serious study of multicultural literature should not be
works
read in a narrow context of national literature. since these

World"
"confront lives which hear greater similarity to those in the Third
the most part she
( Mura, "Multiculturalism" 75). Higgins realizes that for
stuches
approach,
even
if she rejects
had been assuming an American
and
Ravitch's democratic experiment framework. BM now she pauses,
studetu
considers the role and character of Joseph Asagai, the Nigerian
only get at the issues
so smitten with Reneatha. She realizes that she can
historical
progress
and
reaction so central
of political hope and despair.
to the play by a close treatment of his character.
There is irony for I liggins in Mura's claim that muhicultural literature
find some link
can fulfill the white liberal need for hope, "the need to

with people of color." On the one hand he argues that "whites must
exchange a hope based on naivete and ignorance for one based on
knowledge." But on the other, his writings are filled with examples of
well-meaning, well-educated white liberals who are unwilling or
unable to "face their whiteness" ("Multiculturalism" 64).
Mura's own sense of hope seems very precarious to Higgins. At One
moment he has lxmndless confidence in the power of multicultural
literature to rid society of racism. Of the successful political and
educational efforts to gain reparations for Japanese-Americans illegally
interned during the Second World War, Mura writes: "If every American
John
child had read Mlou, Light by Garrett Hongo or No-No Boy by
such
education
Olo(l:; or other works by Japanese-American authors,
would not have had to e)ccur." But in the next moment, he claims that
whites from having
the de facto segregation of American society "keeps
and emotions, of
to confront directly and intimately the lives, views
people (4- color" ("Multiculturalism" 75).
Higgins realizes that she can embrace Mura's literary agenda by
his
teaching abemt the politics in Raisin without publicly endorsing
the
idea
of
political agenda of compensation. She's uncomfortable with
specific
tying her developing visiOn for a multicultural curriculum to a
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political goal. And she anticipates having enough to do by way of
unfolding the complexities of Asagai's character and his role in the play.

She writes in her notes: "Re-read Achebe's Things Fall Apart and
Fugard's Master Harold . . . and the boys. Get a hold of Studs Terkel's
Race: How Blacks and Whites Feel About the American Obsession."
The Critical Pedagogy ot Maxine Greene

Higgins knows that Maxine Greene is a philosopher of education.

hut she is trying not to hold that against her I liggins had several

required courses in philosophy of education as both an undergraduate

and a graduate studenteach mire iumden it's and pointless than the

last. But Greene does not seem to write, think, or e% en experience in
the same way as her colleagues in the profession. Yes, she can ramble
on about Plato. Rousseau. and Dewey. But she seems especially skilled
and insightful abmit the poetry of Wallace Stevens and Marianne
Moore; the novels of Walker l'ercy and Alice Walker; the prose of
Frederick Douglass and Carol (illigan.
Greene's vision of humanities education g( ies beyond the study of
literary texts to include music, painting, him. and dance. She argues:
"they (these art forms) have the capacity to defamiliarize experience: to
begin with the overl familiar and transfigure it into something different
enough to make those who are awakened hear and see" ( Dialectic 129).
liggins remembers the battles I( w the record player in the Younger
houselu Ad and wonders if it woukl be a go( KI idea to :poi iach some

of the identity issues by having her students examine the clash of
musical tastes. What attracts Higgins is Greene's audacious commitment to using the humanities to illuminate and claritY issues of
educatkinal the( iry and practice.

Greene's vision for humanities education is mfomied by her cultural
and political critique of American society in the kite twentieth century.
in what she calls "this peculiar and menacing time. In pan her critique
addresses systemic problems of corporate capitalism: "there are unwarranted inequities, shattered communities, unfulfilled lives." But she is
equally concerned about the ineffective responses to these inequities
and ippressii ins. the failure of our insfitutions to offer anything but

"technical answers." On a personal and community level, she is
disturbed by how easily and thoroughly Americans have accomnmdated themselves to the -(:omplacency and malaise: upward mobility
and despair." that surrounds them. in her words: "no population has
ever been so deliberately entertained. amused, and soothed into
ikkince. denial, and neglect" ("In Search" t39).

9a
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In its simplest expression Greene's critical pedagogy is an education
about and for freedom. It is a wav of organizing curricula and

classrooms, reading texts. initiating and sustathing dialogue which
allows students to discover a variety of cultural and political oppressions. and imagine how greater degrees of freedom might be achieved.
In Greene's words:

Perhaps we might begin by releasing our imaginatk yns
and summoning up the traditi( ins of freedom in which
most of us were reared. We might make audible again
the recurr : calls for justice and equality. We might reactivate the resistance to materialism and conformity. We
might even try to inform with meaning the desire to

educate -all the children- in a kgitimately -comnuin
school.- (in Search- 4,11 )
n
liggins is stirred by these words. I fere is a woman after Beneatha's
heart. Cntical pedagogy is less a set of principles than an approach

:1 process of teaching students how to name problems. imagine
alternati es, and embrace a commitment to be faithful to their iinaginings.

In many places I liggins finds that Greene's critical pedagogy is
restrained and self-conscious, inviting students into a process of
thinking w lute pnitectang them In )rn manipulati( )11e% en by their
teacher (reene's memorable teachers -w ere able to communicate. by
the W.11 they kindled their materials or gave assignments or spoke with
us. the idea that pt.( pie actually begm to learn when they begin to teach
themselveV"

nv Do We Think- 59)

EduL anon ak nit ti-eedom begins in the recognition ot the myriad
s in w Incli we oppress each other. iolate each other's dignity as
ye/ ph.- It attempts to convey to innocent students and respond to
students wlu) know all t(x) ell -w hat it must be like to be made into
an ()Iwo by another human being" (Greene. Diakdic MD. What

makes this step so difficultboth politically and educationallyis the
tact that tills subjugation thrives when the oppressed have internalized
the oppressors image of themselves. But this moment of recognition
can be made b students who read about liwrary characters and
historical figures who have spoken the truth, named their oppressors.
identified the ways in which their self-images have been distorted, their
senses of self-esteem disfigured. I liggins finds this framework compelling. but she also has her doubts: -Is every grievance an oppression? Is
Mama oppressing Ruth when she meddles in her rearing of Travis? If
of
not, what is a teacher n I do w ith interfamilial tensions and conflicts
this mire"
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Education about freedom ends in praxis in -intentionally organized
collaborative action to repair what is felt to be missing, or known to be
wrong" (In *arch- 439). This is why reading imaginative literaturkt is
so important for Greene. In her words: -The idea is to challenge awed
passivity or a merely receptive attitude or a submergence in pleasurable
reverie.-Literary characters can serve as models for students in that they
are both -struggling for moments of wide-awakeness- (-What Happened- 52-53). Greene's critical pedagogy challenges students to name

the voids in their lives, imagine a transcendent vision, then move

collectively toward the creation of alternatives: -spaces of freedo
Higgins finds that her reservations about Greene's education for
freedom are similar to Gerald Graffs concerns about the ideas of other
advocates of critical literacy and pedagogy. The unaddressed question
of the cultural left, in Graffs view is this: -what is to be done with those
constituencies which do not happen to agree with them that social
transformation is the primary goal of education? In a democratic culture.
planning a curriculum inevitably means organizing ideas and approaches that you often do not like very much- (-Teach the Conflicts,"
0). Higgins thinks that Graff has a good point. She asks: -Even if I
embrace critical pedagogy as an individual professional. can I Mstify it
as the organizing principle for the entire humanities curriculum?'
.A.s Higgins sets Greene aside it occurs to her that the culture warriors

are really fighting over what. for lack of a better name, she calLs value
venues. Higgins thinks of value venues as the cultural and political

locations in which certain values arise, are maintained, debated,

cc intested. and revised. In her experience there are many different kinds

()I value venues: intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergenerational.
intracultural, intercultural. intraracial and interracial, civic, international
and on and on. Ravitch is most concerned about the national, political
value venue. Mura is devoted to exploring intercultural and interracial

value venues. Greene is more difficult to pin down. but she seems
especially concerned with the community value venues. which inform
public sch(xil theory and practice.

In I liggins view, each of the culture warriors is arguing for the
supremacy of their value venue. Each is arguing that humanities
curricula slumkl privilege the concepts. issues, and debates of their
ta%orite value venues. But Higgins is Wary She is inching up to the
con( lusu in that a middle .k( lu x)! humanities t urniulum sly add be
arranged around a multipli( ity, mtlwr than a hierarc by of value venues.

The Brain Race of the Iluman Resource Educators

One scene from Raisin keeps flashing through 1liggins' mind. She
winces every time she thinks about it. Walter Lee is needling George
Murchison. Beneathds upper middle class suitor, for wasting his time
at college. Ile demands that (.;eorge tell him what he is learning at
college: 1 low to take over and run the world? They teaching you how
to run a wither plantation or a steel mill? Naw-Hust to talk proper and
read books . (I lansberry 85). What was not clear to Walter Lee and
many other people, just after World War II is very clear to Iliggins in
.

1993. The opposition between reading and doing, learning and
working. studying and pnklucing. know mg alx art bor rks and running
the world has evaporated. Still she knows that mnne of her students may
believe in these oppositions as strenuously as Walter Lee. And with
these concerns abr nit the relationship bow een reading and working in
mind, she turns to the writings of the human resource educators.

Higgins finds their relentless listing 4 varums kinds of reading.
knowledge, pedi)rmance and skills gaps rather numbing First. The
National Commission on Excellence in Education conferred status on
this group by highlighting repr ins of the gap between the reading skills

of high school graduates and the instruction and safety manuals of
corporations and the armed services (A ation At Risk 9).
Then. George Bush's America 20('i advanced the idea that American taxpayers had financed an expensive performance gap. claiming
that between 1981 and 1991. the nation increased its spending on
education by 33 percent. Ile wrote: -and I don't think there's a ptison
amwhere who would sayanywhere in the countrywho would ly drat
we've seen a 33 percent improvement in our schools' performance" (3).

Most recently, there is concern about the reading gaps between
American and the foreign student!. who w ill one day make up the work
force of competing economies. Stevenson and Stigler found a dispropcntionate number of weak readers among American fifth graders One
third of the Americans. as compared to 12 percent of the Chinese and
21 percent of the Japanese w cry reading at the thud grade level (18).

Furiims. Higgins w cinders -What reall is the point of all of this
American student and teacher bashing?"

The pouu. a«ording to Ra Marskill and Marc Tucker. is that the
nu ist sem ills natumal m. [Isis r 4 the late twentieth century is our Lick of

economic and educational conipetitiveness 1 'nlike many of their
ompenu us, Ameru an businesses have been slow or ci impktely
unable u MA n c harm a mass pn )(Suction to a human-rem mrce form of

capitalism In Thinking for a firing: Work Skills and the Future try' the
American Economy. Marshall and Tucker argue that the decline of
mass-production economies places a premium on workers, and firms

that know how to learn from their competition In a global economy
driven by high technology. pmductivity. and quality pnxlucts. the
education of the work force becomes a key factor In their words. -The
successful firm is the firm that organizes itself as a learning system in
which every part is designed to promote and accelerate both individual
learning and collectit e learningand to put that learning to pro kluctive
use.- In their estimation only --)'!, of Amerkan firms are responding to
this challenge lw embracing both high-perfo inmince ork organization
and Total Quality principles (Marshall and Trickei 102. 1031

liggins has trouble simplt dismissing the concerns and arguments
d this gn nip she km nt s that the parents o if A itne (4- her students are
Lud-till it mantic prA glut w in ts irkeas ss oh marginal literact skills she
mld c ( onsidei heist:11 a biluie d ant rot her students lost oppo inmates.
or I( 4is. because if then inability to read in the w o irk place I liggins asks
het sell .4 nue haul questions
iIl int students read wdl enough tto

ipild high-skill. high pa!,

6, in (organizations far Mg international

that mean I shrink! direct all of my energies to o trying
to build a better sst Irk tom. e for the natum's corp iratu ins lid is true they
ompetitv on, I N

afe spending 2401 bilimn di illars annually on training. w lit shouldn't 1

gn e upt on hununities edur atio in and go I to work for then'''. ( Fame h IS)
she derides she needs no km ow exactly w lut thet are proposing
she is not surprised to find ambit alence AY nit humanities educatu in

among the human resource educators. but she is frightened by lum
narrowly some of them hate defined reading In June of 1991. then
set roan 'if lab, or. Lt nn Martin issued What trork Ileipows
the rerommendatir ins of The Secretary', Commissu in on Ac hies ing
Necessary Skills (SCANS). Reading is designated in the repr on as a -basic

skill.- rather than a -thinking skill- or a -perst nu! qualitt --all pan of
the foundation of a competent worker of the future Hut as Ilig,gms sees
tuns reading is desc-ribed. she der ides a more accurate label %%could be
Inghlt spec ialized
Martin into KM% parents and feat hers that

all einp1( nee% w ill hat e to read well en( nigh to understand and
interpret diagrams, direr to one...
nrespo indent e. maniials, rec.( ord..
charts, graphs. tables and specifications I liggins groans. she knows

ligh Ter h linsmess Fnglish. w hen she sees it
Hut w kit Higgins finds moist inexplir able and in mit is that Martin's

of -thinking skills and -perm mil qualities' are lw no means
nflnimalist and narir ow When mph wees think. thet sly nikl do so
rit

1

creatwdy. know how to learn. and employ reasoning so that they
make decision% and sobe problcms Among their personal qualities.
Manin hst% -responsibility. %dr-esteem odahilitv. selimunagement
and integuts honest!, W1).m1 she (kw+ not expkun is how soling
pet ipk cs di adnese an 4 tlwse It tits skills and qualities. if all they ate
reading is ream% cd cgsrpostate correspondence integrits Ihmnest s is
defined as -du sows ethic al coinses t4 actu in -1'he possibilit% that
student% might learn alit mist ethiCal ti ItIPes of action bn studs mg the
rim oral quandar ws i 4 literaix c twit tel StfeMs h.) IV li isi on Martin( What
Itt i. xs iii
Mork Ilequum iof Sk

hggins perws cies and does find is. io human resource educator, who ads 'scale a ct OW curriculum of rather traditional humanities
text% Das id Kearns. former (hurnun and (TO of Xerox. and Dems
!Nish!. %emir Itesearcli Felhi ns at the I lutist in Institute published
'nz mom the limn: Race A Bald Plan la Make Our Sch..00ls Compehtn e
tot 1991 I .or Kearns and I )(isle. the probkm is tlut -We are pri Kim mg
J generato in g 4 storing American% tlut neither understands nor appreAs I liggins reads. she realizes dui
c rates our &mod. raw- sot lets
thes ale nes co c lear alsc mut w liether thet w ant tea& hers us emplusize the

-understanding- pan 1)(- lhe -appreculong- juil
Kearns and IN ss le place three sets of %Arcs on their curricular
agendadeillok raw., litizenslup and IA cirkplace U.( srkplace %Ales are

summed up in three sio(ird.. -I'uncuulits. neatness, and cis flits (Irt
'the pig dIkon. she decides, is that they can't make up their minds
whether thes want student% to -learn values.-- or learn how to think
critic alls alum! values in her experience. t sutitaJ thinking does ru if
necessarils yield appreciation for the ideas under consideratumor
esen tor critical thinking itself
Then there is the IESstle of their curionsis self-defeating pedagogy

They wnte- 'To know something about the great documents of
citizenship is a prerequisite to assuming one's duties and enjoying the

opportunities of citizenship

Liter

they u Me -The key here is

exposure- (Kearns and Dos le log. 102)
-Exposure' makes Higgins gag -11u% is the prirblem ss ith these half
hearted efforts to teadi everything Tires- all JIM hit, lots at a suuttermg
of this and that, a% tiro nigh the whole plum was to has(' student, who
winds! kild up their end of a &ism ersatum 15 as mg 'Oh scab. I heard
11ev ate content tO raise awareness. sensitize. expose. but not
us help student% understand.- ,she finds herself siding w 411 Wolf -Dimi
expose' Teach fewer work% for deeper understanding

In the end, Iliggms is kft

ith two troubling conclusuMS On the one

hand she is certain that the human re:mime educati yrs have linle RP offer

someone trying to cont eptualize a lumunmes curriculum. On the
other, she worries that they may pres ail in their attempts to shape the
Amencan curriculum As she re-ads Secretary of Labor Robert Reich's

The Work of Naltelw she feels a mixture of envy and krathing for
America's -symboluf analysts----those ss ho sob e, identify and broker
new problenis.- and who, unlike the other four-fifths of the American
work force. are -succeeding in the world economy" (2(00.
lte education of sy mbolic analy sts ((insists cii the cley eh rment and
refinement of four basic skills abstraction sy stem thinking. experimentation and collaboration. These are the skills, so Reich argues. taught
at the nation's hest schools and colleges to the nation's most affluent
y yung people. I fe criticizes -the c impartmental falkicy- of most sc hoots
because it obscures a studenis vision of large. complicated systems of

problems The teacher% of symbolic. analysts do not practice the
compartmental fallacy. Symbolic analysts -are taught to examine why
the problem arises and how it is connected to other problians- Reich.
229. 2311 I figgins is ambitious kyr her students: she wants them to has e

these skills, and she thinks Walter Lee would want them too.
But the other side of Reich's success story eeokes no admiration
liggins learns that it is these same symbolic analysts who are destroying public school systems around the it yuntry by retreating into their
private residential communities and taking all of their tax dollars with

them In Reich's words
ss mbolic analyst% are quietly seceding from the large

and chserse publics of America into homogerwous eni. las es. w ithin which their earning% need not be rAbstrib-

iited to people less fortunate than themselves t YOB
The human resource educators base not pros sded Higgins w ith any

gcnerning principles or mganizational frameworks But in a curious
and lilt uptous way they has e allowed her to see more deeply into
Ramp, she returns to the themes of work and underemployment. social

class and social mobility. pin erty and the trapping% of being middle
class that are critical to Walter Lee's anger and ambition She returns to
the words of Mama -My husband always said being any kind of a
And 11 NI is
sen ant wasn't a fit thing kyr a man to have to be

lust like lumhe wasn't meant to wait on nolxidy' (I lansbern 1(13)
liggins w rites in her notch( x ik -Reread the testimi ins cii w alms in the

Cleaning I 'p' section of 'tuds Terkel % tliyrking

The CLmns of Visual literacy
It did not take I liggins long to learn what she had been suspecting
that the heat and fun of the -Which values?" dekne is matched, if ru*
exceeded by that 14 the -Which medium?" dame. For I liggins the issue
becomes- To what extent should our humanities program make use of

film, and television to develop visual literacy at a time when many ol
our students are reading so infrequently, with such disinterest, and w ith
such weak skills? I liggins answers without hesitancy. -very hule Ft

every single hour of pleasure reading her stucknts do, thes ssakh It)
hours of telesision twins' dream is to reserse this ratio, not nuke it

worse -1X'hy should I spend my tune indulging the habits t4 the
n erindulgecP"

The complication is that I li,mins loses both the Sidney Poitier and
Ruby I fee and the American Playhouse films of Raisin, and intends io
show parts of one or both t4 them in class And so she wonders how
she can lustily this use of dass time to her colleagues. the parents of her
students and herself The last thing she wants is a snide remark from

a math or science teacher -Oh so that's what the hununities are
having a VCR baby-sit sour studerits," And, of course, there are the
larger questions of if and how to use the other visual forms of popular
culture political canoims. music videos, advertisements, magazines,
soden games?

In her hean of hearts, Higgins thinks that Neil Pnstman is right.
Tele% ision has caused the reading crisis by insinuating the criterion of

entertainment so deeply into our culture, we are, to use his phrase.
"amusing oursdves to death In his words- -Hooks. it would appear.
base now become an audio-visual aid- (Postman 143) liut she also
finds herself in agreement with the s iews of those, such as former Chair

of the National Endowment for the Humanities Lynne Cheney. ss ho
argues that Postman's position is unduls pessimistic In Humanittes in

Amenca she expressed confidence that there were a variety of
successful progrants and approaches that use the -inuge to increase
apprec !Agin for the sst,rd (Cheney 21f)
'Ilw rwist suc-cessful program. in I liggins' estimation, is the new PBS
tele% isuin series -Ghostwriter She is %cry impressed with the work of
( ilette Danite. the series senuir edut animal adviser She finds little to
argue w ab in Danny.% desc opium t 4 -Ghostwriter's" stories, and their
p issible benefits for het students
"Mel. fihe episi Kles1 in%
.1%

111111silt l".

e pit its that t enter around sill h

Lisliung [until% of slew, and
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pt i ene and they inf hide such o arred rmerests a wrnit.:s.

'.idei games_ and Inendshtp The c haraf ter!. approach
text ctinfickmle and resourcefully. while acting pretty
mut h like fral ktds stnce these ntestery stones lunge nrt
reading and comm.,' %wooers become inihed mith
literacy as they bet time monis cd in the Lharafter and
pEnts

f2!

I

I hgams %%Finders

hy there are sic v reu h4 lk s. and lho Ykt...reeeS i )n the sets

1 du ism nter;' but She is gratehd tt 1 he ahk try Leta Irrimerid at least
rie shit
ti 1 her students and them Immlws Nral she has her noon
dilemma In irk 1 TM site decides she needs a a. tearer understanding

n4 exadh i.iijt I. istui hicslo.
In their h n ik i.ir,aI Mei,,,agef haec=rating Imagery and himnovreoL
1)a% id c.rinsucline and C iJII I hie% detine %Nital

comprehend and Lreare mbirmacion that

t

as she altiltte tu
Carrwd and ennoeyed

Itgguis. has reseroaru ins about both haloes
n4 the definfutrn nn the -ctrmprehension- side. she is not corm snced
dirt trigh inugere" I 1-f..

dui this is as. serif Ms .1 mi. hlein as Ca Instdine and 1 bre.- suggest. In their

Item. children and atb Ik7.terus can be easel% manipulated in o mut
media and kn. e a diftittik time thstmguishing irutatic trom realne. Thee
It a I fl ear-tiM mitt, allegetik pnvisrirted mot nt her
rept rrt the t
Inends atter rem mg the nit % ic Heatherc Theo ii Tildude
Matt lugh sut it ins-tames are rare. theo dtlnii-Istrate 11,6m.

Impressionable y mt penrk can be Afitil!, %%lin, are
trying Pt help et+ung pet pie deal IAA the pressures and
pu6bleins .1mith substance abuse. sexual expenmentatu in. and other issues cannot allord tn ignnre
the allure and sn ul sant min Olen _Mc irded be the silo er

screen IL/ instdine and !Dies Not
Rut !pun I hggins perspechoe this argument. its imphed threat aside.
cities nlit add up to an endisrsentent (If a Waal hieraty apprt tat h to the
humanities %% hat it suggests tit her is that she needs to c tinunue to see

leen tw ies nt ti teat h them
site finds the -6. reati in- side .1 the delimit, in in, ire plausible. hut still

Iv if come lilting Yes. site agrees that her students need fat ;hie
&lcs she hay c a
m ide range nil intffinninit alums skills and medu
quarrel m fill Ci Isuline and I I.deo
phi rto
wins. ado etti.ements i.i iiti titer pit igrants and tdeerapes VC,. she agrees that a
humanities, IUIK uhun sim mid int lude them hut still she mt indef. Isn't
this the Irsponsibillic
te.ft het' M Intsiries% i inugen t reated

through words. hers is inugeri created in other tia..s Nhe will nuke a

point of asking the art teacher if she could design an art protect
connected to the characters. ser ng. themes or props of Thrum
I figgin

r if two nunds ahr rut Cr nvridme and 1 lalet "s other ideas and

classroom .4uggesttons as well Yt N. she thinks it is important to
hafft-nge stereoti pc. midis .md fat.tual distortions m nun k-s. about
er stimes
fustrific C% tilts No,. she w ill hr hat e the Mile Err %rho ri (
113" in c mkt try do that Yes. hat ing her smarms write an essay
comparing rdnei Iroiner s rarer piccari ii 44 iX alter tee w cdi Dann%
( ;It it er's 'c turd Fuld% is rat' r it
redo ir man, es it rho rht \V V
she doles no it think this is die kind c

ethnic-taring pro rte,A sc huh hung.

her students In the [Wan fit the if' ,
tquil Me:fitee* ac MUM
mni.nrt, inik sis and sugz.:esno ins tor
teaching rhe inginal film i erstr in ct Kap in I I gins find. this set tit
the most &sappy tinting if all Riusin is de.-,4,ribed as -essenua fh a Black
film in which Whites are orik Incidental r the ph it Teat he;.8 are
instructed to hat e students -make i hr" it the -ditticidt conditions- the
Younger's ::t e in. find evidence c 4 Walter Lees many pieuidices. and
discuss w hat dies think the Younger fanuli should do in the face if this
Ilandner -4 ippo isitir

Considine and lalei 2r-4r As 1 figgins reads

this. MIMS- pr tint all( Tut hint dIff101it it f hi is- t4 lute liberals to o tat

tt hiteness

their

MIL'. 41114C foriette and disturbing
(

Int his:, ins

As I hggins pauses in her fC_ItIrng. she is tilted with nusgnings she
is !withered In the quesm in 'Wkii hat e realli learned that it ill make
Me a better teat het'. :VW( it ceks if readinv.:_ hr: is luunted In a R4 Tilers
Crites mu tutu in the humanities do ry it begin in a student s reading
evenent c. hut in
es--the ni, nal preparato in w e bong tr* %chi HI.
t4 1 Mr re:Iding CNITcHens. c- I 321 \c r4.1 . kith% as through the simuner. she

has to tate the CAI Mit she kni it% s nothing nir,re alum! the moral
preparam in" her students w ill bring to sc

wit than she thri har k in NIA

she also realizes tom, huh ii she has I wen taking to -t granted she kis
assiimed that i Mt e again her new students w ill find her likable. lair .

t jri g. organized. Interesting smart and (lex In other winds thy his
assumed that her students, at least at the 4 riltCt. ;% ill pie her thchendit
rit the d4 itilct. frith rit her lead. gnu. her .1 lunt e 1 teat Ii them she has

temporan4 forgonen the warnings in !fettled Kohl's I Winl learn
Frrour Ecru' Krill wroth: that mans t hddren cope with L his ci tutu xigh
the *a msc u *us sfiategi c4 n4 A-learning tom irked as dies arc dui
learning the teat her's S ersu in of the tnith t an sr mietimcs &stun -rni-

J1-

10) Aftei all this reading. she does not even know how she will
explain and justify her humanities curriculum to her students. What will
she say as she introduces Raisin on the first day?
She is tempted 10 adopt the humanities as tools metaphor, and let it
go at that She kels a strong need to put these lxx
behind her, and
get to her school. get into the comnmnity. and start meeting with
colleagues. parents. and students But she decides that the first step is
to tre- to dee clop some ce In:wrist:, about a curricular direction among

her colleagues Right frtim the surt she needs to present herself as a
well-informed, self-aware leader. who is receptiee to good ideas.
insightful cntic isms. and cilgent arguments I ler plan is to present each

of the six humanities curnculum frameworksincluding her ownfor
disciismon and debate
She begins to re4earse her introductory speech to her colleagues:
-What I %%mild like to do this morning is by out six different humanities

frameworks. which we might adopt to guide us this year I will be as
candid as possible about my likes and dislikes, and it will not take you
long to locate in buses. and to recognize my debts. 1'm trusting that
1.ou will be as critical of the Higgins model. as I am of the others:-

Tee spent most of the summer reading and thinking about the
frameworks of the culture warriors, various theorists of humanities
education At the outset. I assumed that I would find one best one, or
be able to combine the best features of sceeral of each But then I
concluded that the most approprute framework If I miur students is one
informed, but not oserridden by theory I reached the conclusion that
what we need is a eision of our wink hit b misc. Out of our reading
of our humanities texts, rather than descending from on high At that
moment I realized that I was no longer a reading teacher At that point
I knew I had become a humanities professional. fin an equal fOoting
ith the scholars and polk- makers I had been reading I realized that
the cukure warriors had won at least one battle I had become one of
them
In chismg Id like to say that I has e tried to think of some es a of bong

fair to George Murchison But I se decided tlut I cannot abide his
instrumental slew of reading I agree with lk-neatha- -Manu. George is
a fl x

inest

1 To my know ledge NI. 1

hist lee( ame interested in educational

theor in Jencks. -Whom Must We Treat Equall for Educational

1 si
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Opportunity to Be Equal?" I ler dilemmas were frequently on my mind
during the I iniversity of Minnesota Workshop of the ACLS Elementary

and Secondary Schools Teacher Curriculum Development Project.
Credit for whatever insights this paper holds is shared with my friends
and colleagues from the seminar: Marcia Eaton, Michael Kennedy, Lyn
l.acy, Mary Oberg, David Rathbun, John Ouellette-1 lowitz, Cynthia
Rogers and Rohn Stewart. Responsibility for the paper's shortcomings
rests entirely with its author.
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I Iistory and the Humanities:
The Politics of Objectivity and the Promise of Subjectivity
Etv Koritleld
San Diego State l'nitvrsily
For tliose %vho wish to reflect upon the politics of claims to historical
objectivity, the classroom scenes in Luis Puenzo's 198i film, The (Wicial
Story. are particularly instructive. The film's hen oine, Alicia Marnet
Ibanez, is a history teacher in an Argentinian academy in 1983. As the

film opens. Alicia is the unquestioning bearer of the official story of
Argentina's recent past: at home, she happily nu others as her (own a
Gaby, -found" at birth in 1978 by Alicia's husband, Roberto, a
financier and government supporter; at sclu n of. she teaches history
mechanically according to the official texts. '1'he scenes in Alicia's
classroom, which punctuate the story of her reluctance to confront the
question of Gaby's parentage, reveal the powerful ways in which
Alicia's claims to historical objectivity reinfi orce her private comfort and

blindness.
The first classroom scene shows Alicia greeting a new class with her
customaly demands for order and discipline. Later, she expresses her
disapproval of a teacher of literature (of course!) who uses exuberant
role-playing to engage his students' imaginations and to foster freedom
and creativity. As her students attempt to question interpretations or to
open up issues left firmly closed by the textbook, Alicia silences them
by noting that history is not a debate and that she requires them simply
to memorize and recite (or at least to summarize) the official texts. In

a highly charged scene, her students plaster the classroom with
clippings ah( out the "disappeared." Alicia grimly removes this alterna-

tive (and impermissible) moil of historical evidence, and moves to
discipline the ( outstanding relicl by repotting him to the authorities.
only the intervention of the literature teacher saves Alicia from this
Ifrrther blind c( omplicity in the repressi( on and disappearance of the
Argentinian Opposition. Alicia's Ilk, teaching and historical vision are
strictly !mounded by the ( official story. Further, the film suggests through

brilliant juxtapositions of home and school, it is decidedly in her
interest to uplu Ad the houndariesindeed, not even to rec( ognize their
existence. .(ich are the politics of ( objectivity.
Very well, we might c( ailment, but that was Argentina at a panicularly repressive nu anent in its recent histoiy Surely the democratic,
multicultural I 'lifted States of America fosters no such private or public

repressions. Perhaps not in those exaggerated forms. But as the
government develops national history standards to he enforced through
nationwide "objective" testing of schoolcUdren, it is hard to conclude
that we are completely free of an official story. As "history wars" rage
in public schools and universities around the country. it is difficult to
dismiss the power of the myth of historical objectivity. And as advocates

of "traditional" historical scholarship and teaching lament the
"politicization" of the discipline, it is impossible to ignore the politics
of objectivity. This essay seeks to reflect upon these issues in light of

recent scholarship on the American historical pnifession, and to
suggest a possible alternative to the fallen myth of historical objectivity,
contained in the promise of subjectivity itself.

In tracing the emergence and ascendancy of the myth of historical
objectivity, it is well to note the broader cultnral context. Not only did
this founding myth of the American histor:cal pnifession arise in the
midst of a general European and American loye affair with science (as
Peter Novick discusses so yvell in Thai A'abIe Dream: "Ilw "Objectivity
Question" and the American Historical ProliNsionl, hut it also found

fertile ground in a nation in whose own founding myths that of a
neutral, objective "rule of law" figured centrally. American presidents
front Thomas Jefferson to George Bush based claims for American
exceptionalism or "uniqueness" up( m this concept of a rule of law,
grounded in objectivity, fairness and impartiality. If this founding myth
managed to ignore the fundamental omissions (of worsen. people of
coh)r, the poor) in American constitutions and kiw s. and to reinforce,
legitimize and naturalize the social power of dominant Americans, so
much harder to shake were its claims to political objectivity.'
Similarly, the myth of historical (*leen% ity was embraced enthusias-

tically by a profession of elite, white males without an ostensible or
acknowledged pilitical agenda. For most historians, this was und( mhtedly a myth in which they believed; for mime. perhaps, it was a
regulative fiction Still, with all diaritable motivaticms accribed to these
historians as individual scluilars and teachers, the politics of objectivity
for the gnmp are hard to deny. (:enainly the notion (if tibjectivity was
very ust lul for the prolessionalwat I( in I )1 the discipline, and the
disciplining of the pnitession( it, to put this am ither way, fot the
repression and disappearance of amateurs and other illitsiders. This is
apparent in Ni wick's treatment of the years between I H90 and I WO
(when the myth of ohjectivity prevailed inore ( mftcn than not), as well
as in Jacqueline Gtiggin's subseqiient mudy of women historians and

the American historical profession between 1890 and 1940. Goggin
cites vanous instances in which women were rejected for professional
appointments or research funds on the grounds that they could not be
sufficiently objective. For example, when asked to recommend a
historian to write about the women's suffrage movement in 1916,
J. Franklin Jameson put forward a man, noting that a woman at Smith
who was interested in the topic might not be able "to take an entirely
broad view of the subject" (Goggin 782). And so it went.
The myth of historical objectivity shaped not only the prokssional
klentity of historians, but also the nature of historical evidence. I hstory.

the myth held, like all social sciences, could and should operate
scientifically. A verifiable hypothesis should he checked against all of
the "facts" in all of the archives. Competing bits of written data should
be weighed (objectively, of course) and all of the bias of the writers and
historical actors emptied out. Then, and only then, coukl a point-of-

viewless story be told: the tmth. The supposed congruence of this
process with both Western science and American law, as well as its
utility in regulating a nascent profession, doubtlessly added to its
inherent intellectual attractions of coherence, simplicity and totality.

If the wider cultural context bolstered the rise of the myth of
historical objectivity, broader intellectual and social currents also
contributed to its decline and faH. In American political culture, one
need only mention the jolt from the consensual 1950s to the turbulent
1960s and 1970s, when various groups of social outsiders demanded
voice, recc)gnition and rightsand eventually the acktuiwledgement of
separate cultural identities and subjectivities. The objectivity of American law, the neutrality of original intent, and even the fairness of the
founders' vision were questioned by scholars and activists alike. The
sacred realm of science itself was subjected to critiques of gender and
racial bias, as well as its unexamined relations to the power of the state.
Within the historical profession. the same period saw the complex
diversificatk m and fragmentatk m of the profession and the discipline.
The entrance into the profession of women, working-class men and
people of color combined with the demand of "every group (for) its own

historian" to shake the old, easy assumption that a historian from a
dominant group could speak for all. As in literature, art. music and other
humanistic disci p..nes, newcomers to the historical professii in often
brought new perspectives, questions and methods, and challenged the
hiskirical canon of great events, great men and great deeds. The canon,
some suggested, was less a manifestation (if ( )bwctivity than a teleok igi-

cal justification of established social hieranhies Indeed, the (Am-)

1

diversification of the historical profession also raised the political issue,
profoundly troubling to many traditionalists, of whether a middle-class,
white male historian could speak for outsiders at all, without appropriating and distorting the stories of those vvhom the canon had traditionally silenced. Echoing developments in the larger culture, the discipline
of history suffered separatism and schism into sub-fields, as historians

in different areas tended less and less to read each other's work or to
value each other's methods and approaches. The unified. "objective"
story of the past seemed to slip away forever, leaving only the clamoring
voices of former outsiders and the lamentations of former insiders.'

At the same moment, the instability of historical evidence was
exposed, and the "scientific" assumptions of the founding myth
assailed on all sides. First, cognitive and social psychologists challenged the possibility of ever locating an objective observer or
historian. Selective perception and subjective judgments were inevitable, they argued, with the greatest gaps developing between individuals inhabiting very different social spaces. If one's life experience
prepared one to credit certain stories or -facts" and to discredit others.
then an ohjectri e stance was an impossible dream. This challenge,
coining as it did from a "scientific" discipline with case studies and
control groups, was particularly difficult to ignore.'
Sec( Hid, INISIstrtldllralists and postmodernists from a ariety of
humanistic disciplines attacked historians' (and other social scientists')
naive views of fact icity and narrative. The troubling questions from this
quarter came fast and thick: can any "facts" or social "reality" exist
without prior construction and interpretation? Can any narrative escape
rhetorical strategies and subjective choices? If not, what separates fact
from fiction in the archives, or in our historical writing? 'the belief in the
s(}lidity and objectivity of historical narrative, as opposed to slippery.
subjective literary interpretatir in, eroded with each successive ques-

tionat least aniong those historians who heeded the postmodern
discussion in the humani.t.es of the politics of narrative.'

It is at this critical juncture at which we now standif a "we" can still

he said to exist. In the midst of this disciplinary confusion and
prigessional schism, is there any hi pe for the future? In the face of the
demise (4. its founding myth, can the historical profession survive and
historical scluilarship and teaching be strengthened? In spite of all of

the divisii m and lamentathms, I believe that we can glimpse the
promise of new appriiaches and intellectual frontiers. But all depends

upon hisri irians willingness to forsake the founding claims of objectivity and si )031 science, and to embrace enthusiastically the pc issibilities
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contained in subjectivity and the humanities !fere I can only suggest
three of the many a% enues we might pursue. a deliberate shift to
interdisciplinary models; the inclusion and emphasis of new types of
evidence (especially those traditionally considered too modest, just as
p ipular culture has been seen as tor, lowly to enter the literary can( in ):
and, perhaps most important fin- teachers t f history. the cultivation and

development of our powers of empathy.
"Me first area of promise might come from the blurring (if disciplinary

definitions and boundaries themselves. As disciplinary solidity and
hubris bleak dow n. new interdisciplinary conversations appear more
p issible and fruitful than ever before. In particular. interdisciplinary
onnet lions ithin the humanities promise to enrich historical texts,
w ha Ii are now seen to be alive with different interpretative possibilities. inner k-nsions, and intertextuality. Indeed, our ery conception of
a text might expand considerably. Interdisciplinary work might also
kinlier villa en historical contexts, n( Cw apparently filled with conlestatory

indic Owls and social groups, and previously unrecognized relationships ot paver. Paradoxically. as hist( irians abandon claims t()
historical objectivity. our services are increasingly sought by "new
fiisii waists- in a variety of humanistic. disciplines. Assuming that
linguistic gaps can be bridged and meth( id ilogical tensions contained,
interdist iplmary connections might pit i e mote exciting and sophisticated than ever heti ire.
The unexpected pleasures and tew aids of inteidisciplinary clinversalmons are already becoming apparent in the work of some adventurous historians. kir example, out of a long teat !ling collahoration with
the anthropologist Clifford Geenz. Ri Melt D.0 mon began pressing at
the boundaries between history and ultui al ;intim rpok rgy (that most
humanistic strain of anthn pc k g I I )arnton's kelebrated hot rk. The
Higory.
riwat Ca: Massactv and Other hp:mules Ill FIVIICh
explores
the
attempt to (10 "history in the ethm igrapha gram" (3 ). as it
folktales.
systems C it meaning behind eighteenth centur) hench peasant
insanal ppt ent K es* If Ike,' and erenionics, nu geois urban top igraphy. and intellec mak epistentologa al strategies sharing the cultural
ilogist's sense ext itement "t pturing C itherness," I >ant(
and
finds his point 4 unti to the atchl% es in the unfamiliar -Viten we
t annot get .1 pi( a ell), (1r a it Ike, or a ritual. ur a pion. we km rw we are
It pit king at the dot ument whet e it is most opaque,
)11 I()
el an alien system of meaning. The thread might
ht.
11111
cacti lead inti 1 a sttange and wiaakIltil world iew" (Darntm 5) I lis
annul ipHII )git .11 emphaws in !lie interpretation of systems o' meaning

nd on the iinfamiliar complement Darnton's historical interest in

change over time and place. as he attempts to historicize the insights

of cultural anthropology.'
Throughout his lurk, Darnton's goal is "to show not merely what
people thought but how they thoughthow they construed the world,
invested it with meaning, and infused it with emotion" (3). Everywhere
he registers his recognition that "ordinary" people "think with things:
or with anything else that their culture makes available to them, such
as stories or ceremonies" (4). Therefore his concept of historical "texts"

is very broad indeed, including folktales. rituals. ceremonies, roleplaying, jokes, proverbs, and popular medicine. But Darnton also
insists on the importance of broader contexts for understanding
individual maps of social reality. 1-le believes that at all levels "individual
expression takes place within a general idiom, that we learn to classify

sensations and make sense of things by thinking within a framework
provided by our culture" (6).

Darnton's method, then,

is

to examine "ethnographically" the

language and structure of his various texts. and to relate them "to the
surrounding world of significance, passing from text to context and
back again until one has cleared a way through a foreign mental world"
(6). This rather imprecise and subjective method cannot produce a
systematic or "objective" account, and Darnton admits as much. I lc
hastens to deny any claim for the typicality of his peasants or artisans.
as he readily reveals that his chapters "are meant to interconnect but not

to interlock like the parts of a systematic treatise" (262). But his
contextualized analyses of texts with disguised symbolic meanings and

multiple layers of deference and rebel!:.in yield an intriguing, if
undeniably subjective, historical interpretation informed by interdisciplinary perspectives.
A second model for new interdisciplinary connections appears in the

recent work of Joan Wallach Scott. Der groundbreaking collection of
essays, Gender and the Adak's qf 1 !ism:v. was inspired by discusions
with literary sclu ilars at the Pembroke Center for Teaching and
Research on Women. As So nt admits, seminars over the years there
virtually forced her to come to terms with poststructuralist theory and
its implications for her field of French social history She found this
process . of discovery both rewarding and difficult. In transgressing
disciplinary boundaries, she encountered "problems of language and
translation, of the adaptability of reigning disciplinary paradigms, and

of the significanceif anyof supposed oppositions between the
methods and projects ot' history and literature" (Scott 1). Not simply
abstract theoretical issues, these problems shook Scott's sense (if
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professional and political iderrity She emerged determined to apply
the poststructuralist insights of literary scholars and philosophers to
historical study through a series of essays on gender and the politics of
historical research and writing.
Like Darnton. Scott examines the construction of meaning rather
than facts or causalitythe him rather than the what or why. To study
the "conflictual processes that establish meanings" or "the ways in
which such concepts as gender acquire the appearance of fixity," Scott
must pose new questions that upset the basic narratives of traditional
history. -The str )ry is no longer alx nit the things that have happened to
women and men and how they have reacted to them; instead it is alxiut

how the subjective and collective meanings of women and men as
categories of identity have been constructed" (Scott S. 6). Her texts are
decidedly not limited to those usually associated with women's history',
for she finds gender, the social organization or knowledge of sexual
differences, to be centrally present in political and diplomatic history
as well as in social history. For Scott, -gender is, in fact, an aspect of
social organization generally. It can be found in many places, for the

meanings of sexual difference are invoked and contested as part of
many kinds of struggles for power. Social and cultural knowledge
about sexual difference is therefore produced in the course of most of
the events and processes studied as history" (6).
To explore gender in such disparate texts. Scott must also develop
a new way of reading. a new historical method. The "literal, thematic
reading" typical of history will no longer suffice (6). She turns to the
methods of literary deconstruction, to learn in mi its emphasis on
textuality, or "the ways arguments are structured and presented.** and
its governing assumption -that meaning is conveyed through implicit
or explicit contrast, through internal differentiation" (7). Moving a step
beyond Darnton, Scott regards contexts themselves as unstable texts,
full of contested and shifting meanings. While Darnton uses the work
of French social historians as context for his interpretation of peasant
folktales and other puzzling texts, Scott subjects the work of French

social historians to textual analysis, for it.

tot ),

constitutes power

through knowledge. Si)cial reality is forever slightly out of firms, as the
lens !wives film) text to text, rather than frinn text to context.

Despite these methological experiments, however, Scott remains a

historian. She attests to her fundainental interest in "historicizing
gender by pc minting to the variable and o rntradiony meanings attrib-

uted to sexual difkrence, to the political pn icesses by which those
meanings are devekped and omtested, to the instability and mallea-

bility of the categories wor"en* and 'filen.* and to the ways those

categories are articulated in terms of one another, although not
consistently or in the same way every time" (10). Thus Scott. top, offers

a daring. if -inevitably partial." attempt to open an interdisciplinary
conversation without losing her historical soul (11). Paradoxically, her
approach promises to intrtiduce a new epistemological rigor into the
historical discipline. by borrtming from that openly subjective neigh11( r. literature.

Subjectivity also promises us an oppirtunity to unoiVer and %alue
new kinds of historical e% idence, as old demands for 11(cts" and
objectivity wane. We might follow the pioneers in African-American
and women's history in placing greater value on oral histories and
personal. subjective 11%es and letters, without advancing claims of
universality. typicality or representativeness for them. An excellent
example of this subjectivist stance comes in Laurel Thatcher Ulrich*s
introduction to A Midwife's Mk: The Lik of Martha Ballard. Based on
Iler Maly, I 785- I812. Noting that Ballard's diary was long neglected
by historians who found is to( trivial and subjective. Ulrich argues that
it actually resuwes -a Ic ist substructure of eighteenth-century life" and
thus "transf(Ints the nature (if the es idence up( in which much of the
history of the pen( id has been written" (2")

Martha's diary reaches to the marrow of eighteenthcentury life The trivia that so annoyed earlier readers
pn wide a c( insistent. daily record of the operation of a

female-managed economy. The scandals excised by
local historians provide insight into sexual behavior,
marital and extramarital, in a time of tumult and change.
The remarkable birth records, 814 deliveries in all, allow

the first full accounting of delivery practices and of
obstetrical in mality in any early American town The
family squabbles that earlier readers (and abridgers) of
the diary fimnd almost as embarrassing as the sexual
references show how chisely related Martha's (iccupatum was to the life cycle of her ciwn family, and reveal the
pri% ate politics behind publit issues like imprimmment

tor debt. (

h 33 )

Ballard's diary is ertamly lull of tii%13 and subjecti%uy. Ulrich
(includes. hut it is ils c "an unparalleled (hit ument in early American
histoiy It is pmerfill in part because it is so difficult to use. so
imyk.kling in its dailmess" (33) Rather than (iliscuring these qualities
under a veil (4 (ibjectivity. I irich choows to emphasize the subiectivity
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both of the evidence and of her :nterpretation. by transcribing 10 king

passages of the diary. -In each case," she explains frankly. -the
important' material, the passage or event highlighted in the accompanying discussion. is submerged in the dense dailiness of the complete
excerpt. Juxtaposing the raw diary and the interpretive essay in this
way. I have hoped to remind readers of the compkxity and subjectivity
of Nsiorical reconstruction, to give them some sense of both the affinity
and the distance between history and source" (3-i). Thus the personal
and subjective became the stuff of an explicitly subjective historical
interpretationand were awarded a Pulitzer Prize!
Finally, the promise of subjectivity might be realized through a new
appreciation and cultivation of the power of empathy. One of the most
novel approaches to historical understanding, empathy represents a
way of knowing that was soundly rejected and despised by objectivists
as dangerously subjective. Indeed, the concept was so dangerous that
it was gendered: empathic understanding was traditionally associated
with women (who could feel intuitively but not judge intellectually. it
was said), and was first rescued from academic oblivion by feminist
psychologists such as Carol (iilligan and Nancy Chodorow. As they and
their followers define it. empathy involves three basic phenomena:
( ) feeling the emotion of another: ( 2) understanding the
experience or situation of another, both affectively and
(ognitively, often achieved by imagining oneself to be in
the pc )sition of the other: and (3) acticm bu night about by
experiencing the distress of another ( hence the confusion of empathy with sympathy and compassion). The

first two forms are ways of knowing. the third form a
catalyst fin- acti( )n. (1 lenderm in 159 r

Relying up( in admittedly suhective feelings and 'magmatic nis. then.
historical empathy woukl invite students. teachers and scholars alike to

attempt to recreate a fuller range of past hum:m experience than
objectivity would ever allow. We might approach this type of historic al
understanding thn nigh primary mnirces with affective la ers, such as
music, art, literature, films, diaries, letters, or even court cases, as II mg
:is we ate careful akvays to ask qttestions that elicit empathic respiinses
Student i nirnals are particularly effective here, as a pri% ate prelude to
class discussit m. Thus, students in a Western Civilization o nirse might
inder Pahl( i Picassii's Guermca and Jean-Paul Sartre's No Eva.
students of colonial America might respinld to the court c.ase of the
%% ho c% as beaten "Int Ire Liken .1
indentured servant. Charity
doggy then a Christian" in %It ginia in I() 19. students in I S I list( it)

IIi

surveys might crimpare the depictions of American slavery in Harriet
Beecher stow e's 'rtcle Tom's Cabo; and the dramatization of Solomon
Notthrup Oqrsse.e. the story of a free African-Amencan kidnapped into
1 2 years of enslavement, and graduate students in an Introduction to
historical methods might view and reflect upon the portrait of the
discipline in Luis Puermi's gflictal Storr Class discussions might invite
students tri compare their empathic responses. and to use their new
insights to comment upon the historical interpretations that they hat e
been offered
A complementary approach to de% ek ping our powers of empathy
might make greater use ot oral historr:s in nir research and in our
t lassaxmis We might turn to tin ise maim- iriI histi irs proiects that have
been collected in libraries and art hitt., annind the cc nmtry. or to those
smalki ones that we and r nir students can reale thri nigh interviews
ss ith grandparents. ret ent immigrants. migrant wrnkers.
cis ii rights
a, tit 1st, in ()in- Ir it al tomniumties 1 ew 'them pedagogii. meth( ids

engage students tin nu ins and !magmatic ins mr ne duct tly. or teach
them int ire b ni efully that we all make histort M nem cr, oral histr lry
is especially aluahle in our attempts to understand anise people w ho
lease few or no written hist( liii. ,ml ret ord.. and are often silent and
invisible in traditional histories

A third approach to empathic understandingand ni

perm mat

fat onteo wiles thic nigh historical role-ph mg. in w hit h students read
primary sources and then ad( pt the view s and perm inahties of historical
haracters settings mt nit ing conflict, moral dilemmas. or role-reversal
(where a male student plays a ss tnnan. or a V. hoe student a pet-St ni if

«ilorr often pro% e most tiv night-pros okmg and instructive. Roleplaying can he employed in class debates and discussions as st ell as in
papers. a coinbinatu in of the ttt o it er a semester creates a potent
empathic learning experience For example. in my introductory survey
of c..:0 American histt try. a student might w rite an essay in the voice
of a set enteenth-centurt Amerindian slat e. offering advice to a new
aptite She might then Ali ipt the tole of an Antifederalist in a t kiss
debate on the desnahilitt cit the I
(:( Institut', in of 1-8-. and attend
t (ins ention cit Ament an telonnets in the ls Ills In the persona of
I medent k Ihniglass..Nlaigmet 1 miller ngelina thunke, Hem) Hat id
(11 U,il,mli A'Aldf I I mtg./ in
In
hful paper. she might reflect
upon the question of Ainelit an ev eptionalism hom the peispet tite
of a nett
wilko 11/ 11111nel sLit (2 liliistitig
144. 1111411R hi in hi C.11 h It these t'\tt t ises imagination as tt ell as
sow( es glitcle
pith vs, iif hisit tilt Al dist lit en and interpretation

1to

one excellent example cif the promise of this empathic approadi fOr
historical scholarship can he found in Natalie lemon Dayts's 71re Return
Qf Marlin Guerre. Da% ts's attempt -to make hist( irical SettNe" if it the
puzzling case of identity in early nu )(tern Nance was based mit only on
exhaustive archival research, but aim mum hei (Ibsen ation ot Frenc
actors and actresses recreating their characters' emotional, affectne
lives for the film, Le Rekiur de Marin,/ Guene. AN Davis notes. -Watching
Gerard Depardieu feel his way into the role ot the false Martin Guerre

gave me new ways to think about the accomplishment of the real
impostor. Arnaud du Tilh. I felt I had my own historical laboratory.
generating not proofs. but historical possibilities' (Davis viii). Once
possibilities rather than plias are considered the stuff of history .
empathy bewmes a valuable tool for historical research and teaching. '
In lesser hands, of course, empathic understanding might not yield
quite so stunning a result. Indeed, there are potential pitfalls in this

novel approach. including the claim of knowing too easily and
possessing the Other, or of ignoring complex historical differences in
a search for essential human nature. We must take great care not to
allow a new type of intellectual imperialism to he born under the mantle
of subjective empathy. liut it seems to me that the possible benefits are

worth the risks. For developing our powers of empathy seems to
promise us a chance to achieve a fuller understanding of history's
-inarticulate,- who left few traditional written records. Empathy also
offers the possibility of breaking through the walls of misunderstanding
and mistrust between individuals in different social groups. an essential

prerequisite to a juster distribution of social power_ For all of its
difficulties, empathy might constitute a source of intersubjectivity that
we cannot do without
such was certainly the c ase fiir Alicia Marnet lbabez. As Me Official

Stwy unfolds, Alicia's life and historical vision (or blindness) are
prof( nindly distmhed bY the power of empathy. Slowly and painfully.
as her old friend Anna I orc es Alicia to listen to the haunting story of her
imprisonment and torture ti ir suspected oppositionist sympathies. and
as Alit ia meets Giby's real grandinother and learns of the viiilent
"disappearance.' and probable torture of Gaby's mother. her perspective w idens Empathizing with these suffering women of several
!he official
generattons who have been rendered silent and in% isible

story, Alicia finally confronts l ben(
climplkity in their tippresso in
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knowing and her own blind

In a critk al scene in the midst of Alicia's transfornution. shit
encounters 3rI alterflAtIVC ViSion of the past in her classic x CA mtrary
to the express w 'shes of his teacher and the clear. authontatiye account
in his textb4 mks. her most rebellious student. Costa, offers Alicia an
alternatne nairatne in an examination paper. Previously. when Alicia
had pressed a nen( ms student to supply -facts- from the textbook to
support his unlicensed reading of Argentina's revolutionary history .
Costa had declared in his lassmate's defense that one could never find
the tnith in the textlx mk. for -history is written by the assassins.Shocked by his lac k Of respect for her and for historical ribjectivity.
Alicia had promptly silenced and dismissed Costa from the classroom.
Ile had been a thorn in her side for months Now he writes that the
laikirs of a republican hero of IMO cut out his tongue to silence him.
When challenged by Alicia to present the documentar y. evidence for
his contention (from the official texts. if course). Costa replies that texts
are not the only sources of know ledge; his sympathy leads him to his
conclusions. Alicia pro 'tests mildly that without a seance to communicate with history's ghosts. Costa couldn't really know this. Then. to the

uner amazement of all, she praises Costa's abilities and awards the
paper a high grade. Both the grade and the cautionary comment, which
seems by implication to invite the class to ask those martyrs who are
still alive for their stories (much as Alicia herself is doing privately).
validate a new, broader recreation of Argentina's past. 1 ler students
have taught their teacher a fundamental lesson alxiut history and its
possibilities. Under their prodding. Alicia admits the power of empath)
as a pan of her historical pedagogy, and thus begins to rewrite the
ilficial story with her students.
NO

ites

I delis ered an earlier %ersion of this papt.1 tinder the title. -I lish wical
Evidence and Objectivity.- in a lecture series sponsored by the Master
of Arts in Liberal Arts program at San Diego State l'niversity. 1 would

like to thank the program's director. I low ard I Kushner. and the lively
audience at the lecture. I also wish to acknowledge the contributions
of in) colleagues in the ACES Elementary and Svoindary Sclux ils
Teacher Curriculum Develiipintmt Proiect in San Diego, and of my
students in 1 listory () I. the graduate seminar in histomcal methods at
San Diego State University Finally. I must express my appreciation to
my fell( iw ACLS post-seo mdarv fell'

s to t their generous respi irises to

my work and their support It is a rare ph/astue 14) collaborate w ith sui h
thoughtful and dedicated teat hers and
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1. Nmick. pans I and 3 Appropro nay enough fin- a Emopean historian
venturing into Ameru.-an historiography. No% ick is often strtmger and
more insightful about the European intellectual background than the
Anwncan cultural ctmtext. For a fuller discussion of the American -rule

of law- and its recent critics. see Komfeld. -Out of order.2. -Every group its own historian- is the title of Nt wick's fourteenth
chapter. which I find to be the most charged and revealing in the b(xk.
The ckipter's rhetorical strategy in one motion introduces Black history
and women's history as unrelievedly separatist (or lesbian-) and
dismisses both as selidestnicrive. Novick suggests that the unintended
effect of Black history was to draw attention away from the worsening
phght of the African-Amencan family ( in reaction against the Moynihan
report ), and that of w omen's histor was to work against equal
Opp( )rtunity for %%omen ( in the Sears case) This structure, as well as the
chapter's unusually strident tone and lack of references to (or knowledge ore) w omen's history. won to place Novick among the lamenters
ithstanding his (curious) desire to
ot the dec line of -t ollec tit itt
F
st
a
sample
t ot the contrmersy surrounding
stand allot e the tra
ii
position.
we the forum tin his Ix xik
Nit% k's OV n intact tual po ilito
don. David A. I tollinger.
ith contnbutions b 1 I I !tester. landa
Allan Mcgill. If( )ro mth Ri is. and Nt i i k himself) in A inerrant

Historical

e that the rift between social

R01(.11'9(13 (June 19911 (1-i--og I
and politic al lustt iruns. ii bet%t ecn sot il and itnellc.c trial hist( irians. is

deep enough to qualit% as a stlusin. as the ideological omfrontatums
at man% Insto Hit t on% enti, ins make o lea, See also the to inim on 'The
in American Ilr%torwal Renew 9 3 ( June
Oki I list( Ort and the Ne
989 ),

-69s

3 Among the pit oneenng ;1st & hohognal studies oit selecti% e perception

and clignitit e mapping w ere Dornbusch et al . I lasto irt. Sc. hneider. and
Polenca. and Abelson et al

Foremost among those historians w ho did heed the postmodern
challenge and attempted to translate it tor their oilleagues were
European intellectual hist( mans. including I lal. den White and Dominick
I.aCapra. Their efforts in this area include White. .th.talitsinty: LaCapra.

Retharkmg hrtellectual History. and LiCapia. History and Crttictsm.
Recently. American intellectual lush loans hate also Iegun to discuss
and respt ind to -the linguistic turn.- et en in teatuted h irums in the
iurnal ot the Amen( Mt I listonk Asm Klan( in Sec. tor example. the
forum on the silhick t by I ),It id 1 larlan and I >at id lb illinger in A trwrkan
1 Itstorical Ret len. 91 3 (june 1914n I. 5P41-626. and the response hy iyce
Appleby in AIllent1111 hstort«t1 Review 9rCri h.t ember 1989 ). 1326-

I

1332, or the forum by Russell acoby and Dominick LaCapra in
American Historical Review 97:2 (April 1992), 405-439.

5. For an introduction to Geertz's approach to cultural anthropology,
see Me Intopretation of Cultures.
6. See also Chodorow, The Reproduction gfillothering and Gilligan, In
A Different Voice.

7. For an introduction to the concerns and methods of oral history, see
Thompson, The Voice of the Past. Dunaway and Baum, Oral I listor);
contains essays by historians and scholars in related fields about the
interpretation and design of oral history projects, the application of oral
history to local, ethnic, family and women's histoty, and the use of oral

history in schools and libraries. The International fimnial qf Oral
llistoryand the Oral Histoty Rerieware also valuable guides to ong( Ang
projects and issues; the Oral Ilistory Association can provide directories
of archives and oral history projects throughout the United States.

8. For a fuller discussion of empathy and its pedagogical possibilities,

see Kornfekl, "The Power of Empathy" and "Representations of
11 istory."

9. Davis was not without her critics: see the exchange between Robert
Finlay and Davis concerning the quality and nature of the scholarship
intim-ming The Return of Martin Guenv in American Historical Review
93:3 (June 1988), 553-603.
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Toward a "Curriculum of I lope":
The Essential Role of Ilumanities Scholarship
in Public School Teaching

Paul A. Fideler
Lesley College

. a decem and humane si iciety requires a
shared language of the w HAI
Michael ignatieff,
7he Need's Simngers
.

A Challenge that Requires Scholar,leachers in our Public Schools

The w(nld outside (air school doors and campus gates and its
rellectkm in our classrooms is becoming ever inure complicated. Each
morning in Brookline, Massachusetts, fin instance, students from 58
primary language groups head to school; in New Vink City the number
of languages is double that. Our schools are :ills( wbing the largest influx
of immigrants since tlw early 1900s. And these children represent the
vanguard of the cultural melting pcitipi)lyglot that is taking shape for
our immediate future. Clearly, we would all he better off if we were able
to engage this circumstance thoughtfully in its full dimensions and
respond to it with a sense of hope and expanding possibilities.
In fhis article I prciptise that current scholarship in the humanities has
ui indispensable role to play fin teachers in facilitating hoth a deeper

understanding of the present and identifying paths of hope and
reninciliation inan the (glen divisive and solipsistic forces we enc.( Mtlter in our classrooms.

I take this position not to advocate fin the new scholarship, or to
attack mnventhmal assumpthms, or to take skies in the burgeoning
debate surrounding "critical pedagogy." Far tn( ne important is that
current issues of metlu idol( igy and perspective are the touch points
thn nigh which the lannanities are engaging and respcmding to the
fotves that shape air world and delimit (nit cia iices. I will examine
aspects of the pi istnu Klern critique itt nu )(tern hist( ak graphy, the
contexts within which this critique developed, and the inn( Walk ins in
scholarship and fwdagogy that it suggests. And, after assessing the
fragmented and pessitnistic It me ot (nit current cultural 'moment,' I will
discuss the remedial pi issibilities In recent scholarship, especially the
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calls for more inclusive public discussion and the pursuit of enlarged
understanding.
All of us who teach in the humanities, regardless ()I tlw grade level,
have much to learn fn nu and contribute to this scholarship: it is crucial
that we create more Opp( ntunities to share our wink and develop a

sense of responsibility and advocacy fin the humanities. I write with
even more conviction abinit tlwse matters now than! inIglit have a year
ago. My experience in the 1992-93 ACIS Ek.mentaly and Sec( mdary
Sell( iols Teacher Curriculum Development Pit lied at I larvatd has
continued my long-held belief that keeping up with current wink in an
area of kir( iwkdge and di iing research or practicing an art fi nun, II me

is inclined, are crucial nourishment fin inspired teaching at all grade
levels. Exposure to current scholarship and ( mtstanding practitioners in
the humanities had a dem( mstrably renewing effect lin the eight teacher

fellows in the program from the Cambridge and Itit x ildine public
schools, all ambitious and accomplished teachers in their own right.
Throughout the year, they reputed that scholarship N as deepening
their insights into the dynamics of their classroilms and suggesting new

instructicmal issues, materials, and strategies to them. And deep
professional bonds developed ana mg die public sch( s )I and college
teachers annind the seininar table.
Beyond this, howe% er, to he seri( nis ;IN nit instituting an educatfi m
system in which all students reflect deeply (in the w( irld as it is, has
bee( nue, and is bectiming will require not ( mly a renewed c( immitment
to the humanities inside our scho()Is and c( illeges, but (mtskle as well.

In spite of the valiant efforts of many, the humanities remain on the

margins in the continuing wave of nail( inal debate aim nit public
education, which was set off by A Nation at Risk in I9H3. The nu ist
widely accepted discourse since then has fiicused on math and science,

ji li skills, and cultivating mai( mal econinnic cot npetitiveness.

Ni

national mandate has appeared calling fin humanities funding,
search, and teaching to inake America ready fi ir the next cent um v.
Meanwhile (Air natkm's civic illiteracy and intellectual and spiritual
impoverishment pn weed apace.

rne reason fi ir this is the absence ot a « winnion t ulture among
lit imanities sell( 4m/teachers that cuts acn iss puhlic stilt s )1 and highei
educatic m and can argue persuasively and lorcehilly for the I kunanities
The estrangement between public sell( iol and college and university
humanities teachers in our muntty is deep and has I wen devel( ping
since the turn of the century. I n those years pnispective teachers began

to be sequestered in "schools of education" in the universities;
k

;
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humanities scholars akin& tned their interest in public schools and
withdrew into their research; and the proponents of occupational and
"life adjustment" training ft tr the expanding nunthers of working class
and immigrant students defeated "the optimists." who advocated the
classical curriculum for all students (Kliebard 3-26; Perk tile, Working
PapoN 127; liestor 104-1.1, 120-21).

John Dewey, too, noticed early On the need to calibrate the sclutols
to a changing student body and society. But, he was also a legendary
optimist, if not in the classics-for-all sense. Dewey's optimishi rested in
his respect for chikken as individuals, each with unique interests and
capabilities for sustained learning, and his insistence that teachers floin
primary through university levels be scholars, not technicians. Scholars
are "so full of the spirit of inquiry," he wrote, "that no matter what they
do, or how they do it" they awaken and inspire "ardent and intense
mental activity" in their students (Perrone, Working PapoN I 2)).' '1'hus,
Dewey's disenchantment with fOrmal teacher education did not have
to do with its attention to child development issues, fOr he was always
a careful observer of children. It rested in his assessment that the
remaining normal schools and the new university schools of education
were not training scholar/teachers who could probe the first principles
of the subjects they taught, think independently aIN nit w.lhit to teach
and why, and capture and inspire their students.
Dewey, then, was convinced that teachers, especially in it time of
fundamental societal transition as his was (and ours is), must possess
the scholarly skills and confidence to be "investigators," teachers able
to "change the conception of what constitutes education" if need he.
Another great Progressive intellectual, \V. E. B. Du Bois, was noteworthy for the natural diak)gue he cultivated between his study and the
work! tnitside (\Vest, Race Manow 'in). Central to the lives of !ugh men
was this interaction between sclutlarship and society. It is just such a
dialogue that needs to be reconstituted now and undertaken by more
and more teachers.
The Postmc xlem Critique I

Nit itkIn 1 1 istork tgraphy

Admittedly the "culture wars," the del mtes that have been stirring
and sometimes dividing humanities sclu tlarship in recent years, are offputting to the uninitiated. '1'he arguments seem (and sometitnes are)

arcane and the manners of the ci imhatants less than welcoming.
Nevertheless, the debates are in it frivolous and exttaneous to our
oincerns as teachers: they pro wide essential insight into a range of
perceptk ins and voices that increasingly ate ink inning our sticiety and
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our classrooms. After two decades of "high theoty, "according to I lenry
Louis Gates, Jr., the apparent relevance of this humanities scholarship
to the lives of fellow citizens is "quite astonishing" ( Loose Canons

The terrain of the scholarship is too immense and rich to be encompassed, much less distilled, in a relatively brief essay such as this.
Consequently, I will be confining myself to tentative and suggestive
characterizations of its contours, drawing funn historiography generally and more particularly from historical approaches to political
philosophy, the lives of the poor and disenfranchised, and literature.
"Mr dem" historkmgraphy, Enlightenment in its spirit, assumes that
historians can engage and understand the past rationally and objectively, determine the agency ( intentk ins and degree of independent
action) of historical actors, and, if appropriate, explain the process of
change over time. It is attracted um large, encrnupassing meta-narratives
of historical change (e.g., the rise of
the transfOrmation of . ,
.

.

.

,

.

.

often describing amehoration of, or progress on, a certain issue.
Verification rests in "documents" (statutes, archival records, official
mrrespondence) which it is believed reflect their envininment, rather
than in "works" of the imaginatk In (poems, novels, plays, concert( )0
which do not. Quite often the( mry fri an the social sciences is used to help
explain individual and column behavirmr. "Structuralists," who overlap
mdern and postmodern historiography, use the social, economic,
intellectual, or cultural environments of historical subjects to explain
their behavior and in the process oflen deprive them of' agency.
The terms "postmodernism" and "poststructuralism" are frequently
used interchangeably to describe scholarship that seeks to separate
itself fnnn "nk mdern" percept k In. epistenumlogy, and km mwledge, Ri msenau

3 n.

Postmodernists assume that the modern perspective derives its
ratir malisni, individualism, and universalism in mi the Scientific Revolution and the Enlightenment. Funhernumre, the hegenk mnic and progressivist impulses of the Enlightenment led its enthusiasts to privilege
this set of seventeenth- and eighteenth-centtny Fun ipean commit-

ments in the Hee of all other perspectives. 'I'hus, postmodeinists
believe the Enlightenment and its heritage, the Enlightenment Project,
have tr i he challenged. In additk in to these sclu Italy values, "postmodern"

is also used to refer to the present historical moment, marked by its
panitligmless and skeptical tetuir.
The mstnu dern critique of tlw Enlightenment Project is driven by
at kast three shills in perceptir m that have emerged in the last 30 years:
a reassessment iii the t !aims of science and philosophy; a turn mard
language and its study (linguistics and hermeneutics, or interpretation)
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as the central component in the "human sciences"; and the view that
thought and behavi( ir in historical eras are shaped by a deep structure
of unexamined assumptions.
I. In his landmark stikly, 71w SInteltity of St tenlyie Rem/Whom
( 1962), Thomas Kuhn argued convincingly that "nounal" science in any
age relies num. On cc inventions and, even, social ci )11111)1 than on logical

crimpuision. Ile found that linguistics, indult sind historical context
all influenced claims of scientific truth (Kuhn, Bonds). subsequently
Richard Roily ()Beret' a similar appraisal ot molt claims in modern
philosophy the typically disguise a "contestable agieement" of a
Borgmann SO).
particular community (If thinkers (Rou
Thus, truths in science and philosoph , lat hom mit% eisal, are emhedded in an array I if contingenck.s
2 :l'he philosopher Chalks Tayltir is one ()I molten Ins proponents
con% inced ii ut langliage sit( nild he at tlw
01 hermeneutics whi
,

center of our study of lounan natme. le tiaces the units ot this

commitment to tlw R nnantic critics of the Enlighteninew and, in this
century, such philomiphers as Marlin I Ieidegger anti I lans Coei >rg
Gadamer, who have been very important prop( nwnts ot the philosophical importance of language. \Ve have (lime to understand,
according to Taykir, that man is aln we all "tile language animal."
Although we continue to be attracted tn the natural sck.twe approach
to studying human nature because of the idea (il "disengagement" that
I ). ( )tr ability
it conveys, Taylor insists that the nude( is implausibk. (

to disengage is a modern myth that oliscures how. each of us is
"constituted" by the "language" and "culture" w hich our "ci immunity"
maintains and renews. What is required, then, fOr a more sound
approach to human nature is a hermeneutical c(inceptii in (If the human
sciences, in which language is understood broadly u) include musk.,
art, dance, and the range of symbolic fOrms (Tayl( a 21S-16)

The incorporation of hermeneutics into historiography, tlie
tic turn", has redirected the focus to how languages obscure, filterin
general, mediatehistorians' attempts to appu Etch past teality
this perspective, the past is more an array of obfuscating texts that must
be deciphered than sr >dal and intelk.ctual realities dim int la' Cm I itin,
tered directly or reconstituted. Thus, the stndy rit Hsu try is cli ise Ut, if
not synonymous with, the study of Merano(' And Mei ay WI irks,
typkally eschewed by modernists, entoy equal status with di it mews:
they are all approached as texts that must In treated with skeptkism and
linguistic ingenuity.'

,
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3. Perhaps the boklest and most influential challenge to the
Enliglnenment notion of a linear. purposive historical process in which
the qualities of a universal human nature arc demonstrated, has been
the work of Michd Foucault. 1 1c distinguished between the cons(ious
"epistenu)k)gical" level of km iwledge and the unconscious -archaeological" one in any era The unconscious level, or epistenw, as he called
it. is the most important of tlw tw( ): altlumgh never li nmulated, it is a
priori to everything else. Tlw episteme pro ivkles (-odes to the the( Kies
and o incepts in difkrent fiekls of endeavor 1,1 intempurary to (Me
another: they will have moire in comnum anu mg themselves than any
one w(mld have with its like across time. Thus, u ) expl( ire an earlier
time, the historian, in the manner of an archaeoli)gist, must dig down
.

through the subsequent layers to the appropriate level. Within the
context of this -open site" hisu Mography. the outlooks, actions,
motives, and intentions of individual agents in the past seem to be less
imp( wtant and structures and patterns nu we. Furthermore, since history
is so many separate ages. ( )r self-reklential strata, (me ( m to p of
an( nher, it defies our search fin- an ( werall species go )al or purpose; nor

can a rational course be attributed to it ( )ur searching of the past will
n( it yield a coherent and constant human conditi( in or nature either
( Foucault ix-xxiv, 367-373).
1:( nicault's assessment of the Enlightenment rests (in his view that

"truth is a thing of this world." It is produced by many forms of
constraint and endures on the usual manifestations (if pc )wer. Thus, the
Enlightenment, the quintessential age of reason, had spawned through

its truth claims fin the human sciences an unprecedented degree of
(ndering, classifying, and regulating of the lives of criminals, madmen,
the sick, the ()Id, the delinquent, and the putatively normal ((i( )rdon
131; Philip 74).

Tlw cumulative elkcts of these challengesto the objectivity of
science and philosophy, to the idea of a uni% ersal and rat k mal human

nature, to a linear and purposive species hisu (Ey, and to a benign
Enlightenmenthave called int() questkm Icing-unexamined assumptit ins alu nit meaning, metlu)d, and proof within all areas of humanities
scholarship As I will point out, they also open new areas of inquiry and
possibility as well. Nevertheless, (he \Vest seems to b... in its deepest

episode of skepticism since the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries Then, the revival of Academic and Pyrronhist skepticism
underntined medieval scholastic assumptions alu nit kin twledge. This
dilenttna ultimately called I( ittli the empirical and rational epistemologies cit Frant is Ifacon and Rene I )escartes, the Scientilk. Rev( Aution, and

;
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the Enlightenment (IN ipkin; Shapin I; Allen). We in the late twentieth
century also share 3 perVasive stoicism with OW turn-of-the-seventeetufi-century h whears. ( hit expectant )IS are limited, and we asstinle
C(mtemporary
dial 111(1(11 ill lile that %vill alkct us is beyond our 0
wisdom is t() adapt to I( wces larger than the self "Change.' has replaced
jiri gies ... in (nir disc( mrse.
'Me Contexts of Postini Idern Inm W at i( ins in Scholarship

If postnuidernisin teaches us an thing. it is the imp( inance of context
in suggesting ineaning and the parameters available h ir human agency
our snidents lives, and (nit sclu n ifs and
And, (if cimrse, I nir
universities unfOld within contexts. We must be preparing our students
to comprehend the world as it is and is becoming (or can be shaped to
be). It is imponant. then, to appreciate that current humanities

sell( larship has been forged in the recent societal, global, ethnic,
gender, intellectual, and spiritual upheavals that continue to Il It our
equanimfty. To reflect on the changes that have occurred in humanities
scholarship and in the shape of American (and Western) institutions
and thought since the I9i0s is t( I lx.c( une aware of startling and parallel
transh if-mations. Thus, Come! West has it just right when he proposes
to "historicise and pluralise and contextualise" the postmodern debate
c'Decentering" 3). I lis point is that IN wmodernism undersu Rid nu ist
bloadly is a set of resp( Irises to the decentei mg of Elln Iv. The world
no longer rests upon the Funipean hegenu my, which dates Cron) the

fifteenth century. Its displacement began with the fracture (4' the
European polity in 1911 and accelerated with the ascendancy of the
United States after 19Ti and the decolonization of the Third World
West maintains that the last of the three is the nuist significant It ir
developments in humanities scluilarship because it has so much to do
with the "dialectical reversal of (nil' tu wmal ct Inception 1it order," new
identity formation and self-perception. Formerly oppressed persons
now cluxise to view themsdves as the SlIbiecti hisuwy rather than
its objects rflecentering" 131.
Perhaps West exaggerates when he attributes all the social turnuiil
in the 1'nited States hom the 195IN through the I 970s to decohmized
igm ired: the pist-World War
sensibilities. Iltit his larger pi Mu calm( it

Il liberal consensus and Its undellying Enlightennwnt assumptions
about lile nallite of the world, proclaimed in the late I 'Jiffs, was Sill nt
lived. It ii Illapsed under tleep questi( ming and the pervasive consequences of the Cold War, the

civil rights. and gender struggles;

t.t
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the war in Vietnam; and the eroded cre(libility tit traditit mat institutions
fro nn the family to) the schixils to) the Presidency '
lb tw has humanitws scholarship, espet i.ill historit igraphy. been in

dialogue with these shattering developments', The tine feature ot
monlernist historiography that this been under the nuist pressure in im
both p istmotWrn scholarship aml the ckcentering 111(mtentum
()Ur
p ustmodern era is meta-narrative. It has heo nne much more difficult it)
de elt p one. encompassing, credible su try al), na, let us say, the hisb try

of the rnited States or the pro igress of human rights Pt istmodern
nist(mians want to) avoid -priv ileging- one point ot view in their
narratives. but the alternative of attempting tor mcorp irate all points of

viw Or experiences often pro n'es impractical The result is Often to
:than& m grand explanations alto igether and to cultivate mini-narratives, stt iries. and descriptions.

Beginning in the l9I)Os. the attractis eness ot the mini-narrative fit
w ell with the deepening concern with st it iai and p mink al justice. What
w as called the "new- so ci.il historv dev eloped it ft icused particularly
)11 I ippressed groups that had lett little t onventional documentation ft utast( trians. Through ingenious metlu ids. histt ;dans bn night to light the
formerly unseen, silent and forgo awn o Mons of the past. We learned

much ak nit the sex roles and families, child rearing, schooling, and
ork patterns of %%Innen and the poor and disenfranchised. The
research was facilitated by the technoli igy then becoming available:

'microfilm and micnifiche made possible the wide distribution oil
hero( ifore inaccessible primary materials, and oimputers could compile and analyze huge data bases from parish, municipal, and census
records Theory from the social and behavioral sciences (anthropology.
economics, and psycho xinalysis, especially) was applied to crystallize
tir stretch tlw historian's perceptions.

The stunning growth in black history, women's history, hunity
hisbny, the history of education, and labor history attests to the vigor
of this new history and the degree to which contemporary social
co nicerns have influenced its applicant in. An example of the capabilities

of this new social history was I lerben Gutman's reexamination of the
black family, 11w Black Ntmily in Slavery and Freedom, / 750 to 1925.

Gutman used plantation) archives film) counties in three smithern
states, manuscripts born the Freedmen's Bureau, and census records
I Its rest ntrceful family reconstitutions over several generations and his
applWatitm oil idtwy \V Mintz's theory of mimetic cultures led to
important revisions in ou understanding of black histo wy. Contrary to)
the conventional w isdo nn on the matter. Gutman maintained that the
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two-parent black family was viable throughout the punishing ordeal of
slavery.. And the American slave family was probably the first -AfroAmerican" institution, a hybrid of African and white American cultures
(Gutman 343-37, 1.51-55).

Mini-narratives have ipened tO nir increasingly diveise student
bodies hist( Kies chiser to their experience and their cc immunities
liesides the issue ( 4' privilege, however, postnuidernists also illect that
meta-narrative, or any narrative, assumes the linearity ot historical time
and thus does not meml sufficiently to distinct linguistic. contexts and

Foucaultian layers. This has led to history as dialogue or encounter
across time, in which care must he taken with contexts On both ends.
In s( rcial history this often has led to immersion in the everyday life of
a particular hicality or village fin. a very restricted period of time with
the purp >se tit' developing a "thick description" of a small corner of the

world.

This "encounter' approach has also been pursued fruitfully by
historians of pi >Mical thi night and scholars of Renaissance literature.
Political theorists, stifled by the hegemony )t- East liloc materialism and
Western positivism and functionalism during the Cold War, declared
their discipline "dead" in the mid-1950s (Laslett vii). Sin in thereafter
ingenious historians like Quentin Skinner and J. G. A. Pocock began
language-centered studies of the Iwginnings of liberal political theoty
in the Eus ipean Renaissance and Enlightenment. Abandi ming the

meta-narrative requirement that the past twist produce the present
(lix isely, the "whig" view of history ), Skinner and Pociwk were able to
let the past be itself'. It emerged as more ci implicated than it %%little] have

appeared under the requirements of narrative, but at the same time a
richer setting, with much to teach us.' For Skinner, this kind of history
reveals how languages change in the diahigue between ideas and their
historical contexts. Seeing great works of p litical the( iry as ideoliigical
responses to their local, immediate, and linguistk. constraints adds to

our understanding of political life itself. And the variety Of moral
assumptions and political commitments in the past het.< mw more
evident, consequently we are helped to recognize the intellectual
limitations placed on us by our iiwn environment (Skinner 1 Preface)
Pocock is convinced that the encounter approach allows the histot Ian
to six iw that political language is multi-disciplined. it addiesses all the
purposes and ways human beings articulaw and c't mimic k. thea
political activity and culture. Oimplex sc cieties will manik.s1 a mill ivi
of languages, each with its own biases on the meaning and dist Mullion
of authority. Therein lies the "richness of texture" to be found in the
ick 5'7,
history cif pi litical tlx night and the ream in fOr studying it (
1 2-

12-19, 21-23). Thus, our understanding of the "political" is broadened.

not diminished, when emtninter replaces meta-narrative. A wide
variety of teaching options can he cultivated in this way, especially by
focusing on particularly dynamic historical settings in Western or other
cultures.
The study of Renaissance literature has been virtually transformed by
postmodern scholarship: an interdisciplinaiy approach called the "new
historicism" nas emerged. Jean E. lloward, an advocate of this work,

views all historical investigations as "interventions" into the past;
objectivity is impossible. On the other hand, the late Renaissance
environment and our historical nu nnent are similar in their tone. If we
can accept the tensions and contradictions that predominate in Renaissance texts, we will appreciate the rest mance between tnir paradigmless
ages. And, significantly, in this methi id literature no longer figures as
merely the reflection of its setting: part of a textualized universe, it is

a proactive agent, helping to shape the historical process and the
political management of reality (I loward. "New I listr incism" 15, 33)."
Stephen .1. Greenblatt's pn dean exph Kati( in of "self-fashioning" in

the English Renaissance is an example of ingenious postuntdern
scholarship that has spoken strongly to us meth( nlologically and
metaphorically. Calling his meth( d anthn poi( igical criticism and ackm iwledging his debt to Chin trd ieenz, knit:auk, Jurgen Ilabermas,
Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud, aim)ng nuttier( nis others, Greenblatt seeks

a "poetics of culture." It wlnikl investigate the mutual interaction
Iwtween the text and the vtl irk!. This appn tacit helps Greenblatt to use

the writings of imp( giant Renaissance literary figures to see more
deeply into their own struggles with self-fashioning, which took place
within a cultural field polarized by an authority and its alien (4. 5. 9,
157). The new historicists have been influential: the Renaissance and
the present do seem to have certain similaritii2s, and self-fashir ming is
a compelling issue fOr students to work with. It requires a summoning
of the self, autobiographical clarity, a close investigation of the forces

in one's environment, and perhaps a search tor t Wier settings and
exemplary selves.

There is much in the new schi)larship, whether mini nal ratio:, the
pursuit of dialogue and resonance, or autobiography and self-lashn ming. to by iaden our understanding of the capabilities of the humanities
as a way of reflection, study, and teaching. But, I am not suggesting that

modern, omventional appn >aches to histiny and the huinanities
should be abandoned. Some issues will lend themselves to nu )(tem
inquiry, others to postmodern. We become better teachers, it seems to
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me, as we erdarge our repertoire of materials and approaches to them.
Although too many scholars have done so, we need not see modernpostmodern (lifferences as an abyss or nipture in humanities scholarship. We should see the ditkrences as o unplementary, expanding our
capability to generate questions and devise the numt appropriate means
) pursue their answers These are the very scluilarly values and abilities

that guided Du Ito us and that Dewey wanted to encourage in all
teachers. And, as Vito Pen Inc p )ints OW, they are crucial to a teacher's

ability to) develop heuristic instructional to Tics ("rnderstanding
10-20, 37-39) .
ront" 2-3,
Postmodern Society: Affinity and Pessimism

Thus fiir we have glimpsed the great possibilities that postmodern
scholarship holds for enabling teachers to hear better the diverse stories

their students have to tell and to use the humanities disciplines
resourcefully to develop challenging, engaging, and worthwhile instruction for them. But, there is also a downside to the postmodern
in this instance the ruistmodern conditionthat is often attributed to
the scholarship. It is difficult to argue with Coates's assessment that our
late-twentieth-century w Hid is "fissured by natkmality. ethnicity, race,
class, and gender" ( loose (Alums xv ). Our myriad divisions are really
so many gemonscholten, that wall us o a from others while they offer
us solidarity and a sense of IvIonging among sitnilarly-situated and
like-mined peers. The problem is the "others." Can we be secure if we

do not km w them? In our determined pursuit of affinity do we
inadvertently diminish our chances for a full life of the tnind? Even an

enthusiast for scuttling the nu idern synthesis like tht: philosopher
Albert Borgmann onwedes that there are problems with the traverse
acroms the po mtnu idern divide: an increase in do igmatism, ethnic strife,

self- righto nisness, and censoiship (79) . Our sense Of fragmentation
nuo self-enclosed communities of affinity and diso MSc is palpable.

Cci tainly In mr chssn suns we can feel the pull of group identities
separating our students al( mg gender. race, sexnal orientation, class,
and other lines. All of this is mat( lied by a pervasive, yet superficial,
relativistn whenes yr discussions move to issues oil value, choice, on'
nu wality "Evetyone is equal, littler( we all opinioms are equal!" And the

Bosnia metapho its that abound in o air attempts to capture these
tenokncies suggest a squall( m in which civil war, rather than civil order,
prevails
Pro l )al Ay the biggest fear in devek Ting ci irricula based on pi istmodern

so hokirslup is that thet actually will ft unent Balkanization and stand-
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off among students. Sonic measure of plausibility for those kars is
provided by the proponents of critical pedagogy. The self-proclaimed
radical pedagogues display a range of stances, however. On the one
hand, Dona Ido P. Macedo has described the American public school
system as a sophisticated colonial model, driven by a "pedagogy of
lies," which does little more than "manufacture consent" for a corrupt
social and poltical regime (202-204). On the other, Ilenry A. Giroux
seeks to distance himself from the pessimism bred of the customary
language of critique and domination and move toward a form of
pedagogy that will make "despair unconvincing and hope practical."
I le calls for reconstructing the "proletarianized" teacher force into
transformative intellectuals. He and Peter McLauren would make the
schools into truly democratic places that cultivate "cntical agency" in
students (Giroux 128, 122; Giruox and McLaren 19). As attractive as
these goals are, and similar rhetorically to those I am advocating in this
essay, the educational vision at the center of critical pedagogyto use

the schools exclusively to fight oppressionremains overly prescriptive nevertheless."
Many teachers, sensing this, remain wary. They will eschew current

scholarship if embracing it leads to the hyper-politicization of their
classrooms. As I have argued already, this need not and should not he
the case. After all, European hegemony is actually diminishing in the
world, feminists long since have begun to dismantle male dominance,
and racial and cthnic solidarity pnwide an accessible grounding for
identity in a racially sensitive culture such as ours. Students may not
even he aware of these circumstances, hut they bring their consequences into our classrooms with them. Thus, it behooves us to use any
and all scholarship that we can to respond to and nu we constructively
with their energies.

Furthernune, kw would deny that te quotithen on our postmodern
terrain leaves much to be desired. It seems to have taken a heavy toll
nir spirit, luTie, and political vision. Accinding to West, we have
w finesse(I the disappearance id the spiritual communities that in the
past helped AmerkAns Iii Lit e dihik nines and despair. The results are

lives tilled with "landimi nows West is particularly concerned about
the hopelessness and absent e of meaning in life that is pervasive
am( mg INN )1' what) I iI,io ks I Race itallm 5, 15) liut the impressii in is
griming that his ti well) pplies to all I Mr who( il-age youth and to ISto 29- year-olds as well Thus, we may he sliding into a k It-nu of
hegenionit pessimism certainly our students should tua he burdened
with stik h a specter in then (lasso aims. It hopelessness has reached a
lever pitch in ran tuban pi wetly ghettos and is evident more generally
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among our young, much of it is driven by the sense that there is no
"place for me" and the belief that "we have no place to go together."
As a society we have become imprisoned in the present to an alarming
degree, fenced in by an undecipherable future and a fragmented,
inaccessible past (Fide ler, "Historians"). Postmodern scholarship is
very valuable in helping us to understand our entrapment and cultivate
scaled-down narratives essential to our stories of self and community.
Nevertheless, much of our current situation and the attendant hopelessiwNs that it seems to engender is in the largest sense of the terms, moral,
historical, and political. We have to find ways together to see farther

ahead and back. The best kept secret in postmodern scholarship, the
iews of the skeptics notwithstanding, is that much of value is there for
out ability to do this.
The importance of political thought in our attempt to look ahead is
suggested by Tracy li. Strong, who maintains that politics at its I11051
bask seeks answers simultaneously to two questions: Who am P Who
.11t.' WO 1 le is t% invinced that rationalization, in Max \Veber's meaning
it the term, had dissolved affective status relations and made economic
ct niceins linire important than politics long before the postmodern
moinem. Neertheless, we miw find ourselves immobilized, needing to
rec.( ignize our tailure to live up to a shared vision. That is to say, we need

politics more than ever now; but, we are tempted to leave that often
difficult "community of discourse" for other easier and more inviting
realms (Strong 3-1, 159-(10).

We have seen that these temptations have been heightened by the
declining tOrtunt's of the European Enlightenment Project and the
concomitant encouragement to find one's own community and story.
Nevertheless, we have to ask mrselves: flow wide is the circle of the
we? Perhaps t air pret wcupations with the local, familiar, and unique,
as imp( irtatm as they are, sin nild be reexamined. One way to look at our
recent priorities is that we have renounced all, or most, universal or
species concerns. According to the historian David Hollinger, the niost
crucial "event" in intellectual history since World War II has been the
expansion of ethws-centered discourse and the simultaneous shrinking of species-centered discourse. We have foresworn all but our

"ethnos," our civic, nu n.al, and epistemk. communities of birth.

Postmi idernism, for its part, has valued affiliation and solidarity over
objectivity, and we have torged an age of "anti-universalist historicism"
319-20, 312-13). Ihn, as Gates points (tut, a mindless
(I

celebratn in fi ditteience Is no more viable than nostalgia kir :m
imagined homogenel ins past in wt iiking to amelk irate %Oat ails us
we intist move ft nward.
(Loose Cations xix I t
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The Quest for Enlarged Understanding
There are not only reasons but ways to overcome the stoicism and
skepticism that have been shrinking and immobilizing our collective
spirit. The seedlings from which strong trees of hope can grow have
long since been planted. We simply have to mark them and nourish
them. For example, just over a decade ago, Carol Gilligan expressed the
belief that, through her study of women's moral reasoning, women will
arrive at an understanding of the "integrity and validity" of their
thought, the experiences it "refracts," and the "line of its development"
(3-4). Beyond this, however,-her, goal was "to expand" the understanding of human development itself by supplying the data left out in the
earlier construction of theory. The discrepant data on women's expe-

rience can provide the foundation for a new "more encompassing
view" of the lives of men and women and overall a "more generative
view of human life" (174). Gilligan's intention is a simple and elegant
guide for moving ahead: validate the experiences and thought of
marginalized populations and use the data gained to see our condition
and possibilities more fully.
This model encourages us to build outwaid from affinity toward an
enlarged understanding and to draw a wider 'circle of the we'. There
is evidence accumulating that this process is under way, even among
some of the most redoubtable critics of the Enlightenment. Kuhn, for
instance, has attempted to conflate objectivity and solidarity into a
"single character"; and Rorty's explanation of solidarity now shuns the
strict ethnocentricity with which he had been identified proudly earlier
(llollinger 324, 328).
Nevertheless, with issues facing us of such a distinctly political cast
(in the broad, rather than the partisan, sense), it is unfortunate that John

Rawls's A Theory (y* Justice, the work which resurrected political
philosophy fn nn its premature "death," receives so little attentirm
beyond the ken of political philosophy in our moment of epistemic
transition. Rawls's magisterial study developed the case for an imagined

social contract that free, equal, and rational persons coukl accept to
define "the fundamental terms" of their association, or pi
Seeking

to establish "justice as fairness," he pushed to a higher level of
abstraction the Enlightenment social contract ideas of Ilobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, and Kant (Rawls 11). Rawls's universalism and North

American liberalism have made him an easy target for situation-

conscious ix istmodern critics, and he is dismissed all too easily as yet

another unregenerate modern who, in Hollinger's words, has "confused the local with the universal" (317).
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The lack of interest in Robert Nozick, an early critic of Rawls, is more
puzzling. Perhaps it is because he focuses on individuals and not race,
class, and gender cohorts in his theory and his conceptual vocabulary,

like Rawls'sstate of nature, private interests, minimal state, utopia
seems anachumistic to postmodern historicist/linguistic parlance.
Whatever the reasons, his somewhat ironic "framework for utopia"
would seem to tit well in other respects with current groping from
communities toward a larger sense of solidarity. Nozick argues against

Rawls's insistence that the universal principles of justice have to be
agreed upon before the just and fair polity can be formed. We are all
so different froin one another in temperament, interests. abilities, and
aspirations, according to Nozick, that, even if there is one ideal pattern
for society, it is unlikely that it would he found in Rawls's theoretical
fashion. Hut that does not mean that the search for the perfect society
cannot be undertaken starting from scratch. Nozick's alternative is an
experimental and experiential process. "Utopia will consist of utopias"
(Nozick 311-12. 328-30). Individuals must see themselves as free to
establish "conununities" of their clu)ice with other like-minded people.
They can design communities and remain in them, improve them, or
leave them, tionne communities will succeed, others will be abandoned
or split, and new ones will be undertaken. The framework requires a
minimal state to Nettle disputes hem een and among communities, to

guarantee uncoerced passage into and out of communities, and to
insure that children learn of the possibilities of life beyond their
immediate omununities.
Nozick argues that his utopian pnwess should be substituted for the
static "end state" of typical utopias. It is in our particular omununities,
after all, that we realize our nonimperialistic vision of the good society.
And, when the framework is infused with many such compelling
visions, it delivers "the best of all possible worlds." What is so current

about Nozick, in my judgment, is the immanence, contingency,

unpredictiveness, and diversity implicit in his framework. Only a fool
or a prophet, he claims, would try to foretell "the range and limits and
charaCters of the communities" that it would yield. And, perhaps most
important, if one good society for all does emerge somehow from the
process, it will only be because everyone voluntarily chooses it (Nozick
331-34 )

In any case, the largely ignored, yet potentially valuable, models of

Rawls and Nozkk notwithstanding, theory of a more distinctly

postmodern pedigree is alive and well and can contribute much to
those who seek a road map across the divide. More and more we hear
calls to synthesize voices and move on to new ground, and the

postmodern critique of modernism seems to be moderating. For
example, Stephen K. White maintains that postmodern political theory
has much more to offer than its notable assaults on Enlightenment
universalism. One such contribution is its ethic of "responsibility to
otherness;" another is its "moral-aesthetic sense" (White 19-21). These
contrast markedly with the categorical and universal dimensions of the

modernist ethic. White seeks particularly a middle way between
Rawls's universalism and Rorty's celebration of group identity. The
challenge, of course, is to recognize that the modern and postmodern
predispositions can be complementary rather than binary opposites. Of
the various paths forward embedded in the current scholarship, the
perspectives of the historian Hollinger and the political theorist Seyla

Benhabib are particularly interesting. Hollinger is less friendly to
postmodernism, and Benhabib's outlook is more deeply rooted in
feminism. Both, however, acknowledge and build on postmodernism's
celebration of the local and fear of the universal.

Hollinger, unlike Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., for whom ethnocentrism
has no redeeming qualities and is inimical to "America as a people"
(Schlesinger 15-18), engages the unregenerate historicist/linguistic
theories of the likes of Kuhn, Rorty, Geertz, and the historian and
political theorist Michael Walzer. We have seen that he identifies the
modern with a concern with the species and the postmodem with the
ethnos. Diversity has replaced unity as the slogan to encourage respect
and equality. And our "alterity-preoccupied, deeply anti-imperialist"
generation of intellectuals is unprecedented in its ability to argue for
enclosures and circle-drawing. The term ethnic has come to stand for
"situatedness" within any bonded community. Yet, Hollinger reminds
us that in an age of "deterritorialized communities" just where do we
belong anyway? Communities are different in their 1)oundaries, structures, functions, and demands. Although there is much blithe talk abtmt
communities of affinity these days, most people are involved in several
conununities simultaneously and pursue their lives shifting among
several "we's." Our habit has been to over-simplify what it means to
situate a person or a text (Hollinger 323-24, 328-30).

In light of these complications, Hollinger proposes a "postethnic"

disposition toward affiliation in a variety of contexts. Hollinger's
postethnicity does not deny, but rather accepts consciously and
critically, the many layers of we's. The postethnic challenge is to steer
a life's path between cultural universals and the celebration of sheer
difference. We must stretch the limits of the epistemic and moral "we"

hut do so without ignoring postmodern objections to universals.
Through such devices as "immanent critique" (Rorty) and "intersubjective
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reason" (Ilabermas, Jeffrey Stout), we have to continue the search for
practical dialogue across the boundaries that separate us and for a way
to expand the "moral 'we'." The one "fiekl of power" that is available
to Militate compromises and operating arrangements among universalist and particularist impulses, according to Hollinger, is the "nation."
In effect, we find ourselves in a veritable 'state of nature' right now; we
may have to rediscover or reformulate our understanding of the sodal
compact and the nation (I lollinger 332-33, 335-37).

Whereas Hollinger encourages a postetbnic political conversation
that would move communities toward participation in a bsrader
Benhabib's undertaking is to develop a post-Enlightenment defense of

universalism. However, her universalism, unlike Rawls's, will be

interactive, acknt Wedging of gender differences, and alert to contexts.
Her goal is to find a new way for reason to yield justice with dignity and
the promise of happiness. To do this, Benhabib argues, we must move

from a "legislative" to an "interactive" rationality (1-5). The latter
actually leads to a community of inquirers in the spirit of Charles
Sanders Peirce's approach to truth-searching. l3enhabibis very much a
contextualist: reason and the moral self must be situated in the contexts
of gender and community. At the same time, one's context must not be
considered closed or a prison. Sounding a bit like Nozick, she insists
that individuals have the discursive power to challenge their situatedness
in the name of "universalistic principles, future identities and as yet
undiscovered communities" (8). And, in the same spirit of avoiding a
break with the modern that we have seen in White and Hollinger,
Benhabib holds that the seeming opposites, the "generalized" and the
"concrete" other, actually exist along a continuum that extends from
"universal respect for all as moral persons" hi the "care, solidarity, and
solicitation" that connects us to those closest to us.

Even though relations of justice occupy the privileged position
within the ethical domain, they do not exhaust it. Benhabib is very
concerned with challenging the long-held convention in universalist
theories of justice that freedom, equality, and reciprocity apply only to
the public sphere outside the Imusehokl. Consequently, the private
sphere, left to its own devices, has been "an opaque glass" that has left
women and their traditional spheres of activity invisible and inaudible.
In the spirit of 011igan's critique of and remedy fiir traditional theories

of human development, Benhabib observes that this reveals an

epistemological deficiency in modern political theory, not nwrely an
omission or a blind spot. And, acknowledging her debt to I Iannah
Arendt, Benhabib calls us to a "moral conversation" that will enable the
art of "enlarged thinking" to develop. This can happen, she maintains,
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if we bring "civic friendship" and solidarity to the many perspectives
that constitute the political (10-14).

Hollinger and Benhabib offer different, but equally promising,
visions of hope and possibility for our ability to move toward an
enlarged sense of who we are as a people. They are clearly postmodern
in their insistence on the epistemological importance of difference and
situatedness and in their discomfort with a priori universals. Yet, they
admit that their political goals are itot irreconcilable with those rooted

in the Enlightenmenta polity formed from reasonable discussion,
deliberation, and compromise.

can imagine distilled versions of Hollinger's and Benhabib's
outlooks serving as very stimulating vehicles for student projects and
discussions about how different communities can live compatibly and
productively together or what it means to be part of a community and
a polity at the same time. In conjunction with models derived from
Rawls and Nozick the mix of possibilities becomes even more exciting.
Speculations about the state of nature could be developed, which in
turn would inevitably lead to deliberations about the social contract
and the differences between nature and polity. What is the social
contract? What purposes does it serve? Historical and contemporary
examples of social contract-building could be explored. The point is
that current scholarship about the polity is not irrelevant; rather, it is
essential tor our capability to transform the divisive and pessimistic
inertia of the moment toward a practical and hopeful sense of where
we might be able to take ourselves together.

We must be able to look back with some comprehension as well.
one of the sources of our current societal disorientation is our lack of
any sense of where we have been. And the devaluing of the Enlight-

enment has taken much of the luster and interest away from the
founding of the United States, our social contract moment: But a new
study of American constitutional thought, in a modernist tone, To Make
a Nation: The Rediscovery of American kderalism by Samuel H. Beer,
may reverse some of that. Beer argues that the founders of the republic
were not anti-democratic aristocrats seeking to protect the existing
hierarchy under another name. They believed in popular sovereignty,
but tlunight that it could be preserved only with rather complicated
institutions, e.g., the Constitution of the United States. Pattk.ularly

important in light of Hollinger's and Benhabib's work is dud Beer
believes that the lbunders of the republic explicitly designed a polity
that enci turaged wide participation and rational deliberation in
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"government by discussion." It was expected that involvement in that
discussion would yield "broadened perspectives" for all (Sunstein 314,
39, 41).

Another timely eftbrt to help us look back with more comprehension

is Ronald Takaki's new volume, A Diffirent Mirror: A History of
Multicultural America. Takaki works in a postmodern way, but he is

attempting to revive the meta-narrative. Perhaps, better said, he is
developing a multi-narrative or a pan-narrative of America's ethnic
history." This is bottom-up social history, in which Takaki relies heavily
on personal stories and works, such as novels, poetry, song lyrics, and

the like, to build his narrative fabric, lie is convinced that, by sharing
their stories, America's diverse groups "are able to see themselves and
each other in our common past" (16).
A "Curriculum of !tope" and the Revival of the Humanities

Looking back with interest and comprehension, looking forward
with hope and expectation. These are not the worst starting points for
our educational challenges in the next years. A well-grounded "Curriculum of Hope" might even be a distinct possibility. And, were we to
become more articulate about how the humanities facilitate the search
for a "shared language of the good," we might begin to attract more
support from the larger society.
The questioning and evaluating of just what the humanities are and
can do and say with credibility to our skeptical and stoical age has been,

and continues to be, painful and polarizing. Nevertheless, as I have
tried to suggest in these pages, the doubt and pain brought on by this
Nndamental reappraisal in scholarship is bringing the humanities into
a ch mer engagement with the world. And, beyond the uncertainty, the

scholarship is already clearing paths toward the far side ot' the
'postmodern divide'. If we scholar/teachers can find our voices, the
humanities, now of a wider circle and enlarged understanding, will
conic into their own in our schools.
Notes

I. For Perrone's discussion of Dewey, see Working Papers 127-32.
Israel Schelik.r has argued similarly that teachers be acknowledged to
have "a special dedication to the values of the intellect and the
enhancetnent of the critical powers of the young" (11).
4.;
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2. Rosenau elaborates on several differences between the two terms.

Postmodernists, for example, are "more oriented toward cultural
critique." They focus on "the concrete in the form of 'le quotidien', daily
life, as an alternative to theory." Some postmodernists even revert to the
pre-modern and are "classical empiricists, privileging sense experience,

a highly personal, individual, nongeneralized, emotional form of
knowledge." Poststructuralists are much more comfortable with theory
and are particularly interested in methodological and epistemological

miners. They concentrate on deconstruction, language, discourse,
meaning, and symbols and "remain uncompromisingly anti-empirical."
Another important distinction, according to Rosenau, is that between

"skeptical" and "affirmative" postmodernists: the former deny the
possibility of truth; the later reconceptualize it within personal, local,
and community contexts (chaps. 5, 7). Rosenau's book is a useful and
didactic exploration of the assumptions, purposes, and intricacies of
the new scholarship. She pays much attention to the humanities, and
her discussion is largely transferable to the humanities.
3. Lawrence Stone (189-94), a modernist, and Gabrielle M. Spiegel (194208), a poststructuralist, offer their views on history as literature in Past

and Meseta 135 (1992). Dominick La Capra has done much to alert
historians to developments in the neighboring fields of literary criticism
and philosophy ( Rethinkft Intellectual I listruy 14, 29-31, 63-65). Also
see John E. Toews on the "lingusitic turn."

4. lit isenati agrees, maintaining that postmodernism's arrival was "no

accklent" but rather "concurrent withand perhaps in response ki
sticietal upheaval, cultural transfc =anon, ptAitical change, deep philosophical debate over core values, and disciplinary crises" (9).

5. For a brief overview of this new historiography of political thought,
see Fide ler and Mayer, Introduction.

6. Recntly Iloward has become inure critical of the new historicism;
see her "Feminism and the Question of Histoty."
7. For a Met. develtipment of this appraisal of critical pedagogy see
Maxine Greene, "Rellectk ins on Pc istmodernism and Education."
8. F n. a very cm nnpact presentation of his views see Rawls, "Justice as
Fairness."
9. At the 1993 National Institute of the AC1.S Elementary and Secondary
Scht wols Teacher Curriculum Development Project, appniximately one

week after I had ft irmulated the term "pan-narrative" in this article to
describe Takaki's integrative work, Terry Moreland 1 lenders( in, a

14s

Unified School District and a fellow in the UCLA/ACI.S workshop,
suggested to the assemblage that "pan-culturalism" has a more encompassing and enveloping tone to it than does the now over-used and
fragmenting "multiculturalism." Among other things, these examples of
the need to invent terms indicate that our curricular practices and
commitments have begun to outdistance our conceptual vocabulary.

A.
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